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Introduction 
 
In the first six months of 2005, despite the 
international economic recovery, there were still concerns 
regarding the slowdown in growth in Japan and in the 
Euro zone. Inflation seems to be under control, although 
repeated rises in the cost of crude oil (which exceeded 
USD70 per barrel in August) could lead to an increase 
in current international levels of inflation. 
 
A fall of 0.5% was registered in the Italian GDP for 
the first quarter of 2005, compared with the previous 
quarter (which was also negative). The resulting 
annualised figure was minus 0.2%. GDP estimates for 
the second quarter of 2005 are moderately optimistic in 
nature. The GDP recorded a slight increase (+0.5%) 
within the Euro zone over the same period of time, 
corresponding to an annualised increase of 1.3%. 
The review of Italian accounts by Eurostat (the EU’s 
statistical body), in particular of the general Government 
deficit, revealed the existence of a deficit in excess of the 
3% reference value, and resulted in the application of the 
excessive deficit procedure.  New measures now need to 
be taken in Italy that will result in a return to levels 
below European reference values  within two years. 
In June, and after five months of the annualised rate 
remaining stable at +1.9%, Italian inflation fell to 
+1.8%, the lowest figure since September 1999. 
However, the figure for July had already increased to 
2.1%, as had been feared. 
The trend in families continuing to cut down on 
consumption of primary goods, such as food, also 
continued during this period (the customer confidence 
index is at its lowest level since June 2004). 
The most recent retail sales figure, relating to May, 
highlighted an increase of 0.7% compared with the 
previous month (the figure for April was a drop of 
3.9%). On an annual basis, the sales decrease was close 
to a single percentage point. 
As a counterpoint to the fall in Italian price dynamics, 
an increase was recorded in the corresponding Euro zone 
figure: +2.1% compared with +1.9% in May. 
 
During the first quarter of 2005, the Italian 
unemployment rate fell by 0.4% to 8.2% compared with 
the same period of 2004.  
 

Uncertainties continued to permeate the financial 
markets, on account of economic fundamentals and the 
uncertain international outlook. 
The US Central Bank steadily increased its own official 
rates, raising them to 3.25% on 30 June, up from 
2.25% at the start of the year. The FED’s intention to 
maintain this restrictive policy over the next few months 
was confirmed on 9 August, with a further quarter 
point increase: the Fed Fund currently stands at 3.50%. 
The Bank of England also made a change to its own 
reference rates on 4 August, lowering them from 4.75% 
to 4.5%. 
The ECB has not made any changes to its own rates 
since 6 June 2003, keeping the European refinancing 
rate steady at 2%. 
Compared with levels at the end of 2004, medium to 
long-term rates fell in all macro-zones. This was 
particularly true in the Euro zone where they fell by 
more than 50 points. 
The Euro is still very strong against the US dollar, even 
if its value has fallen compared with end of 2004 levels 
(1.36 compared with 1.21 as at 30 June). 
 
In the first six months of 2005, European Stock 
Exchanges have reported an average performance of 
+9.7% and, in particular, the Milan Stock Exchange 
rose by 5.1%, while the London Stock Exchange rose by 
6.2%.  The New York Stock Exchange recorded a fall 
of 4.7%. It should be pointed out that the increased value 
of the dollar permitted European investors to post positive 
returns on the US Stock Exchange equal to 7%. The 
Tokyo Stock Exchange posted a modest positive increase 
(+ 0.8%). 
In spite of the terrorist attacks of July, the trend for 
international Stock Exchanges is still positive. 
 
The final figures for the 2004 insurance market, 
provided by ISVAP on 19 May 2005, highlight an 
increase in premiums for direct Italian business of 4.2% 
(or €101bn), which is significantly down on the figure of 
+10.6% for 2003. 
Non-Life premium income  increased by 3.5% (+5.5% 
in 2003) and totalled €35.4bn. The increase in 
premiums in Motor TPL business was 2.5% (+6% in 
2003), a figure that is consistent with the growth in the 
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number of vehicles (estimated at +2%) and with a slight 
increase in prices. 
Following an extremely uncertain outlook during the 
first three quarters of 2004, Life premium income ended 
the year raising €65.6bn or +4.5% (+13.5% in 
2003) compared with an increase of 7.7% in premiums 
for traditional policies (Class I). A fall of 6.8% was 
registered in index- and unit-linked policies (Class III), 
which had been up by 8.1% the previous year. 
The traditional sales channel reported higher growth 
rates (+11.3%). The bancassurance channel displayed 
strong indications of a slowdown, reporting an increase of 
just 3.7% over the year, whereas premium income from 
financial advisers was significantly down (-10.6%). 
 
Non-Life and Life market premium income (data 
distributed by ISVAP as at 18/7/2005) rose by 
13.7% during the first quarter of 2005, compared with 
the same period of 2004 when the growth rate was only 
0.2%. The change is linked to the significant increase in 
Life business, which registered a growth rate of 21.3%, 
whereas Non-Life premium income rose by 0.8%. 
As regards Life business, it should be noted that in the 
same period of 2004 a decrease of 1.4% was recorded. 
Breakdown of Life premiums by distribution channel 
showed post and bank outlets augmenting the role of 
main distribution channel. Indeed, premium income via 
this channel was up by +35% over the quarter (it 
should be noted that premium income from bank outlets 
for the first six months of 2004 had decreased by         
-7.7%). 
In Non-Life business, Motor business reported an 
increase of 0.3% and non-motor business reported a 
small rise (+1.65%). 
 
The main regulations-related news for the period 
applicable to the insurance sector, are listed below: 
• ISVAP Circular 551/D of 1 March 2005 

entitled ‘Provisions relating to transparency of Life 
insurance contracts’, which introduced multiple 
changes to the ‘Notice to policyholders’ and the 
‘Summary schedule’ (outlining the fundamental 
characteristics of the contract in terms that the 
potential policyholder can understand easily); 

• ISVAP Ruling 2340 of 21 March 2005, which 
outlined provisions relating to correct solvency 
calculations for an insurance company and for 
verifying the solvency of its holding company. The 

Ruling amends previous ISVAP Ruling 2050 of 
26 February 2002; 

• ISVAP Circular 555/D of 17 May 2005, 
covering provisions relating to compulsory Motor 
TPL insurers. In particular, consumer protection 
was increased in compulsory Motor TPL business, 
making it compulsory to indicate the universal 
conversion category, thereby guaranteeing, 
comparability between no-claims bonuses for 
motorbikes and mopeds too, and permitting 
policyholders to be treated uniformly and each 
vehicle’s insurance history to be recorded. 

 
In addition, the 2004 EC Law (Law 62 of 
18/4/2005, published in Official Journal 96 of 
27/4/2005) came into force on 12 May 2005. This 
covered new rules on privileged information and on 
market abuse which, by amending the Draghi Law 
(Legislative Decree 58/98), Legislative Decree 
231/01, the Codice Civile [Civil Code] and the 
Codice di Procedura Penale [Criminal Procedure 
Code], enabled individuals with access to confidential 
information or to information that could influence the 
performance of securities (financial analysts, rating 
agencies, journalists) to be monitored. CONSOB 
powers to carry out preliminary examinations were 
extended and administrative penalties were increased. 
On 22 June, CONSOB published three resolutions 
intended to adapt its own preliminary examinations and 
the relevant sanctions to the principles introduced by the 
new Law. 
 
The Council of Ministers approved the new Codice delle 
Assicurazioni [Insurance Code] by Legislative 
Decree on 2 September 2005. It will come into force on 
1 January 2006. The Code consists of 355 Articles 
and results in a simplification and reorganisation of the 
sector. The following are among the most significant 
changes: 
• An obligation on the part of an injured party to 

request compensation directly, with respect both to all 
material losses and to minor injuries, from the 
person of the non-liable driver and from his/her 
insurer, which will then recover the monies from the 
insurer of the person who is liable for the losses. 
(The new regime will come into effect once the 
enforcement orders have been approved by the 
Government); 
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• The introduction of new rules for the benefit of 
policyholders, such as transparency of the terms and 
conditions of the contract and rules regulating 
behaviour for which the company and the 
intermediaries are responsible; 

• Compensation for passengers from the vehicle 
insurers; 

• Reimbursement of the premium in the event of the 
sale or theft of a vehicle, for the period up until the 
contract expires; 

• Establishment of a single public register of all the 
insurance intermediaries (agents, brokers, banks, 
post offices and their distance-selling operators) 
managed by ISVAP; 

• Establishment at ISVAP of an Italian 
Information Centre, with a view to assisting 
injured parties with losses incurred in a country 
other than the one in which they usually live. 

 
 

   
 
 
The half-yearly consolidated report is drafted in 
compliance with the provisions issued on the matter by 
ISVAP and by CONSOB and is subject to limited 
review by the auditor, KPMG spa, which is also 
responsible for reviewing the accounts for the three-year 
period between 2003 and 2005. 
 
With respect to adopting the main IAS/IFRS 
international accounting standards, it is hereby stated that 
the Unipol Group made use of the optional regime 
outlined in Article 81bis (half-yearly report – transitional 
regime) of Issuers’ Regulation 11971/1999, as amended 
in Resolution 14990 of 14 April 2005, which permits 
companies to continue to apply national accounting 
standards, supplementing the half-yearly report with a 
quantitative reconciliation of the shareholders’ equity and 
the profit for the period as at 30 June 2005 and as at 
31 December 2004, evaluated using the drafting criteria 
outlined in the international accounting standards, and, in 
a separate appendix, using the reconciliations outlined in 
paragraphs 39 and 40 of the IFRS 1 – First adoption 
of the International Financial Reporting Standard, which 
is also subject to audit by the auditors, KPMG. 
 

   
 
The following table shows Group highlights over the six-
month period. 
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(*) Mainly service companies strictly related to insurance and property business.

INSURANCE COMPANIES
INSURANCE HOLDINGS PROPERTY FINANCIAL SERVICES

BANKS OTHERS (*)

BASIS OF CONSOLIDATION AS AT 30 JUNE 2005

LINE-BY-LINE EQUITY METHOD

86.6480 AURORA
ASSICURAZIONI

MILAN

LINEAR
ASSICURAZIONI

BOLOGNA

UNIPOL
ASSICURAZIONI

92.4499.80 UNISALUTE
BOLOGNA

GRECALE
BOLOGNA

HOTEL VILLAGGIO
CITTA’ DEL MARE

TERRASINI (Pa)

NAVALE
ASSICURAZIONI

FERRARA

BNL VITA
MILAN

50

10

UNIPOL
FONDI

IRELAND

49

MMI
ASSICURAZIONI

ROME

SRS
BOLOGNA

SMALLPART
BOLOGNA

EURESA HOLDING
LUXEMBOURG

75.21

UNISALUTE
SERVIZI
BOLOGNA

UNIEUROPA
BOLOGNA

BNL SERVIZI
ASSICURATIVI

MILAN

UNIPOL
SGR

BOLOGNA

100

24.0582.86UNIPOL BANCA
BOLOGNA

40

UNIPOL
MERCHANT

BOLOGNA

100

60

100

100

98

NETTUNO
FIDUCIARIA

BOLOGNA

100

50

MMI
VITA

BOLOGNA

MMI
DANNI

BOLOGNA

QUADRIFOGLIO
VITA

BOLOGNA

46

80

72.75

100

59.19

40.81

20

24.79

100

100

100

DIMENSIONE E
SVILUPPO

IMMOBILIARE
BOLOGNA

IMMOBILIARE
COMENSE
BOLOGNA

MIDI
 BOLOGNA

UNIFIMM
 BOLOGNA

100

39
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30 June 
2005

31 December 
2004

30 June 
2004

31 December 
2003

Gross premiums 5,330.8 9,623.7 5,102.6 7,492.3
variation % 4.5 (1) 28.4 21.7 (1) 23.9
Direct premiums 5,311.9 9,583.1 5,074.1 7,462.8
variation % 4.7 (1) 28.4 21.8 (1) 24.3
Market share - Direct business (%) 9.4 7.7
Payments (claims, amounts due out of maturity, surrender, annuity) 2,844.3 5,576.9 2,828.0 3,651.0
variation % 0.6 (1) 52.7 76.5 (1) 30.2
Non-Life business (net of reinsurance) - Loss ratio % 74.7 71.8 75.0 73.0
Net operating expenses 499.9 945.2 476.7 695.4
variation % 4.9 (1) 35.9 58.6 (1) 28.3
Expense ratio % (net operating expenses to net premiums) 9.7 10.3 9.8 9.7
Combined ratio % (3) 97.0 93.5 96.5 93.8
Combined ratio % - Direct business 96.0 93.2 94.2 93.2
Net investment income and capital gains
  - Class 'D' and value adjustments excluded 643.0 922.9 450.2 693.0
variation % 42.8 (1) 33.2 38.7 (1) 19.7
  - Class 'D' excluded, value adjustments included 580.8 851.9 378.5 591.2
variation % 53.4 (1) 44.1 21.5 (1) 37.7
Profit before taxation 333.1 461.9 183.8 303.3
variation % 81.2 (1) 52.3 27.4 (1) 32.7
Consolidated profit 221.5 272.9 99.7 177.4
variation % 122.0 (1) 53.8 24.7 (1) 46.6
Net profit - Group 192.1 211.3 80.2 147.5
variation % 139.7 (1) 43.3 20.1 (1) 44.4
Consolidated profit-to-premiums ratio (%) 4.2 2.8 2.0 2.4
Net profit-to-premiums ratio (%) 3.6 2.2 1.6 2.0

Investments, cash and cash equivalents 32,571.9 29,402.2 28,545.0 26,385.2
variation % 10.8 (2) 11.4 8.2 (2) 49.2
Technical provisions 31,130.7 28,387.9 27,734.7 25,669.0
variation % 9.7 (2) 10.6 8.0 (2) 47.9
Technical provisions-to-premiums ratio (%)
 - Non-Life 174.3 164.7
 - Life 377.3 353.1
 - Non-Life+Life 295.0 285.8
Capital and reserves - Group 2,563.0 2,391.6 2,385.7 2,346.3
variation % 7.2 (2) 1.9 1.7 (2) 89.8 (4)

Staff number (5) 4,646 4,481 4,458 4,503

(1) Variation on the first half-year of the previous financial year (%) 
(2) Variation on  31/12 of the previous financial year (%) 
(3) Net claims-to-earned premiums ratio and net operating expenses-to-premiums ratio.
(4) The Parent Company, Unipol Assicurazioni, increased its share capital by €1,054m during the third quarter of 2003.
(5) Staff number of undertakings consolidated on a line-by-line basis (excluding the Unipol Banca Group, which had 1,538 employees as at 30/06/2005).

(€m)

GROUP HIGHLIGHTS
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CONSOLIDATED

A. Subscribed share capital unpaid 1 0 77 153

B. Intangible assets
   1. Deferred acquisition costs 2 73 78 154

   2. Other assets 3 74 79 155

   3. Differences arising from consolidation 4 982 80 156

       Total 5 1,130 81 157

C. Investments
I    - Land and buildings 6 657 82 158

II   - Investments in Group undertakings and other participating interests
        1. Stocks and shares 7 2,102 83 159

        2. Debt securities 8 94 84 160

        3. Corporate financing 9 0 85 161

       Total 10 2,196 86 162

III  - Other financial investments
        1. Stocks and shares 11 1,944 87 163

        2. Units and shares in investment funds 12 101 88 164

        3. Bonds and other fixed-income securities 13 18,197 89 165

        4. Loans 14 84 90 166

        5. Other financial investments 15 1,952 91 167

       Total 16 22,278 92 168

IV  - Deposits with ceding undertakings 17 25 93 169

       Total 18 25,156 94 170

D. Investments for the benefit of Life assurance policyholders who bear 
the risk thereof and arising out of pension fund management 19 6,331 95 171

D. bis   Technical provisions - reinsurers' share
I    - Technical provisions - Non-Life business 20 585 96 172

II   - Technical provisions - Life business (except those at item III) 21 140 97 173

III  - Technical provisions of Life business where investment risk is  
         borne by policyholders, and pension fund management provisions 22 0 98 174

       Total 23 725 99 175

E. Debtors
I    - Debtors arising out of direct insurance operations 24 709 100 176

II   - Debtors arising out of reinsurance operations 25 129 101 177

III  - Other debtors 26 298 102 178

       Total 27 1,137 103 179

F. Other assets
I    - Tangible assets and stocks 28 30 104 180

II   - Cash at bank and in hand 29 1,084 105 181

III  - Own shares 30 0 106 182

IV  - Other assets 31 140 107 183

       Total 32 1,254 108 184

G. Prepayments and accrued income 33 179 109 185

TOTAL ASSETS 34 35,912 110 186

1,036 1,007

5,986

568

107

178

84
1,317

19,954

25

1
1,454

730

ASSETS As at 30 June 2005 As at 31 December 2004

0

As at 30 June 2004

71
75

22,328

1,154

895

1,396
57

1,341

882

885

171

0

739

133
17,690

879

1,290
51
0

32,939

0

74
90

1,201

30

550

358

1,349

760
166
397

1,324

1,206

1,088
0

88

17,235

366

0

917

5,909

19,732

27
21,978

127

87
1,401

746

202

32,278

29

59

657
0
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BALANCE SHEET
(Amounts in €m)

A. Capital and reserves
I    - Capital and reserves - Group
       1. Subscribed share capital or equivalent funds 35 966 111 187

       2. Free reserves 36 1,596 112 188

       3. Consolidation reserve 37 -19 113 189

       4. Reserve for valuation differences
           on unconsolidated shareholdings 38 20 114 190

       5. Exchange risk reserve 39 0 115 191

       6. Reserve for own shares and holding company's shares 40 0 116 192

       7. Profit (loss) for the period 41 192 117 193

       Total - Group 42 2,755 118 194

II  - Capital and reserves - minority interests
       1. Capital and reserves - minority interests 43 255 119 195

       2. Profit (loss) for the period - minority interests 44 29 120 196

       Total - minority interests 45 284 121 197

       Grand total 46 3,040 122 198

B. Subordinated liabilities 47 674 123 199

C. Technical provisions
I    - Non-Life business 
       1. Provision for unearned premiums 48 1,547 124 200

       2. Provision for claims outstanding 49 5,695 125 201

       3. Equalization provisions 50 8 126 202

       4. Other provisions 51 6 127 203

       Total - Non-Life business 52 7,256 128 204

II   - Life business
       1. Mathematical provisions 53 17,154 129 205

       2. Provision for amounts payable 54 179 130 206

       3. Other technical provisions 55 213 131 207

       Total  - Life business 56 17,545 132 208

       Grand total 57 24,801 133 209

D. Technical provisions where investment risk is borne by  
 policyholders and pension fund management provisions 58 6,329 134 210

E. Provisions for other risks and charges 59 89 135 211

F. Deposits received from reinsurers 60 218 136 212

G. Creditors and other liabilities
I      - Creditors arising out of direct insurance operations 61 78 137 213

II     - Creditors arising out of reinsurance operations 62 45 138 214

III    - Debenture loans 63 0 139 215

IV    - Amounts owed to credit institutions 64 34 140 216

V     - Sundry borrowings and creditors 65 299 141 217

VI    - Staff leaving indemnity 66 68 142 218

VII   - Other liabilities 67 206 143 219

       Total 68 730 144 220

H. Accruals and deferred income 69 31 145 221

TOTAL LIABILITIES 70 35,912 146 222

I   -   Guarantees issued by the Company 71 19 147 223

II  -   Guarantees issued by third parties, including in favour of the Company 72 212 148 224

III -   Commitments 73 7,484 149 225

IV -    Pension fund assets managed on behalf of third parties 74 226 150 226

V  -    Other memorandum accounts 75 31,091 151 227

TOTAL MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTS 76 39,033 152 228

229 237

80
2,466

211

0
0

0
0

34,18636,045

40

32,278 32,939

GUARANTEES, COMMITMENTS AND OTHER MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTS

283
29,785

167
28,610

64

247

44

0

64

245
63

209

6,691 6,802

5,984

15,260
132
211

22,404

1,509
5,170

6
6

15,603

1,494
5,294

62

674

6
7

299
2,901

9

2,603

LIABILITIES As at 30 June 2005 As at 30 June 2004

249
2,714

11

As at 31 December 2004

912
1,520

-57
1,521

-55

14,769

916

5,906

155
213

20

666

398

77

15,137

35

21,828

5,760

31
188

5,189

52
165

40

625

265

96
0

691

64
189

0
0
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CONSOLIDATED

I.  TECHNICAL ACCOUNT - NON-LIFE INSURANCE BUSINESS

1. Earned premiums, net of reinsurance 1 1,836 49 97

2. Other technical income, net of reinsurance 2 6 50 98

3. Claims incurred, net of sums recoverable and 
reinsurance 3 1,372 51 99

4. Changes in other technical provisions, 
net of reinsurance 4 0 52 100

5. Bonuses and rebates,
net of reinsurance 5 0 53 101

6. Operating expenses:
a)   Acquisition costs, net of reinsurance commissions
      and profit sharing 6 272 54 102

b)   Administrative expenses 7 138 55 103

Total 8 410 56 104

7. Other technical charges, net of reinsurance 9 11 57 105

8. Change in the equalization provisions 10 0 58 106

9. Balance on the technical account for Non-Life insurance business 11 48 59 107

II.  TECHNICAL ACCOUNT - LIFE ASSURANCE BUSINESS

1. Written premiums, net of reinsurance 12 3,340 60 108

2. (+) Allocated investment returns transferred from the 
      non-technical account (item III.5) 13 328 61 109

3. Investment income and unrealized gains on investments for Life
assurance policies where investment risk is borne by policyholders 
and arising out of pension fund management 14 245 62 110

4. Other technical income, net of reinsurance 15 15 63 111

5. Claims incurred, net of reinsurance 16 1,574 64 112

6. Changes in mathematical provisions and other technical provisions,
net of reinsurance
a)   Mathematical provisions, supplementary risks-provision for unearned
       premiums and other technical provisions 17 1,793 65 113

b)   Technical provisions where investment risk is borne by  
      policyholders and pension fund management provisions 18 346 66 114

Total 19 2,139 67 115

7. Bonuses and rebates,
net of reinsurance 20 0 68 116

8. Operating expenses:
a)   Acquisition costs, net of reinsurance commissions
      and profit sharing 21 62 69 117

b)   Administrative expenses 22 28 70 118

Total 23 90 71 119

18

1

5,671

610

345

40

851

479
275

32

345

1,746

65

As at 30 June 2005 As at 31 December 2004

3,440

As at 30 June 2004

11

2,471

2
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
(Amounts in €m)

9. Investment charges and unrealized losses on investments for Life
assurance policies where investment risk is borne by policyholders 
and arising out of pension fund management 24 53 72 120

10. Other technical charges, net of reinsurance 25 12 73 121

11. Balance on the technical account for Life assurance business 26 61 74 122

III.  NON-TECHNICAL ACCOUNT

1. Balance on the technical account for Non-Life business (item I.9) 27 48 75 123

2. Balance on the technical account for Life  business (item II.11) 28 61 76 124

3. Investment income 
a)   Income from investments 29 427 77 125

b)   Value re-adjustments on investments 30 31 78 126

c)   Realized gains on investments 31 213 79 127

Total 32 671 80 128

4. Investment charges 
a)   Investment management charges, including interest payable 33 42 81 129

b)   Value adjustments on investments 34 93 82 130

c)   Realized losses on investments 35 77 83 131

Total 36 212 84 132

5. (-) Allocated investment returns transferred to Life assurance
     technical account (item II. 2) 37 328 85 133

6. Other income 38 53 86 134

7. Other charges 39 87 87 135

8. Balance on ordinary activities 40 205 88 136

9. Extraordinary income 41 133 89 137

10. Extraordinary charges 42 5 90 138

11. Balance on extraordinary activities 43 128 91 139

12. Profit before taxation 44 333 92 140

13. Tax on profit 45 112 93 141

14. Consolidated profit (loss) 46 221 94 142

15. Profit (loss) for the period - minority interests 47 29 95 143

16. Profit (loss) for the period - Group 48 192 96 144
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Business Interim Report 
 
Situation of the Group Undertakings 
and Overall Business Outlook 
 
Group strategy 
 
In recent years, the Unipol Group has pursued 
strategies intended to consolidate its presence 
in the insurance sector and to expand into the 
banking and the merchant banking sectors, 
with the objective of presenting the market 
with an integrated offer of banking, insurance, 
healthcare and supplementary pension schemes, 
so as to maximise distribution and customer 
synergies. In fact, the Unipol Group believes 
that bank and insurance activities are 
fundamentally intertwined, as demonstrated by 
the global presence of financial groups referred 
to as financial conglomerates. 
 
The strategies have resulted in the five-fold 
Unipol Group growth in the insurance sector 
over the last five years, and the Unipol Banca 
Banking Group being set up and consolidated, 
the aim being a gradual expansion of its 
distribution network, for internal and external 
lines, with a view to adapting it to the size 
reached by the insurance business (third largest 
domestic insurance group). 

 
Within this context, activities were also 
undertaken during the first part of 2005, the 
particulars of which are detailed below: 

  
Insurance business 

 
By the end of 2004, the Group had already 
succeeded in integrating both the corporate 
structure and the operations of Aurora 
Assicurazioni, thereby achieving the expected 
cost synergies by sharing IT systems, claims 
settlement structures and property and financial 
management with the Parent Company. 
Strategic repositioning of Navale is already at an 
advanced stage, and is aimed at ensuring it 

becomes the company in the Group which 
specialises in the distribution via non-exclusive 
agents and small brokers. Addition to Navale 
Assicurazioni of the Italian insurance companies 
that are part of the Mutuelles du Mans Group, 
and which were purchased last February, is 
contributing towards this objective. 
The project anticipates the head offices being 
transferred to Milan, where skilled professional 
resources will be used that are already available 
within the Group to develop the sales network 
and the new IT system that has grown out of 
the one previously used by the former 
Winterthur Italia Group.  
The merger between the former Mutuelles du 
Mans Group and Navale is set to take place 
during the final quarter of 2005. 
In addition, note the pursuit of strategies within 
the property sector, which over the course of 
the last two years have entailed a steady 
enhancement and upgrading activity of Group 
property assets. This was mainly achieved by 
purchasing property that was intended for use 
in the logistical rationalisation of companies 
within the Group and by selling property that 
was of limited profitability and mainly consisted 
of residential dwellings. 
 

Banking and Merchant Banking 
 
The Unipol Banca distribution network was 
further strengthened by opening the branches 
previously authorised by the Bank of Italy, so 
that Unipol Banca’s distribution network as at 
30 June consisted of 233 branches (of which 
115 are co-located with insurance agencies), as 
against the 211 in place at the end of 2004, plus 
46 finance shops and 446 financial advisers. 
In May, the three-year plan was drafted and 
submitted to the Supervisory Authority. This 
anticipated having 450 branches by the end of 
the period. A request to open 40 new bank 
outlets was therefore submitted to the Bank of 
Italy. As at 21 June last, the Supervisory 
Authority authorised the opening of 20 new 
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branches, postponing completion of the 
development plan to the latter part of the year. 
In operational terms, cross-selling activities for 
Unipol Group insurance customers continued 
to increase steadily, such that it ended up with 
direct customer deposits to the tune of 
approximately €4.5bn. This represented an 
increase of 20.6% compared with the previous 
year. 
Two assignments of commercial mortgage 
loans were completed during the months of 
May and June, within the framework of the 
existing securitisation programme to the tune 
of approximately €322m. 

 
In the Merchant Banking sector, Unipol 
Merchant had distributed corporate financing 
worth €213m (€80m for the first six months of 
2004) at the end of the first six months of 2005, 
and also continued to maintain highly selective 
operating policies, as a result of which no non-
performing loans are recorded at the current 
time. 
Unipol Merchant activities refer to companies 
with which the Unipol Group maintains 
consolidated links and relationships and in 
particular to insurance customers and Unipol 
Banca customers with whom significant 
synergies are shared. 
As far as the most significant financial advisory 
services managed during the six-month period 
are concerned, Unipol Merchant was involved 
as Co-Global Co-ordinator and Co-Sponsor in 
the IPO of IGD Immobiliare Grande 
Distribuzione spa on the Milan Stock Exchange 
and provided support to Hera spa in the plan 
for merger by incorporation of Meta spa. 
 
In conclusion, activities over the six-month 
period, which signalled a continuation of 
previously outlined actions, enabled a 
significant consolidated result of €192.1m to be 
posted (+139.7%). 
 
But the most significant strategic event for 
the Group’s future occurred at the end of the 
six-month period following the launch of the 
takeover bid by BBVA for the ordinary shares 
of Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL). 

Unipol’s approach was initially defensive in 
nature, which is to say, intended to protect 
distribution agreements with BNL put in place 
at the end of 2000 when 50% of BNL Vita 
was purchased from INA-Generali.  The 
activities undertaken by BNL Vita are, in fact, 
considered to be of absolute relevance to the 
Unipol Group. In 2004, and in the shape of 
€2.6bn of Life premiums, the company 
represented more than 25% of the total 
consolidated premium income for the Unipol 
Group and 45% of Group’s Life premium 
income. In addition, BNL Vita recorded a net 
profit of €66.6m (with €33.3m being the Unipol 
Group’s share) during the last financial year, 
which represented approximately 16% of the 
total consolidated profit recorded by the 
Unipol Group. The ROI in 2004 for the Unipol 
Group within BNL Vita was 24%. The results 
posted by BNL Vita during the first six months 
of 2005, namely, premiums of €1,245m and net 
profit of €15.4m (up 14% compared with the 
first six months of 2004), confirm the 
significance and profitability of the partnership 
in question. 

 
In all probability, acquisition of control of BNL 
by BBVA would have made it impossible to 
proceed with the BNL distribution agreements 
and, as such, would have resulted in a need to 
sell the entire holding in BNL Vita. 

 
This is the context that applied to the operations 
initially intended to ensure that the Group had a 
significant presence within the BNL shareholding 
structure, with a view to protect further the 
investment in BNL Vita. In particular, note the 
gradual increase, duly authorised by the 
Supervisory Authority, of the Group’s 
shareholding in BNL from 4.995% to 9.99%. 
However, the substantive non-viability of 
options that were simply intended to safeguard 
the shareholding in BNL Vita then became 
apparent, as did the option to pursue a new 
path involving acquisition of control in BNL. 
In addition to permitting BNL Vita 
consolidation on a line-by-line basis in the 
future (in accordance with IAS/IFRS), this 
option also provides a particularly good chance 
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to achieve the Group’s second strategic 
cornerstone, namely, growth in the banking 
sector. 
 
Within this context, once Bank of Italy 
authorisation had been obtained to increase the 
holding in BNL to 14.99%, Unipol then: 
(i) Purchased a further shareholding in BNL 

on 15 July 2005 (with transfer and 
settlement taking place on 18/7/2005), 
such that it ended up holding 14.89% of 
its ordinary share capital; 

(ii) Signed a shareholders’ agreement on 
18 July 2005, together with other 
businessmen and financial institutions, 
with a view to creating a blocking and 
consultation agreement for the 
shareholdings in BNL, that was intended 
to enable Unipol Assicurazioni and the 
other partners to lump their BNL holdings 
together, in order to identify common 
company and industrial strategies that 
would boost BNL operational capabilities; 

(iii) Based on (i) and (ii) above, has displayed 
the intention to put forward a mandatory 
public tender offer to acquire all of the 
ordinary shares in BNL (MTO). 

 
The MTO, which is subject to obtaining 
Supervisory Authority authorisations, will be 
implemented on the basis of a payment of 
€2.70 for each ordinary BNL share and relate to 
59.24% of the fully diluted ordinary capital in 
the company, i.e. all the shares that make up 
the approved ordinary capital, with the 
exception of any shares already held by the 
Group and by partners that support the 
aforementioned shareholders’ agreements. 
A maximum expenditure of €4.96bn is 
expected to cover the cost of the MTO. 
In practical terms, Unipol Assicurazioni 
anticipates that the maximum expenditure will 
drop to a figure of no more than €4.53bn, with 
the Deutsche Bank and Credit Suisse First 
Boston shareholdings in BNL not included as 
part of the MTO (equal to 4.88% and 0.31% of 
the ordinary share capital respectively) as they 
are the subject of option call contracts in 

favour of Unipol Assicurazioni. In addition, 
assuming that the Banca Popolare dell’Emilia 
Romagna soc. coop. shareholding in BNL 
(equivalent to approximately 3.87% of BNL 
ordinary share capital) will be viewed as stable, 
even when it is part of the future BNL’s 
shareholding structure, it is not expected that it 
will accept the offer. In this case, the maximum 
effective expenditure anticipated by Unipol 
drops still further to a total of €4.2bn. The 
tender is guaranteed to the tune of €4.07bn by 
an Underwriting Syndicate consisting of banks, 
that includes Bnp Paribas, Credit Suisse, 
Deutsche Bank, Bayerische Hypo, Nomura 
Bank International Plc, Banca Carige, Banca 
Popolare dell’Emilia, Banca Popolare di 
Vicenza and Lloyds Tsb Bank, while Unipol 
has already deposited €896m in a current 
account opened with Bnp Paribas as guarantee. 
 
Unipol Assicurazioni shall support the financial 
commitment resulting from the MTO, by 
adopting and implementing the following 
measures: 
- Increasing the capital by €2.6bn. On 

29 August, Unipol Assicurazioni’s 
Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting 
approved the proposal to provide the 
Board of Directors with the power to 
increase the share capital by a maximum of 
€2.6bn. To this end, on 12 August 2005 
the holding company Finsoe already paid 
€896m on account of the future capital 
increase. Unipol Assicurazioni’s Board of 
Directors’ meeting, which was held today 
to approve the half-yearly accounts 
associated with this report, within the 
context of the powers conferred upon it, 
also agreed to propose the aforementioned 
increase in capital to the shareholders. 

- Using its own free funds totalling some 
€0.2bn and freeing up approximately €0.8bn 
mainly by definitively disposing of minority 
shareholdings. 

- Unipol Group issuing subordinated loans 
and/or other sources of long-term 
funding, up to a maximum of €1.4bn.  
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In brief, the main strategic objectives of these 
operations can be summarised as follows: 
- Creation of an integrated national insurance 

and banking group, which is a leader in Italy 
as provider of insurance, banking and assets 
under management services, which is 
managed via a unique distribution model 
(approximately 1,000 bank counters and 
1,800 insurance agencies) and pursues 
customer synergies in the Italian market. 
The resulting financial conglomerate will be 
the fourth largest Italian financial group in 
terms of revenues (€12bn) with 
approximately 9 million customers; 

- Extension of the co-located distribution 
model successfully tested by Unipol Banca, 
to BNL’s distribution network. The co-
located sales point model, which 
anticipates the insurance agency and bank 
branch being located in premises that are 
adjacent to one another, favours creation 
of one-to-one customer synergies (from 
insurance to bank and vice versa), an 
increase in the number of useful contacts 
during commercial initiatives, an increase 
in customer loyalty and an improvement in 
visibility and awareness of both sales 
points. The considerable average size of 
BNL branches, in terms of both surface 
area occupied (in excess of 300 m2) and 
customers, and the cohesiveness between 
territorial distribution of the BNL 
branches and the Group’s insurance 
agencies (focus on main county towns / 
main centres and some regions including 
Lombardy, Emilia Romagna, Tuscany and 
Lazio) will help project implementation. 

- A significant boost to growth in Unipol 
and BNL size and profits and the 
significant value creation for all the 
shareholders, thanks to numerous revenue 
and cost synergy profiles that can be 
pursued by activating a number of 
different industrial improvement levers. 
BNL, into which the activities currently 
undertaken by Unipol Banca will be 
concentrated, will become the new pivot of 
the co-located model within the Unipol 

Group. The business plan anticipates the 
generation of synergies worth €540m once 
it is up and running, of which €261m will 
be cost synergies and €279m will be 
revenue synergies. 

 
Based on the business plan to integrate BNL 
into the Unipol Group, the main thrust of 
which has already been presented to the 
market, a three-year plan for the period 
between 2006 and 2008 was approved by 
Unipol Assicurazioni’s Board of Directors on 
29 August 2005, which considers the growth in 
results of both the Group’s insurance and 
banking sectors, under the new outline that will 
come into play once the envisaged control of 
BNL has been achieved. 
 
Clearly, the plan does not take into account the 
data relating to BNL for the period in question, 
as they are not available. As such, the net profit 
forecasts for the BNL Group have been 
derived from publicly available market 
information (IBES consensus) and therefore 
represent a rough simulation. The data indicate 
an average forecast for a stand-alone BNL 
consolidated net profit of approximately €430m 
in 2005, €490m in 2006 and €567m in 2007. In 
the absence of any significant market references 
for 2008, a 10% increment with respect to the 
specified consensus data for 2007 has been 
adopted on a purely indicative basis (i.e. 
€625m). 
On the basis of such projections and taking 
account of the profit forecasts for the Unipol 
Banca Group, resulting from the internal plan 
supplied to the Supervisory Authority in May, 
as well as the synergies considered in the 
business plan that relate to the Group’s banking 
sector and the timeframe in question, the 
economic projections for the banking sector 
itself indicate a consolidated net profit of 
€588m for 2006 and €877m for 2008. 

 
However, the latter values do not take account 
of the full impact on the banking sector results 
of synergies identified in the business plan. 
Indeed, the full-scale expression of such 
synergies (with subsequent further significant 
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growth expected in the economic results) is 
anticipated in the years that will immediately 
follow, as specified in detail in the press release 
that was also issued on 29 August and that 
referred to the decisions taken by Unipol 
Assicurazioni’s Shareholders’ Meeting. 

 
With respect to the Group’s insurance sector, 
the three-year plan took the main reference 
assumptions to be: keeping the combined ratio 
at current levels, premiums growth in line with 
the market and levels of asset profitability that 
are in line with previous financial years.  

 
Considering the Group’s banking and insurance 
sectors as one, it is expected that the objective 
of a consolidated ROE over 14% can be 
achieved in 2008. 

 
Key aspects of the Group’s business 
operations 

 
As at 30 June 2005 the Unipol Group was 
made up of ten insurance companies, three 
property companies, two holding companies 
and a service company, all consolidated on a 
line-by-line basis. 
Twenty-four companies were valued by the 
equity method. 
It should be noted that the Group structure 
that was in place as at 30 June 2004 changed as 
the companies within the MMI Italia Group,  
which were purchased by Navale during the 
course of 2005, were included in the basis of 
consolidation. 

 
During the half year the Group achieved 
significant growth in all types of business.  
Consolidated net profit rose to €192.1m, an 
increase of 139.7% compared with the figure as 
at 30 June 2004. 

 
Amongst the most important aspects that 
characterised the Group performance, the 
following are worthy of note: 
 
 

A. Premium income gross of reinsurance 
rose to €5,330.8m, a growth rate of 4.5%; 

B. Non-Life loss ratio, net of reinsurance, was 
of 74.7% (75% as at 30/6/2004); 

C. The total amount of the technical 
provisions was €31,130.7m (+9.7% 
compared with 31/12/2004); 

D. Net operating expenses, totalling €499.9m, 
represented 9.7% of net premiums (9.8% 
as at 30/6/2004), 

E. The balance on the technical account  was 
positive to the tune of €108.5m (€104.8m 
as at 30/6/2004); 

F. Investments and liquid assets rose to 
€32,572m, an increase of 10.8% compared 
with 31 December 2004; 

G. Net investment income for the half-year 
and net profits from sales and trading were 
€643m (€450.2m as at 30/6/2004), 
whereas net value adjustments decreased 
from -€71.7m as at 30 June 2004 to            
-€62.2m as at 30 June 2005; 

H. The balance on ordinary activities for the 
half-year amounted to €204.7m, after 
deduction of the balance on the item ‘other 
income and charges’ (€12.1m) and of 
amortisations related to ‘consolidation 
differences’ (€22.3m); 

I. Gross overall profit rose to €333.1m 
(€183.8m as at 30/6/2004). Net of taxes, 
the consolidated profit was €221.5m 
(€99.7m as at 30/6/2004) and the profit 
pertaining to the Group came to €192.1m, 
as against €80.2m as at 30 June 2004 
(+139.7%). 

 
As regards investments the risk of which is 
borne by policyholders, investment income  
related to benefits linked to investment funds, 
market indices and pension funds (Class D 
investments) achieved a positive net result of 
€192.2m, including unrealised capital 
gains/losses (€120.9m as at 30/6/2004). 
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To summarise, the main profit and loss data for 
the half-year are presented in the table below, 
together with the figures as at 30 June 2004 and 
at the previous year-end: 
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Life Non-Life Total Life Non-Life Total Life Non-Life Total

TECHNICAL ACCOUNT
Gross premiums 3,357.5 1,973.4 5,330.8 3,124.5 1,978.1 5,102.6 5,721.0 3,902.7 9,623.7
Outward reinsurance premiums (17.6) (139.4) (157.0) (26.7) (215.3) (242.0) (50.0) (422.0) (472.0)
Net change in the provision for unearned 
premiums 1.6 1.6 (44.6) (44.6) (40.8) (40.8)
Total Life premiums and Non-Life earned 
premiums 3,339.9 1,835.6 5,175.4 3,097.8 1,718.2 4,816.0 5,670.9 3,439.9 9,110.9
Claims and sums paid; changes in Life 
mathematical provisions and Non-Life 
provision for outstanding claims  (3,712.7) (1,372.1) (5,084.8) (3,364.0) (1,289.3) (4,653.3) (6,347.6) (2,470.7) (8,818.3)
Operating expenses (90.3) (409.6) (499.9) (96.9) (379.8) (476.7) (191.3) (753.9) (945.2)
Other technical income and charges 3.2 (5.8) (2.6) 9.7 23.6 33.4 23.5 (11.3) 12.2
Net income (charges) from Class D 
investments (1) 192.2 192.2 120.9 120.9 305.4 305.4

Net investment income allocated to the 
technical account of Life business 328.3 328.3 264.5 264.5 610.4 610.4

Balance on the technical account (2) 60.6 48.0 108.5 32.0 72.8 104.8 71.4 204.1 275.4

NON-TECHNICAL ACCOUNT
Net investment income (3) 192.7 163.6 239.9
Net value adjustments (62.2) (71.7) (71.1)
Amortisation of consolidation differences (22.3) (23.7) (44.5)
Balance on other income/other charges (12.1) (12.6) (45.1)

Balance on ordinary activities 204.7 160.4 354.7
Extraordinary income 133.1 31.3 135.6
Extraordinary charges (4.7) (7.9) (28.5)

Profit before taxation 333.1 183.8 461.9
Tax on profit (111.6) (84.1) (188.9)

Consolidated profit 221.5 99.7 272.9
Profit (loss) - minority interests 29.3 19.6 61.6

PROFIT (LOSS) - GROUP 192.1 80.2 211.3

(1) Income from investments the risk of which is borne by policyholders, matched by a corresponding variation 
    in technical provisions. The economic result is consequently not affected. 

(2) As regards the consolidated profit and loss account for Non-Life business, the transfer of investment income 
     from the non-technical account is not required 

(3) Net of investment returns allocated to the technical account of Life business and of €1.8m for goodwill
    amortisation as at 30/06/2005 of undertakings included by the equity method.

30 June 2004 31 December 2004

SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
(€m)

30 June 2005

 
It must be emphasised that interim figures 
represent only a trend and must be seen in 
relation to the seasonal phenomena correlated 
with insurance activities, with underwriting 
policies and rate adjustments adopted, with the 
launch of new products and with the trends on 
the financial markets and in the economy in 
general. 

Earned premiums net of reinsurance, and net 
profits for the half-year under analysis were as 
follows during the first two quarters (in €m): 
 

Net 
premiums Net  profits

First quarter 2,077.7 70.6
Second quarter 3,097.7 121.5
As at 30/6/2005 5,175.4 192.1
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Analysis of the Main Variables in the Profit and Loss Account 
 
Premium income 
 
As regards the trend in the first six months of 
2005, insurance premium income totalled 
€5,330.8m, an increase of 4.5%. 
On the same basis of consolidation (excluding 
the premium income as at 30/6/2005 of the 
newly-acquired companies in the MMI Group) 
the variation compared with the first half of 2004 
would be +3%. 
 
Direct premium income for the Group as at 
30 June 2005 rose to €5,311.9m, an increase of 
4.7% over the corresponding period of the 
previous year (+3.2% on the same basis of 
consolidation). 
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Life premiums rose by 7.5% and amounted to 
€3,354.7m or 63.2% of total premium income 
(€3,121.1m as at 30/6/2004 or 61.5% of 
premium income). Non-Life premiums rose by 
0.2% and amounted to €1,957.1m or 36.8% of 
total premium income (€1,953m as at 
30/6/2004 or 38.5% of premium income). 
 
Premiums written by the composite and 
specialist companies (€3,646.3m) rose to 68.6%  
of total premium income (66% as at 
June 2004), whilst premiums written by the 
bancassurance companies (€1,665.6m) fell to 
31.4% (34% as at June 2004). 
 
Premium income was underwritten almost 
exclusively in Italy. 

P r e m i u m  I n c o m e 
 D i  r ec t  B u s i n e s s

Non-Life 
36.8%   

Life   
63.2% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The following table shows direct premium income as at 30 June 2005 achieved by Unipol 
Assicurazioni, Aurora Assicurazioni and the other subsidiary companies, and premium income broken 
down by type of business (in €m): 
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Direct premium income Non-Life % Var. 
2005/2004 Life % Var. 

2005/2004 Total % Var. 
2005/2004 

Comp.
%

Unipol Assicurazioni 692.4 2.1 1,026.4 27.7 1,718.9 16.0 32.4
Aurora Assicurazioni 1,035.7 -7.3 662.0 11.6 1,697.7 -0.8 32.0
Other subsidiaries 229.0 45.9 1,666.3 -3.3 1,895.3 0.8 35.6
TOTAL DIRECT PREMIUMS 1,957.1 0.2 3,354.7 7.5 5,311.9 4.7 100.0
Direct premiums by sector     
Traditional composite companies 1,728.1 -3.8 1,689.1 20.9 3,417.3 7.0 64.3
Non-Life specialist companies 229.0 45.9 229.0 45.9 4.3
Bancassurance companies  1,665.6 -3.4 1,665.6 -3.4 31.4
TOTAL DIRECT PREMIUMS 1,957.1 0.2 3,354.7 7.5 5,311.9 4.7 100.0
 
The breakdown of premiums according to class of business, the composition indices and the variations 
compared with the same period of the previous financial year are set out in the table below: 
 

(€m) 30 June Comp.  30 June Comp.  Var. 31 December Comp. 
2005    % 2004    % % 2004    %

DIRECT ITALIAN BUSINESS
Non-Life insurance business
Accident and Health (classes 1 and 2) 261 4.9 245 4.8 6.6 529 5.5
Land vehicles - TPL (class 10) 1,075 20.2 1,049 20.7 2.5 2,053 21.4
Land vehicles - Own damage or loss (class 3) 170 3.2 181 3.6 -6.2 350 3.7
Marine, Aviation and Goods in transit (classes 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 
and 12) 19 0.4 25 0.5 -26.3 40 0.4
Fire and Other damage to property (classes 8 and 9) 196 3.7 216 4.3 -9.0 413 4.3
General TPL (class 13) 163 3.1 171 3.4 -4.5 345 3.6
Credit and Bond (classes 14 and 15) 20 0.4 24 0.5 -16.3 43 0.5
Miscellaneous pecuniary losses (class 16) 22 0.4 15 0.3 50.0 36 0.4
Legal protection (class 17) 11 0.2 10 0.2 6.9 22 0.2
Assistance (class 18) 19 0.4 17 0.3 13.1 35 0.4
Total Non-Life insurance business 1,957 36.8 1,953 38.5 0.2 3,866 40.3
Life assurance business
I   - Life assurance, annuities 1,415 26.6 1,231 24.3 15.0 2,126 22.2
III - Unit-linked / Index-linked products 519 9.8 851 16.8 -39.0 1,758 18.3
V  - Capitalisation operations 1,222 23.0 1,028 20.3 18.9 1,780 18.6
VI - Pension funds 198 3.7 10 0.2 1,786.6 53 0.6
Total Life assurance business 3,355 63.2 3,121 61.5 7.5 5,717 59.7
Total direct Italian business 5,312 100.0 5,074 100.0 4.7 9,583 100.0

INWARD REINSURANCE
Non-Life insurance business   
Accident and Health (classes 1 and 2) 1 5.6 1 4.4 -15.7 2 5.1
Land vehicles - TPL (class 10) 7 39.2 7 25.4 2.2 8 19.2
Land vehicles - Own damage or loss (class 3) 0 0.0 0 1.0 -100.0 0 0.7
Marine, Aviation and Goods in transit (classes 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 
and 12) 1 4.3 2 5.5 -48.0 2 5.3
Fire and Other damage to property (classes 8 and 9) 6 30.1 13 46.3 -56.8 21 52.0
General TPL (class 13) 1 3.8 1 3.1 -19.1 2 6.0
Credit and Bond (classes 14 and 15) 1 2.7 1 2.3 -21.2 1 2.1
Total indirect Non-Life business 16 85.7 25 88.0 -35.4 37 90.4
Life assurance business
I   - Life assurance, annuities 3 14.3 3 12.0 -20.5 4 9.6
Total indirect Life  business 3 14.3 3 12.0 -20.5 4 9.6
Total inward reinsurance 19 100.0 29 100.0 -33.6 41 100.0
OVERALL PREMIUM INCOME 5,331 5,103 4.5 9,624

BREAKDOWN OF WRITTEN PREMIUMS PER CLASS OF BUSINESS
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Life business 
 
Consolidated Life premiums (both direct 
business and inward reinsurance) as at 
30 June 2005 amounted to €3,357.5m, an 
increase of 7.5% compared with 30 June 2004 
(7.4% on the same basis of consolidation, i.e., 
excluding MMI Vita, which was not significant).  
 
Direct premium income was €3,354.7m, an 
increase of 7.5% compared with the first half of 
the previous year (unchanged on the same basis 
of consolidation). 
The progress affected all classes, with the sole 
exception of Class III (index- and unit-linked 
policies), which fell by 39%. The development 
of Class VI (pension funds) should be noted in 
particular, which as a result of the Cometa fund 
asset management activation, recorded a 
premium income during the six-month period of 
€198m, compared with €10m recorded during 
the first six months of 2004. Class I (traditional 
policies) posted an increase of 15%, and Class V 
(capitalisation policies) posted an increase of 
18.9%. 
 
Different trends characterised the underwriting 
performances of the companies within the 
Group. 
 
Pension funds 
From a legislative perspective, the Government 
drafted the expected Legislative Decree 
implementing Enabling Act 243/2004, on 

which negotiations with the social partners 
were started, and from which it is hoped that a 
significant growth of individual pension 
schemes might result. 
 
In the occupational pension fund sector, the 
Parent Company Unipol Assicurazioni, during 
the course of the six months, was awarded 
renewal of asset management mandates for the 
Solidarietà Veneto and Cooperlavoro pension funds. 
It also started management activities in respect 
of the mandates acquired during the course of 
last year for the pension funds belonging to 
Prevaer (airport company employees), Cometa 
(metal and mechanical industry) and Byblos 
(paper and printing) and is in the course of 
completing the management agreement for the 
Filcoop pension fund (agricultural co-operatives), 
activation of which was anticipated for the 
second half of the year. The bids for the main 
selection of asset managers were also submitted. 
Unipol Assicurazioni had 13 asset management 
mandates in place as at 30 June 2005. The 
combined total of assets under management 
(recorded in the memorandum accounts) was 
€226.4m (€167.4m as at 31/12/2004), to which 
must be added some of the assets of another 
four funds (Pension fund for employees of Banca 
Agricola Mantovana, Fundum, Eurofer and Cometa), 
to make a total value of €240.9m (These are 
guaranteed accounts providing for the transfer 
of assets; their amount is included among Class 
D investments). 
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Both Unipol and the subsidiary Aurora are active 
in terms of open-end pension funds. In 
relation to the Parent Company, the three 
managed funds (Unipol Previdenza, Unipol Futuro 
and Unipol Insieme) have combined total assets of 
€73.6m and 8,304 members. 
 
As far as Aurora is concerned, as at 
30 June 2005, assets under management in the 
Aurora Previdenza open-end pension fund 
amounted to €7.9m (€7.5m as at 31/12/2004). 
 

* * * 
 
The traditional composite companies 
(Unipol Assicurazioni, Aurora Assicurazioni 
and MMI Vita) had total premium income 
(direct business and inward reinsurance) of 
€1,692.1m, an increase of 20.8% compared with 
30 June 2004. 
 
The Parent Company Unipol had direct 
premium income of €1,026.4m (€803.8m as at 
30/6/2004), a growth of 27.7% mainly due to 
development of the pension funds (Class VI), 
premiums for which rose from €9.9m during 
the first six months of 2004 to €197.2m as at 
30 June 2005, of which €179.2m related to the 
Cometa fund. 
Premium income via branches of Unipol Banca 
during the first six months of 2005 totalled 
€97m. 
Inward reinsurance amounted to €2.9m (€3.7m 
as at 30/6/2004). 
 
The subsidiary Aurora Assicurazioni recorded 
direct premium income of €662m, up 11.6% 
compared with 30 June 2004 (€593.3m) mainly 
due to a significant increase in Class III 
business, resulting from the sale of three index-
linked products via Reti Bancarie Holding’s 
bank channel. 
Class I (traditional policies) and Class V 
(capitalisation policies) increased by 3.6%. 
 

* * * 
 
In the Bancassurance sector, BNL Vita and 
Quadrifoglio Vita recorded premium income  of 

€1,665.6m (€1,724m as at 30/6/2004) a fall of 
3.4% with respect to the first six  months of 2004. 
 
BNL Vita recorded premium income of 
€1,245m (€1,281.8m as at 30/6/2004), with a 
decrease of 2.9% attributable to an index-linked 
policy that, although written in June, came into 
effect from the following month. 
 
Quadrifoglio Vita, which had premium 
income amounting to €420.6m, posted a drop 
of 4.9% over the first six months of 2004, 
thereby almost completely recovering the 
33.2% drop recorded during the first quarter of 
the year.  
 
Non-Life business 
 
In Non-Life business the Group recorded total 
consolidated premium income of €1,973.4m 
(€1,978.1m as at 30/6/2004, -0.2%). On the 
same basis of consolidation (excluding the 
premium income as at 30/6/2005 of MMI 
Group companies), the decrease was 4.2%. 
Direct premium income amounted to 
€1,957.1m, an overall increase of 0.2%, 
€1,728.1m of which was from the composite 
companies and €229m from the specialist 
companies (on the same basis of consolidation 
the change compared with the previous 
financial year was -3.7%). 
 
The foreign portfolio was very small (€14.4m, 
deriving from inward reinsurance). 
 
Net retention of written premiums was 92.9% 
(89.1% as at 30/6/2004). 
 

* * * 
 
The traditional sector of the composite 
companies (Unipol Assicurazioni and Aurora 
Assicurazioni) had total premium income 
(direct business and inward reinsurance) of 
€1,752.6m, a decrease of 4.1% compared with 
30 June 2004 (€1,827.7m). 
The Parent Company Unipol Assicurazioni 
recorded direct premium income of €692.4m 
(€678.2m as at 30/6/2004, +2.1%), +2.4% in 
the case of Motor TPL, which accounted for 
54.8% of total Non-Life premium income, and 
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+1.7% in the other classes. 
Inward reinsurance was €24.4m (€31.6m as at 
30/6/2004). The decrease was due to the new 
accounting criteria introduced in 2004 for risks 
accepted in reinsurance, in order to make up 
for time lag in reporting. 
 
Aurora Assicurazioni had direct premium 
income of €1,035.7m, down by 7.3% compared 
with the first half of 2004 (€1,117.8m as at 
30/6/2004). 
The level of premium income was still affected 
by operations that were carried out on policy 
portfolios during the previous financial year in 
the wake of merger operations. 
 

* * * 
 
The specialist companies (Linear, Unisalute, 
Navale, MMI Assicurazioni and MMI Danni) 
had direct premium income of €229m, an 
increase of 45.9% compared with 30 June 2004. 
On the same basis of consolidation (excluding 
the premiums as at 30/6/2005 relating to 
companies in the newly-acquired MMI Group), 
the percentage variation with respect to the first 
six months of 2004 would be -3%. 
  
Linear, the Group’s company that specialises 
in direct sales of Motor vehicle policies, 
recorded premium income of €85.4m (€78.7m 
as at 30/6/2004) with an increase of 8.5%.  
55% of the new business came from the 
telephone channel, with the remaining 45% 
coming from the Internet channel. 
 
Unisalute, which specialises in the sale of 
Healthcare and Assistance policies, posted an 
increase of 20.1% over the six months, 
recording €35.4m in premium income (€29.5m 
as at 30/6/2004), with the growth in the target 
market estimated at about 5%. 
 
Navale reported a 35.5% drop in premiums 
compared with the first six months of the 
previous financial year, and was still affected by 
operations to clear out its portfolio, in 
particular in relation to TPL and industrial risks. 
However, taking account of Non-Life 

premiums written by the companies within the 
MMI Group during the first six months of the 
year, the premium income totalled €108.2m (of 
which €76.7m related to MMI Danni and MMI 
Assicurazioni). 
 
Unipol Group – Sales Network 
 
The Unipol Group offers a full range of 
insurance, banking and asset management 
products through a diversified distribution 
network covering the whole of Italy. 
 
In particular, the composite companies in the 
Group made use of a network consisting of 
1,758 agencies as at 30 June 2005 (567 Unipol 
Assicurazioni agencies and 1,191 Aurora 
agencies). In addition, both Unipol Assicurazioni 
and Aurora Assicurazioni placed Life products 
direct through networks of bank outlets, namely 
Unipol Banca and Reti Bancarie Holding 
respectively. 
 
As regards the Non-Life specialist 
companies, Unisalute operated in Health and 
Assistance by selling ‘managed care’ group 
policies direct to businesses, associations and 
miscellaneous bodies. Individual policies were 
sold through 71 Unipol agencies with a 
Unisalute mandate, and also through 
telemarketing and the Internet. 
In Motor business, Linear continued to operate 
both through the telephone channel (call 
centre) and via the Internet. 
Navale, together with subsidiaries within the 
MMI Italia Group, operated via brokers and 
non-exclusive agencies. 
 
Moving onto the bancassurance sector, 
Quadrifoglio’s network consisted of 284 Banca 
Agricola Mantovana (MPS Group) branches 
(289 as at 30/6/2004), whereas BNL Vita 
marketed its own products via approximately 
700 branches that are part of the BNL Group. 
 
As regards banking business, as at 
30 June 2005 Unipol Banca had 233 points of 
sale, of which 115 were co-located with 
insurance agencies, plus 46 finance shops and 
446 financial advisers. The company also used 
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direct sales channels (remote banking) and the 
principal Unipol agencies (to which Aurora 
agencies are gradually being added), that 
distribute standard banking products. 
Unipol Merchant – Banca per le Imprese, a 
subsidiary of Unipol Banca, is the bank in the 
Unipol Banca Banking Group that specialises in 
medium-term corporate business and is also 
active in merchant banking and investment 
banking. The main sales channel for Unipol 
Merchant’s products and services was 
represented by the Unipol Banca’s network of 
branches. 
 
New Products 
 
As from May 2005 Unipol Assicurazioni and 
Aurora Assicurazioni are marketing two Motor 
TPL products that are not only new but the 
only ones of their kind, that have been widely 
publicised in February and March in the 
mainstream communications media. Both 
products are able to combine significant savings 
on Motor TPL and Fire/Theft tariffs with 
greater security for drivers, and including 
assistance: 

− The first (known as Unibox at Unipol and 
Aurobox at Aurora) will make use of 
satellite technology to enable the effects of 
accidents to be better monitored, fraud to 
be tackled more effectively, rapid and 
timely assistance to be provided to clients 
in difficulty following road accidents and 
new personalised tariffs to be developed.  
Clients who agree to have the system fitted 
to their vehicles will immediately benefit 
from a discount on their premiums. 

− As the result of an agreement between the 
company and Unipol Banca, the second 
new product, Franchigia Fruttuosa [interest-
bearing deductible], will enable clients to 
obtain a discount on the Motor TPL tariff 
and at the same time to benefit from the 
interest accrued on the deductible 
deposited in advance, as a bond, to cover 
part of the cost of any accidents caused.  
None of this should involve any expense. 

 

Customers especially welcomed the Unibox and 
Aurobox offers, which were extremely 
successful from the very first month of the 
products’ launch. 

 
Technical Performance 
 
The result of the overall technical account for 
the first six months of 2005 was €108.5m 
(€104.8m as at 30/6/2004, +3.5%), €60.6m 
being recorded in Life business (€32m as at 
30/6/2004, +89%) and €48m being recorded in 
Non-Life business (€72.8m as at 30/6/2004,     
-34%). 
 
The performance of Life business improved 
thanks to the more favourable trend in financial 
income, which had had a significant negative 
impact on the technical results for the first six 
months of 2004. 
 
Non-Life business, on the other hand, was 
affected by the ‘Other technical income and 
charges’ item, which stood at -€5.8m as at 
30 June 2005, as against €23.6m as at 
30 June 2004. 
  
The average loss ratio, inclusive of claims-
handling expenses and net of outward 
reinsurance, was 74.7% (75% as at 30/6/2004).  
 
Overall, as at 30 June 2005 payments for claims 
relating to Non-Life business and settlements 
relating to Life business totalled €2,844.3m. 
More specifically, the amounts paid for Life 
business totalled €1,533.6m (€1,612.8m as at 
30/6/2004). 
Payments for Non-Life business totalled 
€1,310.7m (€1,215.1m as at 30/6/2004). 
 
By the end of the half-year technical 
provisions totalled €31,130.7m, an increase of 
€2,742.8m (+9.7% compared with 31/12/2004) 
and were made up as follows (in €m): 
 

30/6/05 31/12/04 30/6/04
Life business 17,545.5 15,602.6 15,137.1
Class D provisions (*) 6,329.3 5,983.8 5,906.4
Non-Life business 7,255.9 6,801.5 6,691.2
Total 31,130.7 28,387.9 27,734.7
(*) Lines  III and  VI of Life assurance business  
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Net of the reinsurers' share, technical provisions 
were made up as follows (in €m). 
 

 30/6/05 31/12/04 30/6/04
Life business 17,405.6 15,431.4 14,770.9
Class D provisions 6,329.3 5,983.8 5,906.4
Non-Life business 6,671.0 6,234.0 6,140.8
Total 30,405.9 27,649.2 26,818.1
 
 
Reinsurance 
 
Inward reinsurance 
 
Premiums accepted in Non-Life lines of 
business amounted to €16.2m with a decrease 
of 35.4%. Life premiums for inward 
reinsurance amounted to €2.7m (-20.5%). 
 
Outward reinsurance 
 
Premiums ceded totalled €157m, €139.4m of 
which was from Non-Life lines of business and 
€17.6m from Life business. The retention rate 
was 97.1% (having been 95.3% as at 
30/6/2004).  
Reinsurance cover persists, for Unipol 
Assicurazioni, in the forms that were basically 
adopted to guard against company risks during 
the previous financial year. The sole exception 
relates to the portfolio of Goods in transit, 
which is fully retained as of the current financial 
year and is covered by a non-proportional 
excess-of-loss treaty. 
During the six-month period, the mix of Non-
Life cessions gave a positive result for 
reinsurers, in line with the good technical 
performance of  the Company. 
As regards Aurora Assicurazioni, considerable 
changes were made to the Non-Life business 
reinsurance schemes in respect of the previous 
financial year. 
Reductions were made to proportional covers, 
by drafting individual treaties to cover Fire, 
Bonds, Technological lines of business, Hail, 
some TPL guarantees, Assistance and Legal 
Protection. 
Excess-of-loss covers involve the Motor TPL, 
Other motor risks, General TPL, Accident, 
Fire, Theft, Goods in transit and Bonds, in 
addition to the usual stop loss agreement on the 

Hail retained share. 
Proportional cover reinsurers benefited from a 
positive result during the first six months, in 
line with the good technical performance of 
business underwritten. 
Non-proportional covers for the first half-year 
did not suffer from a particularly high level of 
claims and no events of a catastrophic nature 
occurred of a nature that might have affected 
the cover that is in place. 
Finally, steps were taken to implement a new 
single programme for Navale and for the 
newly-acquired companies within the MMI 
Italia Group. This was achieved partly on a 
proportional basis and partly on an excess-of-
loss basis, in line with the Parent Company’s 
current programme, and with positive results 
for the reinsurers, as a consequence of the 
positive technical performance recorded in 
recent financial years. 

 
Operating Expenses and Combined 
Ratio 
 
Operating expenses incurred in the half-year, 
which included acquisition and renewal 
commissions as well as all other acquisition and 
administrative expenses, net of commissions 
received from reinsurers, totalled €499.9m 
(€409.6m of which related to Non-Life business 
and €90.3m to Life business). The relative 
incidence on net premium income was 9.7% 
(9.8% as at 30/6/2004). In particular, for Non-
Life business the incidence on net premiums was 
22.3% (21.5% as at 30/6/2004), whilst for Life 
business it was 2.7% (3.1% as at 30/6/2004). 

 
Staff 
 
As at 30 June 2005 the number of Group 
insurance company employees stood at 4,756, 
of which 110 were on a fixed-term contract. 
A net increase of 190 people was therefore 
recorded with respect to 31 December 2004, 
resulting from the inclusion of 166 people from 
the newly-acquired companies within the MMI 
Italia Group, and of 25 people employed on a 
fixed-term basis.  
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The number of employees, if counted as ‘full 
time equivalent’ (FTE), or considered on the 
basis of effective working hours, was 4,435. 
 
The number of Unipol Banca Group 
employees on the same date was 1,560, of 
which 22 were employed on a fixed-term basis 
(+127 people compared with 31/12/2004). 
More specifically, Unipol Banca took on 118 
people, 88 of which related to the inclusion, 
from 1 January 2005, of employees from the 20 
branches that were purchased from Banca 
Antonveneta as of 31 December 2004, in 
addition to the inclusion of human resources to 
open new branches. 
 
In June 2005, in agreement with the Parent 
Company Unipol Assicurazioni, an agreement 
was signed between the subsidiary Navale 
Assicurazioni, MMI Group companies and 
trade unions, which defined the various 
different stages and the integration and change 
process, including professional change, of 
employees involved in Navale and MMI 
Group’s repositioning project.  
As provided for in the aforementioned 
agreement, staff will begin to move between the 
various companies in the Group during the 
second six-month period of the current year. 
 
IT  systems 
During the first six months of the 2005 
financial year, the Parent Company Unipol 
Assicurazioni continued work to complete the 
project to establish a single IT centre. 
In the Life sector, and in the wake of the 
Meieaurora and Winterthur merger within 
Aurora’s common application system, during 
the first half of the current year applications 
upgrading and rationalisation operations were 
implemented with a view to fully aligning 
application system portfolios and accounting. 
 
At Group level, the data transfer networks were 
reinforced, thereby guaranteeing greater speed 
and security. 
A study was also completed at specialist 
companies to identify improvement margins in 
using IT systems and to guide implementation 
projects. 

The IT system development project dedicated 
to Navale Assicurazioni and to the newly-
acquired companies (MMI Italia Group) is also 
continuing. 
 
The combined ratio (incidence of claims and 
net operating expenses on net earned premiums 
for Non-Life business) was 97% as at 
30 June 2005 (96.5% as at 30/6/2004). The 
combined ratio of direct business only was 96% 
(94.2% as at 30/6/2004). 
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Property and Financial Management 
 
Investments and liquid assets  

At the end of the half-year investments and 
liquid assets totalled €32,571.9m, an increase 
of €3,169.7m compared with Group 
investments as at 31 December 2004 (+10.8%) 
and an increase of €4,026.9m compared with 

30 June 2004. 
In particular, the composition of investments 
between Group investments and investments 
for the benefit of policyholders (Class D) is as 
follows (in €m): 

 
 
 

 30/6/2005
(a) 

comp.
% 30/6/2004 comp.

%
31/12/2004 

(b) 
comp.

%
var. %

a/b

Group investments and liquid assets 26,241.0 80.6 22,635.8 79.3 23,416.2 79.6 12.1

Investments for the benefit of policyholders 6,330.9 19.4 5,909.2 20.7 5,986.0 20.4 5.8

TOTAL INVESTMENTS 32,571.9 100.0 28,545.0 100.0 29,402.2 100.0 10.8
 
 
 

  I n v e s t m e n t s   
(Class D investments excluded)

(€m)   .

Inv. in Group 
Undertakings

Financial  
Investments - 

Debt Securities 

Other Financial 
Investments

0
2,700
5,400
8,100

10,800
13,500
16,200
18,900
21,600
24,300
27,000

 30/06/2004 31/12/2004  30/06/2005

Land and 
Buildings

 
 
 

Investments by type and comparisons with the position as at 30 June 2004 and as at 31 December 2004 
are set out in the table below. 
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30/06/2005 comp. 30/06/2004 comp. var. 31/12/2004 comp. var.
(a) % (b) % % (c) % %

(a/b) (a/c)

Land and buildings 657 2.5 879 3.9 -25.2 895 3.8 -26.5
Investments in Group undertakings and other participating interests
  - Stocks and shares 2,102 8.0 1,290 5.7 62.9 1,396 6.0 50.6
  - Debt securities 94 0.4 51 0.2 85.1 57 0.2 65.6
  - Corporate financing 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 -100.0
Total 2,196 8.4 1,341 5.9 63.8 1,454 6.2 51.0
Other financial investments
  - Stocks and shares 1,944 7.4 882 3.9 120.4 730 3.1 166.5
  - Units and shares in investment funds 101 0.4 127 0.6 -20.3 133 0.6 -24.2
  - Bonds and other fixed-rate or variable-rate securities 18,197 69.3 17,235 76.1 5.6 17,690 75.5 2.9
  - Loans 84 0.3 87 0.4 -3.6 84 0.4 -0.2
  - Deposits with credit institutions (1) 0 0.0 11 0.0 -98.4 11 0.0 -98.4
  - Sundry financial investments  (2) 1,952 7.4 1,390 6.1 40.4 1,306 5.6 49.4
  - Cash and cash equivalents 1,084 4.1 657 2.9 65.0 1,088 4.6 -0.3
  - Deposits with ceding undertakings 25 0.1 27 0.1 -5.6 25 0.1 0.7
Total 23,388 89.1 20,416 90.2 14.6 21,068 90.0 11.0
TOTAL INVESTMENTS, CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 26,241 100.0 22,636 100.0 15.9 23,416 100.0 12.1

Investments for the benefit of policyholders who bear the risk
thereof and arising from pension fund management
  - Unit-linked and index-linked benefits 6,008 94.9 5,832 98.7 3.0 5,867 98.0 2.4
  - Pension funds 322 5.1 77 1.3 318.2 119 2.0 171.4
Total 6,331 100.0 5,909 100.0 7.1 5,986 100.0 5.8
(1) Time deposits subject to access restrictions over 15 days.
(2) Almost all of them are repo securities and the rest are premiums for transactions on derivatives.

INVESTMENTS AND LIQUID ASSETS
(€ million)

 
 
 
Land and buildings 
 
As at 30 June the Group’s property assets 
totalled €657.3m, a net decrease of €237.5m 
compared with 31 December 2004. 
No investments were made during the course 
of the first six months of 2005. Instead, there 
was a continuation of the property asset 
rationalising process started in 2004, the aim of 
which was to discharge property assets that 
were no longer functional in respect of the 
Group’s operational and organisational 
requirements. 
The Unipol and Aurora Parent Company 
concluded the sale of some property, covered 
by the preliminary sale contracts that were 
signed in 2004. This resulted in the generation 
of significant capital gains. 

Investments in Group undertakings and 
other participating interests 
 
At the end of the half year resources invested in 
stocks and shares in Group undertakings and 
other participating interests totalled €2,101.6m,  
a net increase of €705.7m compared with 
31 December 2004. In the main this resulted 
from acquisitions by Unipol Assicurazioni and 
Aurora of 241,820,000 shares in Banca 
Nazionale del Lavoro spa, equating to a total 
cost value of €673.6m. 

 
As at 30 June 2005, €94.4m were booked as 
bonds issued by companies where participating 
interests are  held (€57m as at 31/12/2004). 
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Financial investments 
 
Equity investments increased over the first six 
months, as a result of investing in high-rated 
equities (for the most part Eurostoxx 50 
securities) and by favouring the dividend/price 
ratio to the detriment of volatility. 
Options were sold in order to improve the 
overall profitability of fixed-rate Government 
bonds. Normal trading activities were 
maintained, in light of the uncertainty 
associated with rate trends. Debenture assets 
remained more or less unchanged compared 
with the previous year. 
Investments in liquid financial assets (cash and 
cash equivalents, repurchase agreements and 
variable yield Government securities) exceeded 
48% of the total financial investments for the 
first six months. 
 
As at 30 June 2005 the item ‘Financial 
investments’ amounted to €23,387.7m, a net 
increase of €2,320.1m compared with 
31 December 2004 (+11%), including €645.3m 
in sundry financial investments (reverse 
repurchase agreements +49.4%), €1,214.6m in 
equities (+166.5%) and €506.7m in bonds 
(+2.9%). 
Financial investments rose by €2,971.4m 
compared with 30 June 2004 (+14.6%). 
As regards the risk deriving from the choice of 
issuing bodies, the Group operated mainly in 
bonds issued by sovereign states and by 
European banks, all with a rating of at least AA-, 
except for the ‘Istituti Bancari Italiani’, for which 
a lower rating was accepted. Operations were 
also carried out in debt securities issued by 
banks at the first level of subordination, with a 
minimum rating of A. 
 
As at 30 June 2005, taking account of market 
prices and adjustments due to derivatives         
(-€46.5m), net of tax for non-possession, there 
was a positive balance on the bond portfolio 
between potential capital gains and losses of 
€212.2m (a positive balance of €130.9m as at 
31/12/2004). 

Investments for the benefit of policyholders 
who bear the risk thereof and investments 
arising out of pension fund management 
 
As at 30 June 2005 these investments totalled 
€6,330.9m and were made up of €6,008.4m from 
index- and unit-linked policy investments and of 
€322.5m from investments arising out of 
pension fund management. Overall investments 
rose by 5.8% compared with 31 December 2004. 
These investments were assessed at market 
value, in strict correlation with the valuation of 
matching liabilities. 
 
 
Investment Income 
 
As at 30 June 2005 income and gains from 
financial investments, net of charges, amounted 
to €643m (€450.2m as at 30/6/2004, +42.8%). 
Net capital gains totalled €263.2m (€119.8m as 
at 30/6/2004, +119.6%), €127.1m of which 
related to long-term investments, mainly 
buildings (€27.6m as at 30/6/2004). 
 
During the half-year period the return on assets 
invested averaged 5.2%. 
 
Value adjustments, net of value re-adjustments, 
fell from -€71.7m as at 30 June 2004 to -€62.2m 
as at 30 June 2005. 
 
Overall, therefore, ordinary and extraordinary 
investment income, net of relevant charges and 
inclusive of net value adjustments on investments, 
totalled €580.8m (+53.4% compared with 
30/6/2004). 
 
Investment income and charges relating to unit-
linked and index-linked benefits and to pension 
funds (Class D) showed a positive net result of 
€192.2m (€120.9m as at 30/6/2004). 
This result is matched by a corresponding 
variation in technical provisions and therefore 
does not affect the profit for the financial year. 
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30 June Comp.  30 June Comp.  Var.
2005   % 2004    %   %

INVESTMENT INCOME
Stocks and shares 94.4 13.4 42.5 8.4 122.4
Land and buildings 13.3 1.9 9.9 1.9 34.9
Other investments 319.4 45.3 320.0 63.1 -0.2
Bank and postal deposits 15.3 2.2 15.1 3.0 1.9
Total  (a) 442.4 62.7 387.4 76.4 14.2
Capital gains (losses) on disposals (b) 263.2 37.3 119.8 23.6 119.6
Total  (a+b) 705.6 100.0 507.2 100.0 39.1
Investment charges
Investment management charges and interest payable 42.2 36.6 15.3
Interest on subordinated loans 20.5 20.4 0.4
Total (c) 62.6 57.0 10.0
Total (a+b-c) 643.0 450.2 42.8
Net value adjustments (d) -62.2 -71.7 -13.3
GRAND TOTAL (a+b-c+d) 580.8 378.5 53.4

Net income from investments for the benefit of 
policyholders who bear the risk thereof:
Unit-linked and index-linked products 183.9 119.8 53.6
Pension funds 8.3 1.2 600.4
Total 192.2 120.9 58.9

INVESTMENT INCOME
(€m)
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SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 
 
As at 30 June 2005 the Group's shareholders’ 
equity amounted to €2,755.1m compared with 
€2,602.9m as at 31 December 2004, an increase 
of €152.2m. 
The proportion of shareholders' equity 

belonging to minority interests amounted to 
€284.4m (€298.5m at the end of 2004). 
 
As at 30 June 2005 the Parent Company Unipol 
Assicurazioni held no own shares. As at the 
same date the other subsidiaries in the Group 
held no shares in the holding company. 

 
 

 

CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND GROUP NET PROFIT AS AT 30 JUNE 2005 
 
Group net profit amounted to €192.1m and was made up as follows: 
 

30/6/2005 30/6/2004 Var. %
Net profit of the Parent Company, Unipol Assicurazioni 260.6                117.0                 122.8%
Net profits of consolidated undertakings 173.9                110.3                 57.6%
Total profits (Parent Company and consolidated undertakings) 434.5                227.3                 91.2%
Consolidation adjustments:

(-) dividends within the Group (175.3) (80.2) 118.6%
Amortisation of consolidation differences (24.1) (25.5) -5.5%
Other adjustments (1) (13.6) (21.9) -37.8%
Total consolidation adjustments (213.0) (127.5) 67.0%

Consolidated profit 221.5 99.7 122.0%
Minority interests (29.3) (19.6) 49.8%
Net profit - Unipol Group 192.1 80.2 139.7%
(1)

GROUP NET PROFIT AS AT 30 JUNE 2005
(€m)

This item includes the share of profits pertaining to minority interests from undertakings consolidated by the equity method.

 
 

 

Parent Company and Major 
Subsidiaries – Business Summary 
 
Insurance sector 
Composite Companies 
 

 
 
Compagnia Assicuratrice Unipol S.p.A.  
 
Premiums written by Unipol Assicurazioni as at 
30 June 2005 totalled €1,746.2m, a growth of 
€228.9m (+15.1%) compared with the premium 
income during the first six months of 2004. 

Life premium income as at 30 June 2005 totalled 
€1,029.4m, representing significant growth 
(+27.5%) compared with the first six months of 
the 2004 financial year. Non-Life premium 
income amounted to €716.9m, an increase of 
1%. 
The balance on both the technical insurance 
accounts was €141.7m (€67.4m as at 
30/6/2004), of which €38.2m from Life 
business and €103.5m from Non-Life business. 
The impact of operating expenses on the 
premiums fell (10.6% compared with 11.7% as 
at 30/6/2004). These expenses, which include 
the acquisition and renewal commissions, as well 
as other administrative expenses and acquisition 
costs, amounted to €184.3m (+3.5%), or 
€168.3m net of the reinsurers’ share. 
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Direct business loss ratio rose to 73.6% (72.7% 
as at 30/6/2004) and the combined ratio, 
which also includes operating expenses, was 
95.7% (94% as at 30/6/2004). 
Net of value adjustments, investments and 
liquid assets as at 30 June 2005 totalled 
€11,200.9m, of which €934m related to Class D 
investments (€692.3m at the end of 2004). This 
represented an increase of 17% compared with 
30 June 2004 and of 13.3% compared with 
31 December 2004. 
Income from investments and cash investments 
(net of investment charges and excluding 
income from investments for the benefit of 
policyholders who bear the risk thereof, and of 
investments resulting from pension fund 
management – Class D), were €281.5m, 
compared with €164.2m as at 30 June 2004, 
representing an increase of 71.5%. 
Net ordinary and extraordinary investment 
income, including net capital gains, less value 
adjustments and excluding Class D net income 
of €25.1m, amounted to €354.4m (+114.3% 
compared with 30/6/2004). 
At the end of the first six months of 2005, Life 
and Non-Life technical provisions amounted to 
€8,056.3m (+13.8% compared with 
31/12/2004), or €7,951.7m (+14.1%) net of the 
reinsurers’ share. 
As at 30 June 2005, the company had 1,529 
employees, 19 of which were sales agents and a 
total of 38 additional people compared with 
31 December 2004. A further 72 employees 
were also employed on a fixed-term basis, 
mainly at the Sertel call centre. 
Unipol Assicurazioni ended the first six months 
of 2005 with a net profit of €260.6m compared 
with €117m as at 30 June 2004 (+122.8%). 

 
 
Aurora Assicurazioni spa - Milan 
Share capital: €248.3m 
Shareholding: 86.64%  
 
In the first six months of 2005, Aurora 
recorded a premium income of €1,697.7m 
(€1,711.1m as at 30/6/2004), down by 0.8%. 

Premiums relating to Non-Life business 
amounted to €1,035.7m (€1,117.8m as at 
30/6/2004, -7.3%), mainly due to actions 
undertaken on the portfolio of policies during 
the previous financial year following merger 
operations and to the ongoing search for 
improvements to the technical result. 
Premiums relating to Life business totalled 
€662m (€593.3m as at 30/6/2004, +11.6%). 
The loss ratio was 72.3% (71.3% as at 
30/6/2004). 
Operating expenses amounted to €272.9m 
(€286m as at 30/6/2004), and represented 
16.1% of premiums (16.7% as at 30/6/2004). 
The decrease in the expense ratio is due both 
to the fall in operating and administrative 
expenses and to the growth of Life premiums. 
As at 30 June 2005, the company had 2,200 
employees, of which 8 were employed on a 
fixed-term basis (2,254 as at 31/12/2004), and 
a total reduction of 54 employees. 
The combined ratio was 95.5% compared 
with 93.7% for the previous financial period. 
Investments and liquid assets as at 
30 June 2005 amounted to €10,278m 
(€9,790.2m as at 31/12/2004), a rise over the 
previous financial period of €487.8m (+5%). 
Investment income net of relevant charges 
totalled €174m (€161.4m as at 30/6/2004). 
Capital gains from the sale of non-strategic 
property also need to be added to the tune of 
€73.3m (€12m as at 30/6/2004).  
The first six months closed having generated a 
net profit of €119.4m (€76.2m as at 
30/6/2004), representing a rise of 56.6%. 
 
Specialist Companies 
 

 
 
Compagnia Assicuratrice Linear spa -
Bologna 
Share capital:  €19.3m 
Shareholding:  80% 
 
Linear is the company in the Unipol Group 
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which specialises in the direct sales of Motor 
insurance products over the Internet and via 
the call centre. 
In the first six months of 2005 Linear had 
premium income of €85.4m, an increase of 
8.5% compared with the same period of the 
previous year (€78.7m in the first half of 2004). 
Premium income for new business was from 
the telephone (55%) and from the Internet 
(45%). 
The loss ratio was 82.3% (78.6% as at 
30/6/2004). As far as the Motor TPL business 
is concerned, the loss ratio rose to 93.1% 
(88.6% as at 30/6/2004), as a consequence of 
the growth in average claims cost and of a slight 
increase in the number of accidents involving 
personal injuries. 
The incidence of operating expenses on direct 
premiums was 11.9% (13.1% as at 30/6/2004). 
As at 30 June 2005, the company had 296 
employees, of which 195 worked at the call 
centre. As at 30 June 2004 the company had 
316 employees, including 38 on a fixed-term 
basis, of which 216  worked at the call centre. 
Investments and liquid assets during the first six 
months of 2005 amounted to €219.5m (€206.1m 
as at 31/12/2004) and net ordinary and 
extraordinary investment income came to €5.3m 
(€2.8m as at 30/6/2004). 
The first six months of 2005 closed with a net 
profit of €5m, which was up compared with 
€4.7m as at 30 June 2004 (+5.9%).  
 

 
 
Unisalute spa - Bologna 
Share capital:  €17.5m 
Shareholding:  92.44% 
 
Unisalute is a specialist company operating in 
Health and Assistance, and, insofar as the risks 
are linked, in Accident and Pecuniary Losses. 
Direct premiums written during the six-month 
period came to €35.4m (€36.6m including 
indirect business), representing an increase of 
20.1% compared with the same period of the 
previous year, while the growth of the target 
market was valued at around 5%. 

In particular, the progress recorded came from 
the group policy sector. 
The loss ratio of 83.9% (78.2% in similar terms 
as at 30/6/2004) was affected by a less 
favourable claims experience compared with 
30 June 2004 and reflects the claims trend 
during the first part of the year, which is usually 
more exacting than the second half-year. 
The incidence of operating expenses on 
premium income, which include general costs 
and commissions, was 16% gross of 
commissions recovered from reinsurers, a 
decrease compared with 19.6% (on the same 
basis of consolidation) in the first half of 2004. 
The company had 264 employees as at 
30 June 2005, of which 3 were employed on a 
fixed-term basis (256 at the end of 2004), with 
168 operating within the structure of the 
healthcare and assistance call centres. 
As at 30 June 2005 investments and liquid 
assets totalled €71.7m (€48.8m at the end of 
2004). Ordinary and extraordinary investment 
income for the period, net of relevant charges, 
amounted to €1.7m. 
Unisalute closed the first half-year 2005 with a 
net profit of €1.4m (€1m as at 30/6/2004). 
 

 
 

Navale Assicurazioni spa - Ferrara 
Share capital: €96.25m 
Shareholding: 99.80% 
 
In the first six months of 2005, the company 
carried out the management rationalisation 
activities and portfolio reform activities that 
were a feature of the 2004 financial year, and 
that laid the basis for a plan to relaunch its own 
brand with the aim of reappraising its own 
position in the marketplace by specialising on 
the product and on the distribution network. 
Within this context, Navale Assicurazioni spa 
reinforced its shareholders’ equity with a capital 
increase of €70m, thereby also reinforcing the 
technical/management structure via the 
acquisition, completed on 16 February 2005, of 
MMI Vita spa, MMI Danni spa and MMI 
Assicurazioni spa. 
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During the second half-year, the last two of the 
aforementioned companies will merge into 
Navale Assicurazioni spa, thereby resulting in a 
larger company, which is a key step in achieving 
the relaunch goal. With this in mind, a review 
and study process was started, which is aimed 
at creating synergies that will improve 
development and profitability. 
During the course of the six-month period, the 
portfolio reform policies resulted in a 
significant reduction in written premiums. 
Indeed, direct premiums as at 30 June 2005 
were €31.4m as against €48.7m during the first 
six months of 2004, a decrease of 35.5%. The 
significant reduction in the Marine-Hull, 
General TPL and Bonds lines of business, has 
unfortunately resulted in the loss, in some 
cases, of more profitable positions such as in 
Fire business. 
The loss ratio was 68.3% (66.2% for the first 
six months of 2004). 
The incidence of operating expenses on earned 
premiums rose from 22.4% during the first six 
months of 2004 to 29.1% during the first six 
months of 2005. The increase related to the 
costs associated with the repositioning plan, in 
addition to the significant reduction in 
premiums. 
As at 30 June 2005 the company had 122 
employees (102 as at 30/6/2004), of which 24 
were employed on a fixed-term basis. 
The level of investments and available cash 
amounted to €264.2m, an increase of 33.7% 
compared with 31 December 2004 and of 
44.4% compared with 30 June 2004. 
Net ordinary and extraordinary income 
amounted to €4.9m, as against €3.2m in the 
first half of 2004. 
As a result of the aforementioned points, a loss 
of €0.6m was recorded for the first six months 
of 2005, which is down on the €3m loss that 
was recorded during the first six months of 
2004. 
 
The following is noted, with respect to the 
activities during the first six months of 2005 
undertaken by the newly-acquired companies 
within the MMI Group, now controlled by 
Navale spa. 
 

MMI Danni spa – Bologna 
Share capital: €20m 
Shareholding: Navale 100% 
 
Direct premium income during the first six 
months of 2005 was €28.1m (€26m during the 
first six months of 2004), representing an 
increase of 8.1%. 
The loss ratio was 67.4%. 
The incidence of operating expenses on earned 
premiums was 28.9%. 
The company had 63 employees as at 
30 June 2005. 
Investments and liquid assets totalled €109.9m, 
representing an increase of €1m compared with 
31 December 2004. Net ordinary investment 
income was €0.8m. 
The first six months of 2005 ended with a net 
economic result of €0.5m, a reduction compared 
with the first six months of 2004 (€3.3m). 
 
MMI Assicurazioni spa - Rome 
Share capital: €25mi 
Shareholding: Navale 80% 
        MMI Danni 20% 
 
Direct premium income during the first six 
months of 2005 was €48.6m (€44.8m during 
the first six months of 2004), representing an 
increase of 8.5%. 
The losses ratio was 71.7%. 
The incidence of operating expenses on the 
premiums for the period was 24%. 
The company employed 101 people as at 
30 June 2005. 
Investments and liquid assets amounted to 
€171.9m (€174.8m as at 31/12/2004). Net 
ordinary investment income was  €1.6m. 
The first six months of 2005 ended with a net 
profit of €0.9m, which was down compared 
with the first six months of 2004 (€3.4m). 
 
MMI Vita spa – Bologna 
Share capital: € 5.2m 
Shareholding: Navale 40.81% 
         MMI Danni 59.19% 
 
During the first six months of 2005, MMI Vita 
recorded a premium income of €728K (€695K 
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during the first six months of 2004), 
representing an increase of 4.7%. 
Operating expenses totalled €260K, compared 
with €420K as at 30 June 2004. 
The company employed two people as at 
30 June 2005 (3 people as at 30/6/2004). 
Investments totalled €10.6m, representing a 
reduction of €0.9m with respect to 
31 December 2004. Net investment income as 
at 30 June 2005 totalled €99K, compared with 
€127K as at 30 June 2004. 
The first six months of 2005 ended with a loss 
of €220K (€21K profit as at 30/6/2004). 
 
 
Bancassurance Companies 
 

 
Quadrifoglio Vita spa - Bologna 
Share capital: €29.5m 
Shareholding: 50% (controlled jointly with Banca 
Agricola Mantovana) 
 
Quadrifoglio Vita sells Life policies through the 
284 branches of Banca Agricola Mantovana. 
The company recorded premium income of 
€420.6m in the first half of 2005 compared with 
€442.2m in the same period of 2004 (-4.9%). 
Premiums from new business, equal to 
€419.3m (€440.8m as at 30/6/2004), included 
some capitalisation contracts that are directly 
marketed by the company to the tune of €80m. 
The breakdown is as follows: 53.7% consist of 
traditional Class I products, 36.9% consist of 
Class V capitalisation products and the 
remaining 9.4% consist of Class III products 
(divided equally between index-linked and unit-
linked products). 
The operating expenses were €7.9m with an 
incidence on premiums of 1.9% (1.9% as at 
30/6/2004; 2% as at 31/12/2004) and were in 
line with expectations. 
The company employed 19 people as at 
30 June 2005 (19 people were employed as at 
30/6/2004 and 31/12/2004). 
As at 30 June 2005 the level of investments and 

available cash, including those where the risk 
was borne by policyholders (€1,205.3m), 
amounted to €3,555.6m (€2,852.9m as at 
30/6/2004 and €3,197.1m as at 31/12/2004). 
Net capital gains and investment income for the 
period, net of value adjustments on investments 
and excluding Class III gains and charges, 
amounted to €55m (€34.5m as at 30/6/2004). 
The profit for the period, net of tax, amounted 
to €9.3m (€2.5m as at 30/6/2004). 
 

 

 
 
BNL Vita spa - Milan 
Share capital: €130m 
Shareholding: 50% (controlled jointly with BNL) 
 
BNL Vita sells Life policies through the 700 
branches of the Bank BNL. 
The company had premium income of 
€1,245.1m in the first half of 2005 (€1,282m as 
at 30/6/2004), a decrease of 2.9%. The decrease 
is attributable to an index-linked policy which, 
although written in June, came into effect in 
July. Therefore the premiums will roll over to 
the second half-year. 
75% of new business was in traditional products 
and 25% in financial products, mainly index-
linked products. 
The operating expenses amounted to €39.3m 
with an incidence on premiums of 3.1%, as 
against 3.7% as at 30 June 2004. 
The company employed 85 people as at 
30 June 2005 (no change compared with 
31/12/2004). 
Investments and liquid assets, including those 
for the benefit of policyholders who bear the 
risk thereof, totalled €8,725.2m, representing a 
9.1% increase compared with €7,997.9m as at 
31 December 2004. 
Ordinary and extraordinary financial income, 
net of relevant charges and excluding Class III 
income and charges, totalled €82m. 
The net economic result as at 30 June 2005 was 
positive and stood at €15.4m (€13.5m as at 
30/6/2004).  
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Banking Activities, Asset Management and 
Merchant Banking 
 

 
 
Unipol Banca spa - Bologna 
Share capital: €511.6m 
Shareholding: Unipol Assicurazioni 82.86% 
         Aurora Assicurazioni  10% 
 
In the first half of 2005 Unipol Banca completed 
the opening of the branches already authorised 
by the Supervisory Authority, bringing the 
number of bank outlets to 233 (including 115 
integrated with insurance agencies). It also had 
46 finance shops  and 446 financial advisers. 
June ended with total direct customer deposits 
of €4,586m (representing an increase of 20.6% 
compared with the same period last year). The 
manner in which customer lending grew to 
€3,204m was significant (representing an 
increase of 32.3% compared with €2,422m as at 
30/6/2004). As far as the latter was concerned, 
the outcome of mortgage loan investment 
policy was excellent, both in terms of loans to 
retail customers and to construction companies 
and housing co-operatives, with the figure 
rising to €852m. 
Two commercial mortgage loans were also 
assigned in May and June, as part of the existing 
securitisation programme, the combined value 
of which was approximately €322m. 
Customer funds (funds under custody and 
assets under management) exceeded €21.5bn. 
In particular, as at 30 June the portfolio of 
assets under management was worth 
approximately €1,831m (+45% compared with 
30/6/2004), whereas funds under custody on 
the same date were €19,694m (+53.8% 
compared with 30/6/2004). 
As at 30 June 2005, Unipol Banca employed 
1,505 people, representing an increase of 118 
people compared with 31 December 2004. As 
for operating expenses, although the absolute 
value was up, on account of the ongoing Bank 
growth, their incidence on the gross operating 
income was 65.2%, representing a tangible 

improvement of approximately 9 percentage 
points, compared with the first six months of 
2004. 
  
The gross operating income exceeded €117m, 
an increase of 50.2% compared with 
30 June 2004, thereby confirming the Bank 
growth trend at the economic level too. 
The first six months of 2005 resulted in 
ordinary business profits of €20.1m, 
representing an increase of 168% compared 
with the profit generated during the same 
period of 2004 (€7.6m). 
The big increase confirms the trend, which 
continues to be positive as highlighted year-on-
year by this indicator, even though it is also 
known that, thanks to customer synergies with 
the Unipol Group, good growth margins 
remain. 
The economic results over the six-month 
period showed a net profit of €12.1m (+278% 
compared with the figure of €3.2m recorded 
during the first six months of 2004) after 
deduction of more than €29m in respect of 
amortisation, funds allocation and taxes (€17m 
during the first six months of 2004). 
 

 
 
Unipol Merchant-Banca per le Imprese spa 
- Bologna 
Share capital: €105.5m 
Shareholding: Unipol Banca 72.75% 
 
The company boosted the medium-term credit 
business during the six-month period, achieving 
a distributed financing stock of €213m (+63.8% 
compared with 31/12/2004), of which €98m 
were distributed during the six-month period. 
The increase was mainly generated by 
commercial activities that were directed and 
sustained by significant operations with primary 
standing companies. 
 
Guarantees already issued on the same date, 
amounted to €10.3m. 
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As regards credit quality, no positions are 
currently categorised as non-performing loans 
(bad and doubtful loans, substandard loans, 
loans being restructured and restructured loans). 
The Unipol Banca Parent Company covered 
the income requirement as at 30 June 2005, of 
€139.3m (€80m of which consisted of 
debenture loans and €59.3m of which consisted 
of credit line usage). 
With respect to shareholdings and listed 
security business, investments totalling €10.9m 
were made over the six-month period, together 
with disposals of €19.1m, thereby generating 
income from sales of €1.5m. 
Within the framework of financial advisory 
services (Capital Markets, Mergers & 
Acquisitions, Structured Finance and Advisory 
Services) commissions to the tune of €3.8m 
(+277% compared with 30/6/2004) accrued over 
the six-month period. Involvement of Unipol 
Merchant in the IPOs of IGD Immobiliare 
Grande Distribuzione spa and Monti Ascensori 
on the Milan Stock Exchange and support to 
Hera spa in the plan for merger by incorporation 
of Meta spa, were particularly noteworthy. 
Work continued during the half year on 
strengthening the organisational set-up. As at 
30 June 2005 there were 48 employees (44 as at 
31/12/2004 and 42 as at 30/6/2004).  
The economic result for the six-month period 
exceeded €3.2m, which represents a significant 
increase compared with the result for the first 
six months of 2004 (€2.1m, +49%). 
 
Unipol Fondi Ltd  - Ireland 
Share capital: €125K 
Shareholding: Unipol Banca: 100% 
 
As at 30 June 2005 assets under management 
reached €606m, (+9.4% compared with 
30/6/2004). 
The net profit for the first six months of 2005 
was €1,409m (+78% compared with the first 
six months of 2004). 
 
Unipol SGR - Bologna 
Share capital: €5m 
Shareholding: Unipol Banca: 100% 
 
The company, which managed the Unipol 

Fondi Ltd portfolio from 1 April 2004, ended 
the first six-month period having recorded a net 
result of €38K. 
 

* * * 
 
Property companies 
As at 30 June 2005 the three property 
subsidiaries had buildings and building land on 
their books valued at a total of €73.1m. 
 
 
 
Relations among Group Undertakings 
 
The Parent Company Unipol had normal 
dealings with the companies in the Group 
covering coordination and: 

• reinsurance and coinsurance with the 
subsidiary and affiliated companies that 
operated in insurance; 

• renting out property; 

• agency mandates; 

• provision of asset management services; 

• provision of property management services; 

• provision of IT services; 

• secondment of staff; 

• provision of claims-handling and settlement 
services; 

• internal auditing services (ISVAP Circular 
366/D/1999). 

 
These dealings, which included no atypical nor 
unusual operations, were governed by normal 
market terms (with the exception of the 
secondment of staff, for whom only costs were 
repaid, and the provision of services of an 
auxiliary nature, which were mainly invoiced on 
the basis of the costs actually incurred and 
determined in accordance with analytical 
accounting criteria). 
The aforementioned auxiliary activities, on the 
other hand, led to better rationalisation of 
operational functions and improved service 
levels for the companies in question. 
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TRANSITION TO IAS/IFRS INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS  
CONSOB Resolution 14990 of 14 April 2005 
 
 
European Regulation 1606/2002 imposes an 
obligation on listed companies to adopt 
IAS/IFRS international accounting standards, 
commencing with the consolidated accounts as 
at 31 December 2005. 
CONSOB, as a result of Resolution 14990 of 
14 April 2005, which served to amend the 
Regulation 11971/1999 on Issuers, regulated 
implementation of the IAS for infra-annual 
statements for the 2005 financial year (quarterly 
and half-yearly). 
In particular, amended Articles 81 and 82 of 
Regulation 11971/1999 provide for the fact 
that listed companies must use international 
accounting standards to draft consolidated 
quarterly and half-yearly accounts. 
In addition, and with respect to the first two 
quarterly reports of the 2005 financial year 
(Article 82-bis) and to the half-yearly report of 
2005 (Article 81-bis), a transitional optional 
system was introduced that enabled the 
company to continue producing the 
aforementioned reports on the basis of the 
accounting principles used to draft the annual 
accounts as at 31 December 2004. 

If the companies opt to use the aforementioned 
transitional system, then the following 
reconciliations must be provided, upon 
publication of the second quarterly report 
and/or half-yearly report for 2005: 

a) A quantitative reconciliation of the 
shareholders’ equity on the date the six-
month period came to an end and on the 
date the previous financial year came to an 
end and of the profit on the date the six-
month period ended, all determined using 
both the drafting criteria applied to draw up 
the accounts for the previous financial year, 
and the international accounting standards. 
The reconciliation table must clearly detail 
the nature and the amount of the most 
significant adjustments made. 

 

b) In a separate appendix, the reconciliations 
referred to in paragraphs 39 and 40 of the 
‘IFRS 1- First adoption of the International 
Financial Reporting Standard’, furnished 
with explanatory notes relating to drafting 
criteria and the items that are included in 
the reconciliation tables. 

 
In accordance with the provisions outlined in 
Article 81-bis, Unipol Group’s consolidated 
half-yearly accounts as at 30 June 2005, were 
drafted in accordance with the outline and 
provisions included in Legislative Decree 
173/1997, as requested by the Supervisory 
Authority for the insurance sector. In fact, 
ISVAP arranged that, in the event of adopting 
IAS/IFRS standards to draft the consolidated 
half-yearly accounts for 2005, the sector’s listed 
companies would be expected to comply with 
the provisions outlined in Ruling 1207/1999 on 
the consolidated half-yearly accounts (drafting 
of consolidated half-yearly accounts in 
accordance with national accounting standards). 
 
The quantitative reconciliations between 
shareholders’ equity as at 30 June 2005 and as 
at 31 December 2004 and profit as at 
30 June 2005 are included in the ‘Other 
Information’ section of this half-yearly report. 
 
The reconciliations referred to in paragraphs 39 
and 40 of the IFRS 1 (shareholders’ equity as at 
1/1/2004 and 31/12/2004 and profit on as at 
31/12/2004) are appended to this half-yearly 
report. 
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Significant Events after 30 June 2005 
and Business Outlook 
 
As has already been amply highlighted within 
this half-yearly report in the section dedicated 
to outlining the Group’s strategy, the most 
significant event in the months following the 
end of the half-year and that is still ongoing, 
relates to the plan to purchase control of the 
BNL spa bank. 
 
With respect to Group company activities, 
premium income shows signs of recovery and 
growth, especially in Life business. 
Overall technical performance underscores the 
positive ongoing progress during the first part 
of the year. Operating expenses are in line with 
normal expectations. 
Financial and property management returned 
positive results in line with expectations. 
 
Provided there are no unusual or exceptional 
events, the outlook for Group revenue for the 
current year is good, better than last year and 
by and large in line with the forecast. 
 
 

   
 
 
Please note that, in accordance with the 
provisions outlined in Article 82 of Issuers’ 
Regulation 11971/1999, the next consolidated 
quarterly report as at 30 September 2005 and 
the consolidated accounts for the financial year 
as at 31 December 2005 will be drafted in 
accordance with IAS/IFRS international 
accounting standards. 
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General Drafting Criteria and Basis of 
Consolidation 
 
The consolidation principles applied in drawing 
up the consolidated half-yearly report are 
consistent with those used in the consolidated 
annual accounts closed on 31 December 2004. 
The criteria used to identify the basis of 
consolidation are also the same as those used in 
the 2004 financial year. 

 
Quadrifoglio Vita, in which the Banca Agricola 
Mantovana has a 50% participating interest, 
and BNL Vita, in which the Banca Nazionale 
del Lavoro has a 50% participating interest, 
were consolidated on a line-by-line basis as they 
carry out insurance business and by virtue of 
agreements between the members. 

 
As regards SRS spa, only its balance sheet was 
consolidated, since the company was set up on 
14 June 2005 (following the partial split of 
Bios). 

 
The companies consolidated on a line-by-line 
basis and those valued by the equity method or 
maintained at book value are listed on the 
following pages. 

 
Changes in the basis of consolidation 
 
During the first half of 2005 operations carried 
out concerned: 

• the acquisition by Navale Assicurazioni of 
the companies in the MMI Italia Group 
consisting of: 

√ MMI Danni spa, a company operating in 
Non-Life business, acquired from the 
Mutuelles du Mans Group (90.01%) and 
from Unipol Merchant (9.99%); 

 

√ MMI Assicurazioni spa, a company 
operating in Non-Life business, acquired 
from the Mutuelles du Mans Group 
(72.008%) and from Unipol Merchant 
(7.992%); 

√ MMI Vita spa, a company operating in Life 
business, acquired from the Mutuelles du 
Mans Group (40.81%); 

√ Immobiliare Comense srl, a property 
company, wholly owned by MMI Danni; 

• the incorporation of SRS spa, following the 
partial split of Bios, in favour of Unipol 
Assicurazioni (75.21%) and of Aurora 
Assicurazioni (24.79%); 

• the acquisition of Nuovi Investimenti spa by 
Smallpart (39%) and Unipol Merchant 
(10%); 

• the acquisition of 45% of Pegaso Finanziaria 
spa by Smallpart; 

• the sale by Unipol Assicurazioni (28.61%) 
and Unipol Merchant (1.30%) of their entire 
holdings in Finec Holding; 

• the sale by Smallpart of its entire holding in 
AR.CO. Assicurazioni (40%). 

 
Furthermore, the following changes in 
shareholdings took place: 

Parent Company: 
• Navale spa    from 99.31  to 99.80% 

Unipol Banca: 
• Unipol Merchant spa   from 62.27 to 72.75% 

Smallpart: 
• Dimensione e Sviluppo from 36.00 to 46.00% 
• Assicoop Modena             from 47.00 to 43.32% 
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UNDERTAKINGS  INCLUDED ON A LINE-BY-LINE BASIS
Company name - Registered offices Type of business - Share capital %

(€) direct indirect Group
Compagnia Assicuratrice Unipol spa Insurance and reinsurance
Bologna € 965,513,627
Aurora Assicurazioni spa Insurance and reinsurance 86.64 86.64
Milan € 248,346,783
Bnl Vita spa Insurance and reinsurance 50.00 50.00
Milan € 130,000,000
Compagnia Assicuratrice Linear spa Insurance and reinsurance 80.00 80.00
Bologna € 19,300,000
MMI Assicurazioni spa Insurance and reinsurance 80,00 (Navale Ass.) 99.80
Rome € 25,000,000 20,00 (MMI Danni)
MMI Danni spa Insurance and reinsurance 100,00 (Navale Ass.) 99.80
Bologna € 20,000,000
MMI Vita spa Insurance and reinsurance 59,19 (MMI Danni) 99.80
Bologna € 5,180,108 40,81 (Navale Ass.)
Navale Assicurazioni spa Insurance and reinsurance 99.80 99.80
Ferrara € 96,250,000
Quadrifoglio Vita spa Insurance and reinsurance 50.00 50.00
Bologna € 29,500,000
Unisalute spa Insurance and reinsurance 92.44 92.44
Bologna € 17,500,000
Immobiliare Comense srl Property company 100,00 (MMI Danni) 99.80
Bologna € 46,481
Midi srl Property company 100.00 100.00
Bologna € 72,000,000
Unifimm srl Property company 100.00 100.00
Bologna € 43,350,000
Dimensione e Sviluppo Immobiliare spa Property advisory company 46,00 (Smallpart) 71.97
Bologna € 5,200,000 39,00 (Unipol Merchant)
Smallpart spa Holding company 100.00 100.00
Bologna € 32,000,000
SRS spa Holding company 75.21 24.79 96.69
Bologna € 13,898,582  (Aurora Assic.)

UNDERTAKINGS  INCLUDED BY THE EQUITY METHOD

SUBSIDIARIES 
Unipol Banca spa  Bank 82.86 10.00 91.52
Bologna € 511,560,000 (Aurora Assic.)
Unipol Merchant - Banca per le Imprese spa Bank 72.75 66.58
Bologna € 105,468,007 (Unipol Banca)
Unipol Fondi  Ltd Unit trust management 100.00 91.52
Dublin € 125,001 (Unipol Banca)
Unipol  Sgr spa Financial brokerage 100.00 91.52
Bologna € 5,000,000 (Unipol Banca)
Nettuno Fiduciaria srl Fiduciary company 100.00 91.52
Bologna € 250,000 (Unipol Banca)
Grecale srl Loan securitization 60,00 (Unipol Banca) 81.54
Bologna € 10,000 40,00 (Unipol Merchant)
Unieuropa srl Market analysis and research 98.00 98.00
Bologna € 510,000 (Smallpart)
Unisalute Servizi  srl Healthcare services 100.00 92.44
Bologna € 52,000 (Unisalute)
Bnl Servizi Assicurativi srl Insurance agency 100.00 50.00
Milan € 10,400 (Bnl Vita)

  % holding
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Company name - Registered offices Type of  business - Share capital %

(€) direct indirect Group
AFFILIATED
Hotel Villaggio Città del Mare spa Tourism/hotels 49.00 49.00
Terrasini  (Pa) € 7,000,000
A.P.A. spa Insurance agency 46.50 46.50
Parma € 1,000,000 (Smallpart)
Assicoop Ferrara spa Insurance agency 47.40 47.40
Ferrara € 270,300 (Smallpart)
Assicoop Firenze spa Insurance agency 44.00 44.00
Florence € 1,000,000 (Smallpart)
Assicoop Imola spa Insurance agency 47.34 47.34
Imola (Bo) € 1,000,000 (Smallpart)
Assicoop Modena spa Insurance agency 43.32 43.32
Modena € 2,256,800 (Smallpart)
Assicoop Ravenna spa Insurance agency 49.00 49.00
Ravenna € 3,640,000 (Smallpart)
Assicoop Romagna spa Insurance agency 48.00 48.00
Forlì € 774,700 (Smallpart)
Assicoop Sicura spa Insurance agency 40.00 40.00
Bologna € 202,800 (Smallpart)
Assicoop Siena spa Insurance agency 49.00 49.00
Siena € 510,000 (Smallpart)
Assicura spa Insurance agency 35.00 35.00
Reggio Emilia € 1,040,000 (Smallpart)
Nuovi Investimenti spa Holding company 39,00 (Smallpart) 45.66
Bologna € 9,400,000 10,00 (Unipol Merchant)
Pegaso Finanziaria spa Holding company 45.00 45.00
Bologna € 7,000,000 (Smallpart)
Consorzio ZIS Fiera 2 Urbanization works 30.90 30.90
Bologna € 810,000 (Midi)
Euresa Holding sa Holding company 24.05 24.05
Luxembourg € 10,000,000

OTHER SHAREHOLDINGS IN SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATED UNDERTAKINGS AT THEIR BOOK VALUE

Assicoop Genova spa Insurance agency 49.00 49.00
in liquidation - Genoa € 260,000

  % holding
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Valuation Criteria 
 
The valuation criteria used to draw up the 
consolidated half-yearly accounts are the same 
as those used to draw up the last consolidated 
annual accounts. 
 
Anyway, as these are interim figures there has 
been greater use of appropriate estimate 
methods, which are however substantially in 
line with the criteria adopted at the end of the 
financial year and will guarantee homogeneity 
and comparability of data. 
More specifically, claims from previous years 
still outstanding at the end of the first part of 
the current financial year were evaluated on the 
basis of updated analytical evidence ('ongoing' 
provision) deduced from management data and 
on the basis of suitable technically prudent 
estimates. 

 
Tax adjustments and provisions 
 
Under the new regulation which came into 
force on 1 January 2004 (abrogating para. 2 of 
Article 2426 of the Civil Code, Legislative 
Decree 6 of 17/1/03), items made purely for 
tax purposes must no longer be recorded in the 
individual company accounts. 
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Information on the Balance Sheet 
 
Balance Sheet – Assets 
 
B – Intangible assets 
 
The breakdown of the item 'Deferred acquisition 
costs', which totalled €73.4m, is as follows:  
€40.2m for deferred commissions in Non-Life 
business and €33.2m for deferred commissions in 
Life business. 
 
The item 'Differences arising from consolidation', 
net of amortisations, was of €982.3m. (€1,007.5m 
as at 31/12/2004). 
The decrease was due to the proportions of 
depreciation for the period for companies 
consolidated on a line-by-line basis. 

 
C – Investments 
 
C.I – Land and buildings 
 
The overall amount as at 30 June 2005 totalled 
€657.3m, which reflects a net decrease of 
€237.5m compared with 31 December 2004, 
largely because of divestments carried out by 

Unipol Assicurazioni and by Aurora, which led 
to significant capital gains. 
 
C.II – Investments in Group undertakings 

and other participating interests 
 
The overall value of this item totalled €2,196m, 
an increase of €742.1m compared with 
31 December 2004, and is made up as follows 
(€m): 
 
 30/6/2005
1.  Stocks and shares 2,101.6
2.  Debt securities 94.4
Total 2,196.0
 
The value of ‘Stocks and shares’, €2,101.6m, 
showed a net increase of €705.7m compared 
with 31 December 2004, largely because of the 
acquisition by Unipol Assicurazioni and Aurora 
of 241,820,000 shares in Banca Nazionale del 
Lavoro spa, for a total countervalue of €673.6m. 
This item relates to subsidiaries and affiliated 
undertakings evaluated by the equity method 
and to other participating interests maintained 
at their book value, as follows: 

 
 
 
 
Company          % holding Group Value 

direct         indirect share (€ million) 
  
SUBSIDIARIES     
Unipol Banca spa   82.86 10.00 (Aurora Assic.) 91.52 649.5
Unipol Merchant spa 72.75 (Unipol Banca) 66.58 1.5
Unipol Fondi  Ltd 100.00 (Unipol Banca) 91.52 1.3
Unipol Sgr spa 100.00 (Unipol Banca) 91.52 -0.2
Nettuno Fiduciaria srl 100.00 (Unipol Banca) 91.52 -0.1

Grecale srl 
 

60.00 (Unipol Banca) 
40.00 (Unipol Merchant) 

81.54 0.002

Unieuropa srl 98.00 (Smallpart) 98.00 0.4
Unisalute Servizi srl 100.00 (Unisalute) 92.44 0.1
Bnl Servizi Assicurativi srl 100.00 (Bnl Vita) 50.00 0.1
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Company          % holding Group Value 
direct         indirect share (€ million) 

AFFILIATED UNDERTAKINGS  
Hotel Villaggio Città del Mare spa 49.00 49.00 3.6
A.P.A. spa 46.50 (Smallpart) 46.50 0.6
Assicoop Ferrara spa 47.40 (Smallpart) 47.40 0.2
Assicoop Firenze spa 44.00 (Smallpart) 44.00 0.3
Assicoop Imola spa  47.34 (Smallpart) 47.34 0.8
Assicoop Modena spa 43.32 (Smallpart) 43.32 2.1
Assicoop Ravenna spa 49.00 (Smallpart) 49.00 2.1
Assicoop Romagna spa 48.00 (Smallpart) 48.00 0.6
Assicoop Sicura spa 40.00 (Smallpart) 40.00 3.2
Assicoop Siena spa 49.00 (Smallpart) 49.00 0.6
Assicura spa 35.00 (Smallpart) 35.00 0.8

Nuovi Investimenti spa 
 

39.00 (Smallpart) 
10.00 (Unipol Merchant) 

45.66 3.3

Pegaso Finanziaria spa 45.00 (Smallpart) 45.00 3.3
Consorzio ZIS Fiera 2 30.90 (Midi) 30.90 0.3
Euresa Holding sa 24.05 24.05 3.0
OTHER PARTICIPATING INTERESTS  
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro spa 4.11 3.81 (Aurora Assic.) 7.41 673.6
Hopa spa 7.13 7.13 254.5
Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena spa 1.98 1.98 235.8
Reti Bancarie Holding spa 5.79 (Aurora Assic.) 5.02 167.7
Sorin spa 5.58 (SRS) 5.39 48.4
Earchimede spa 7.91 (Aurora Assic.) 6.85 16.6
P & V Holding sa 2.39 2.39 8.2
FI.BO. Finanziaria Bolognese spa 18.95 (Smallpart) 18.95 4.9
Sofinco spa 11.47 (Smallpart) 11.47 4.2
Atlantis sa 2.88 2.88 1.6
Syneteristiki Insurance sa 16.39 16.39 1.5
The Co-Operators Group sa 6.94 6.94 1.2
Atlantis Vida sa 12.50 12.50 1.2
Other undertakings  4.9
TOTAL  2,101.6
 
The item 'Other undertakings’, €4,9m, includes: 
Actel sa, Allnations sa, Arcobaleno spa, Assicoop Genova spa (in liquidation), Autonomia scarl, Banca 
di Bologna scarl, Banca Popolare Etica scarl, Cestar srl, Consorzio Energia Fiera District, Cooptecnital 
scarl, FIN.PA.S. srl, Fondazione Cesar, Grecale abs, Inarcheck spa, Inforcoop scarl, Nomisma spa, 
Partisagres SGPS sa, Previnet spa, Protos spa, Protos SOA spa, Rita srl, Sagres sa, Sofincoop spa, 
Telemedicina Rizzoli spa, Uci. 
 
 
For the amount and nature of the increases and 
decreases in investments in Group undertakings 
and other participating interests, broken down 
into stocks and shares, bonds and corporate 
financing, see Annex I. 
 
‘Debt securities’ totalling €94.4m issued by 
participating interests increased by €37.4m 
compared with 31  December 2004 

C.III – Other financial investments 
 
The overall balance of the item totalled 
€22,278m, an increase of €2,323.6m, +11.6% 
compared with 31 December 2004. The 
breakdown of this figure is as follows (€m): 
 
1. Stocks and shares 1,944.3
2. Units and shares in investment funds 101.0
3. Bonds and other fixed-income securities 18,196.9
4. Corporate financing 83.8
5. Deposits with credit institutions 0.2
6. Other financial investments 1,951.8
Total 22,278.0 
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Total corporate financing receivable after 
30 June of the next financial year was €69.8m. 
For the breakdown of other financial investments 
between long-term and short-term (items C.III.1, 
2, 3 and 5), see Annex II. 
 
D – Investments for the benefit of 
policyholders who bear the risk thereof 
and investments arising out of pension 
fund management 
 
The overall total of these investments as at 
30 June 2005 was €6,330.9m and was made up of 
€6,008.4m from index- and unit-linked policy 
investments and €322.5m from investments 
relating to the open-end pension fund Aurora 
Previdenza and the investments deriving from the 
management of three open-end, fixed 
contribution pension funds (Unipol Previdenza, 
Unipol Futuro and Unipol Insieme), set up and 
managed by the Parent Company (in accordance 
with Legislative Decree 124 of 21/4/93), and of 
four capital-guaranteed occupational pension 
funds (Pension fund for employees of Banca Agricola 
Mantovana, Fundum, Eurofer and Cometa) which 
Unipol Assicurazioni manages. 
 
E – Debtors 
 
The amount of debtors in item E, of €1,137m, 
showed a net decrease of €212.4m compared 
with the balance as at 31 December 2004. 
The balance is made up as follows: 
• Debtors arising out of direct insurance 

business, €709.3m (-€175.4m compared 
with 31/12/2004); 

• Debtors arising out of reinsurance business, 
€129.2m (+€22.1m compared with 
31/12/2004); 

• Other debtors, €298.5m (-€59.1m compared 
with 31/12/2004). 

 
Item EI – Debtors arising out of direct insurance 
business, which totalled €709.3m, included 
amounts receivable from policyholders of 
€324.6m (-€140.1m compared with 31/12/2004) 
and amounts receivable from insurance 
intermediaries of €264.2m. 
The amounts receivable after 30 June of the 
next financial year totalled €76.5m.  

F – Other assets 
 
The overall balance on this item was €1,254.3m, 
a net increase of €48.7m compared with 
31 December 2004, mainly as a result of the 
change in ‘other assets’. 
 
Balance Sheet – Liabilities 
 
A – Shareholders’ equity 
 
As at 30 June 2005 Group shareholders’ equity 
totalled €2,755.1m, an increase of €152.2m 
compared with 31 December 2004 (+5.8%).  
In fact, as far as Unipol Assicurazioni's equity is 
concerned, the rights of holders of warrants 
linked to shares and bonds issued in July 2000 
to subscribe to new ordinary and preference 
shares ceased during the first half of 2005 (on 
20 June to be precise). 
As a result of these subscriptions, the equity 
rose during the half year by €92.3m compared 
with the level as at 31 December 2004. 
 
The share of minorities was €284.4m (€298.5m 
as at 31/12/2004). 
 
As at 30 June 2005 both the Parent Company 
and its subsidiaries owned no shares in Unipol 
Assicurazioni and its holding companies. 
 
The reconciliation table between the Parent 
Company's capital, reserves and profit for the 
period and consolidated capital, reserves and 
profit for the period is given in the Annex. 

 
B – Subordinated liabilities  
 
This item amounted to €674m, unchanged since 
31 December 2004, was made up of subordinated 
debenture loans issued by the following 
companies (€m): 

• Unipol Assicurazioni  600 

• BNL Vita        50 

• Quadrifoglio Vita     24 
 
The amount of €600m is made up of two issues 
of subordinated callable notes made by the 
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Parent Company. Each issue has a face value of 
€300m, is for twenty years and is listed on the 
Luxembourg Stock Exchange. 
The level of subordination is comparable with 
Tier II (supplementary capital consisting of 
second-level capital items). 
The first loan, issued in May 2001, has a fixed 
interest rate of 7% until the date on which the 
early repayment clause is exercised (as from the 
tenth year) and a variable rate thereafter. 
The second, which was fully subscribed by 
institutional investors on 28 July 2003, has a 
fixed annual interest rate of 5.66% for the first 
10 years and a variable rate thereafter.  
The subordinated bonded loans of the other 
companies in the Group amounted to €74m, of 
which €32m was issued in 2002, €34m in 2003 
and €8m in 2004. They are not listed and last 
for five years.  
The level of subordination is comparable with 
Tier II. 
 
C – Technical provisions 
 
Technical provisions totalled €24,801.3m 
(€22,404.2m as at 31/12/2004) and were made 
up of €7,255.8m for provision for unearned 
premiums, provision for outstanding claims and 
other Non-Life provisions, and of €17,545.5m 
for technical provisions and provisions for sums 
payable for Life business. 
 
D – Technical provisions where the 
investment risk is borne by 
policyholders and provisions arising 
out of pension fund management  
 
These provisions totalled €6,329.3m (€5,983.8m 
as at 31/12/2004), €6,006.8m of which was for 
technical provisions relating to unit-linked and 
index-linked contracts and €322.5m was for 
provisions arising out of pension-fund 
management. 
 

G – Creditors and other liabilities 
 
As at 30 June 2005, creditors and other liabilities 
totalled €730.4m (+€105.3m compared with 
31/12/2004). 
 
'Amounts owed to credit institutions' (item 
G.IV), which did not exist as at 
31 December 2004, amounted to €34.4m. The 
entire sum represented the amount due by the 
subsidiary SRS to banks for corporate financing 
received and to be repaid by 31 December 2005. 
 
'Sundry borrowings and creditors' (item G.V) 
totalled €298.7m, an increase of €53.8m 
compared with 31 December 2004. €31.5m of 
this increase was due to ‘Sundry borrowings’ 
(€3.6m of which was due after 30 June of the 
next financial year) and €24.5m to ‘Other 
creditors’, whilst ‘Debts secured by a lien on 
property’  were zero (€2.2m as at 31/12/2004). 
 
Item G.VII – 'Other liabilities' rose from 
€209m as at 31 December 2004 to €206m as at 
30 June 2005. 
 
Guarantees, commitments and other 
memorandum accounts 
 
As at 30 June 2005 memorandum accounts 
totalled €39,033.4m (€34,185.9m as at 
31/12/2005). 
The 'Commitments' item (€7,484.3m) was mainly 
made up of underlying capital for transactions on 
derivatives in progress at the end of the half-year 
(€4,562.3m). €1,879.5m related to commitments 
on repurchase agreements. 
 
The item 'Other memorandum accounts' 
(€31,091.3m) was mainly made up of securities 
deposited with third parties (€31,050m). 
 
Assets relating to pension funds managed on 
behalf of third parties amounted to €226.4m. 
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Information on the Profit and Loss Account 
 
Further information, in addition to that 
previously set out in the 'Business Interim 
Report' section, is given below. 
 
As at 30 June 2005 gross premiums recorded 
were €5,330.8m (€1,973.4m from Non-Life 
business and €3,357.4m from Life business). 
 
The premiums were underwritten almost 
exclusively in Italy. 
 
Premiums ceded to reinsurers totalled €157m 
(€139.4m from Non-Life business and €17.6m 
from Life business). 
 
The breakdown of premiums written per class 
of business is given in the first section of this 
report ('Business Interim Report'). 
 
At the end of the half-year Non-Life business 
provisions for unearned premiums totalled 
€1,546.6m which, taking into account portfolio 
movements, reflected a €3.7m increase 
compared with 31 December 2004. (The 
increase in the reinsurers' share was €5.2m). 
As at 30 June 2005 Non-Life business 
provisions for outstanding claims totalled 
€5,694.8m which, taking into account portfolio 
movements, reflected a €145.8m increase 

compared with 31 December 2004. (The 
decrease in the reinsurers' share was €28.8m.). 
As for Life business, mathematical provisions 
and other technical provisions (including those 
from Class D) totalled €23,874.8m, a net 
increase of €2,138.7m compared with 
31 December 2004. 
 
The amount of claims paid in Non-Life 
business was €1,310.7m. The reinsurers' share 
was €92.9m. 
 
The amounts paid in Life business totalled 
€1,533.6m (-4.9% compared with 30/6/2004), 
the reinsurers' share being €6.9m. 
 
'Other income' included, in particular, interest 
receivable on bank deposits of €15.3m, whilst 
'Other charges' included €22.3m for depreciation 
relating to the consolidation difference of the 
companies consolidated on a line-by-line basis 
and €20.5m for interest payable relating to 
subordinated debenture loans. 
The table below shows investment income and 
charges, shown separately for land and 
buildings, investments in Group undertakings 
(net of intra-Group transactions), other 
participating interests and other financial 
investments as at 30 June 2005. 

BREAKDOWN OF INVESTMENT INCOME AND CHARGES  
(€ million) 

Total
Investment income from land and buildings 15.2
Investment charges from land and buildings 10.1
Total (A) 5.1
Investment income from Group undertakings and other participating interests 27.0
Investment charges from Group undertakings and other participating interests 6.7
Total (B) 20.3
Income from other financial investments 628.8
Charges on other financial investments 195.4
Total (C) 433.4
TOTAL (A+B+C) 458.8
Class D investment income and charges, bank interest and interest on debenture loans are not included. 

As at 30 June 2005 extraordinary income was 
€133.1m, mainly made up of €127.2m from 
capital gains on trading of property, securities 
and participating interests. 

Extraordinary charges recorded a balance of 
€4.7m, which includes unanticipated losses and 
capital losses. 
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Other Information 
 
Employees in the Consolidated 
Undertakings 
 
 First half of 2005 

 Average 
No 

No as at 
30/6

Unipol Assicurazioni 1,521 1,529
Aurora Assicurazioni 2,206 2,192
Linear Assicurazioni 301 296
Unisalute 252 261
Navale Assicurazioni + MMI 264 264
BNL Vita 85 85
Quadrifoglio Vita 19 19
Total 4,648 4,646

 
As at 30 June the average number of employees 
was broken down by category as follows: 

 
Senior officials 121
Junior officials 631
Clerical staff 3,305
Other employees (*) 591
Total 4,648
(*) mainly call-centre advisers 

 
Excluding the 166 employees from the newly-
acquired MMI companies, there was a net 
decrease in staff of six compared with the 
average for 2004. 

 
Solvency Margin 
 
On the basis of current legislation for 
individual insurance companies, the amount of 
the margin to be set up at the end of the 
financial year for the Parent Company Unipol is 
likely to be approximately €472m, amply 
covered by the relevant assets. 
The other companies in the Group are also 
expected to have sufficient cover for their 
solvency margins at the end of the financial year. 
 
Also, as regards the solvency margin at Group 
level, the relevant covering assets owned by 

Unipol Assicurazioni exceed the amount 
required. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out 
that the legislative framework for the 
IAS/IFRS and the legislation relating to 
financial conglomerates, for which the 
Supervisory Authority concerned has not yet 
issued the enforcement orders, is still at the 
development stage. 

 
Assets Matching Technical Provisions 
 
As regards assets matching the Parent 
Company Unipol's technical provisions, it 
should be noted that in the case of Non-Life 
provisions the amount to be matched as at 
30 June 2005 was €2,198.8m. Matching assets 
can be broken down as follows: 
 
Debt securities and similar securities 656.9
Equities and similar securities 538.2
Land and buildings 562.7
Debtors and other assets 179.2
Deposits 261.8
Total matching assets 2,198.8

 
As for Life provisions (excluding those referred 
to in Article 30 of Legislative Decree 174/95, 
and pension funds matched by the assets 
referred to in Class D of the balance sheet), the 
amount to be matched as at 30 June 2005 was 
€4,861.2m. Matching assets can be broken 
down as follows: 
 
Debt securities and similar securities 4,243.3
Equities and similar securities 616.0
Deposits 1.9
Total matching assets 4,861.2

 
The above assets belong to asset categories 
identified in relevant Isvap Instructions. 
 
Regarding the other insurance subsidiaries, as at 
30 June 2005 there was no shortage of assets to 
match the increases in technical provisions.  
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Average Claim Pending Times 
 
The following table, which concerns domestic 
direct business carried out by the Parent 
Company Unipol, shows the average claim 
pending times at the end of the first half-year 
for the main lines of business and a comparison 
with 30 June 2004.  The figures are obtained by 
comparing the number of claims paid with the 
number of claims reported during the half-year 
or outstanding at the end of 2004, net of those 
written off as without follow-up (percentage 
values). 
 

 
 
 
Lines of business Occurring 

in 2005 
Occurring 

in previous years
 06/05 06/04 06/05 06/04
Accident 41.8 45.2 48.9 49.3
Health 74.5 78.6 67.0 53.2
Land vehicles – Own 
damage or loss 68.6 68.2 69.7 72.0
Fire 54.1 42.3 67.5 63.0
Other damage to 
property 53.3 53.3 67.0 64.0
Motor TPL 48.6 50.9 48.1 49.4
General TPL 37.5 39.4 23.9 25.4
 

 
 
 

 

Reconciliation tables between consolidated balance sheet and profits for the 
period ended 30 June 2005 compiled in accordance with IAS/IFRS 
 
The following tables show the quantitative 
reconciliations between the balance sheet as at 
31 December 2004 and as at 30 June 2005 and 
the profit and loss account as at 30 June 2005 
drawn up by applying the IAS/IFRS international 
accounting standards, showing the most 
significant adjustments and reclassifications. 
 
The accounting standards applied, the choices 
made by the Group relating to the options 
referred to in IFRS 1 and the most significant 
adjustments relating to the consolidated balance 
sheet as at 31 December 2004 are shown in the 
attached Appendix. 
 
It must be pointed out that starting from the 
2005 financial year some of the derivatives are 
classified as hedge derivatives (hedge 
accounting). Documentation illustrating the 
efficacy of the hedge has therefore been 
provided. 
 
The figures ascertained by applying the 
IAS/IFRS for recompiling the consolidated 
accounts for 2004 and the consolidated half-
yearly report for 2005 may subsequently be 
subject to some variations if any international 
accounting standard is revised or amended 

before the date the consolidated accounts for 
2005 are published. It is in fact possible that 
new versions or interpretations of the IFRS will 
be issued before publication of the Group's 
consolidated accounts as at 31 December 2005 
(possibly retroactively). 

 
In addition, the reconciliation tables have been 
prepared in accordance with the provisions 
referred to in CONSOB ruling 14990 of 
14 April 2005 as a result of the Unipol Group's 
decision to submit the consolidated half-yearly 
report in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 81 bis of Issuer Regulation 11971/1999. 
These tables have been drawn up for the 
purposes described above and therefore do not 
contain the comparative figures nor the 
explanatory notes that would be required to 
give a reliable representation of the Unipol 
Group's consolidated financial position and 
profits in accordance with the IAS/IFRS. 
Consequently they are not intended to replace 
the fuller information that will be provided 
when the first full accounts are drawn up in 
accordance with the IAS/IFRS, which will be 
the Consolidated accounts for the financial year 
ended 31 December 2005. 
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Reconciliation table of the consolidated Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2004 

  
ASSETS 

31/12/2004
Italian 

accounting 
standards  

Adjustments  
for valuation 

Adjustments for 
changes  in 

consolidation 
method 

Differences for 
reclassifications  

 

31/12/2004
International 

standards 
(IAS/IFRS)  

1 Intangible assets 1,153.7 91.0 436.0 -71.4 1,609.2
  of which: Differences arising from consolidation 1,007.5 57.7 24.6   1,089.8
2 Investment property 894.7 24.3   -501.6 417.5
3 Investments in financial instruments 27,419.4 996.0 -1,397.9 343.3 27,360.8
4 Technical provisions – reinsurers’ share 738.7 -36.5 -8.3   693.9
5 Receivables 1,349.3 -5.7 -56.6 -81.3 1,205.7
6 Tangible assets 29.9 -1.5 35.1 323.3 386.9
7 Cash and cash equivalents 1,088.1   -871.9 10.6 226.7
8 Other assets 265.5 83.8 112.0 89.4 550.7

  TOTAL ASSETS 32,939.3 1,151.5 -1,751.6 112.3 32,451.5
  LIABILITIES           
  Group shareholders’ equity 2,602.9 32.6 0.0 0.0 2,635.5
  Share capital 916.5       916.5
  Free reserves and other reserves 1,475.1 -0.4     1,474.7

  Profit (loss) for the financial year 211.3 33.0     244.3
  Shareholders’ equity – minorities 298.5 -54.1     244.4
  TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 2,901.4 -21.5 0.0 0.0 2,879.9
9 Subordinate liabilities 674.0   45.8 20.6 740.4
10 Technical provisions 28,387.9 -145.7 -2,812.6 -6,755.3 18,674.4
11 Provisions for risks and charges 63.8 -2.8 -1.2 0.4 60.2
12 Financial liabilities 270.6 1,139.0 899.5 6,757.5 9,066.6
13 Payables 392.5 1.5 -1.1 -27.6 365.3
14 Other liabilities 249.1 181.0 118.0 116.6 664.7
  TOTAL LIABILITIES 30,037.9 1,173.1 -1,751.5 112.3 29,571.7

  
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 32,939.3 1,151.5 -1,751.6 112.3 32,451.5
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Reconciliation table of the consolidated Balance Sheet as at 30 June 2005  

  
ASSETS 

30/06/2005
Italian 

accounting 
standards  

Adjustments  
for valuation  

Adjustments for 
changes in 

consolidation 
method 

Differences for 
reclassifications   

 

30/06/2005 
International 

standards 
(IAS/IFRS)   

1 Intangible assets 1,129.5 127.7 427.4 -73.4 1,611.3
  of which: Difference arising from consolidation 982.3 86.7 24.6   1,093.6
2 Investment property 657.3 12.3   -318.3 351.2
3 Investments in financial instruments 30,830.2 1,407.3 -1,363.3 255.7 31,129.9
4 Technical provisions – reinsurers’ share 724.7 -30.7 -10.5   683.5
5 Receivables 1,137.0 -8.3 -49.1 -97.7 981.8
6 Tangible assets 29.8 -3.3 34.6 387.3 448.4
7 Cash and cash equivalents 1,084.4   -863.6   220.9
8 Other assets 318.7 114.8 133.3 -153.7 413.2

  TOTAL ASSETS 35,911.5 1,619.8 -1,691.2 0.0 35,840.3
  LIABILITIES           

  Group shareholders’ equity 2,755.1 139.0 0.0 0.0 2,894.1
  Share capital 965.5       965.5
  Free reserves and other reserves 1,597.4 129.9     1,727.3

  Profit (loss) for the financial year 192.1 9.1     201.2
  Shareholders’ equity – minority interests 284.4 -62.2     222.2
  TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 3,039.5 76.7 0.0 0.0 3,116.3
9 Subordinated liabilities 674.0   70.8 18.3 763.1
10 Technical provisions  31,130.7 -149.9 -3,316.3 -6,900.0 20,764.4
11 Provisions for risks and charges 88.5 -4.2 0.6   84.9
12 Financial liabilities 305.0 1,459.7 1,249.1 6,908.1 9,921.9
13 Payables 437.0 -4.7 2.0 -7.7 426.7
14 Other liabilities 236.9 242.2 302.7 -18.8 763.0

  TOTAL LIABILITIES 32,872.0 1,543.1 -1,691.1 0.0 32,724.0

  
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 35,911.5 1,619.8 -1,691.2 0.0 35,840.3

 
Reconciliation table of the consolidated Profit and Loss Account as at 30 June 2005  

    
30/06/2005

Italian 
accounting 
standards  

Adjustments  for 
valuation  

Adjustments for 
changes in 

consolidation 
method 

Differences for 
reclassifications   

 

30/06/2005 
International 

standards 
(IAS/IFRS)   

1 Earned premiums, net of  reinsurance  5,175.4 -431.2 -639.9   4,104.3
2 Investment income, net of charges  651.0 -41.8 -73.7 64.3 599.8

3 Other technical income/charges, net of 
reinsurance  -1.4     1.4 0.0

  TOTAL INCOME 5,825.0 -473.0 -713.5 65.7 4,704.2
4 Claims paid, net of reinsurance  -5,084.8 425.1 741.2 58.8 -3,859.7
5 Change other provisions -1.3 0.4   0.8 0.0
6 Operating expenses, net of reinsurance   -499.9 1.8 -55.9 -12.6 -566.7
7 Other income and charges -34.4 33.5 28.3 15.7 43.2
  TOTAL CHARGES -5,620.4 460.9 713.7 62.7 -4,383.1
  BALANCE ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES 204.7 -12.2 0.1 128.4 321.0
8 Balance on extraordinary income/charges 128.4     -128.4 0.0
  PROFIT  BEFORE TAXATION 333.1 -12.2 0.1 0.0 321.0
9 Tax on profit  -111.6 10.8     -100.8
  CONSOLIDATED PROFIT (LOSS) 221.5 -1.4 0.1 0.0 220.2
  Profit (loss) – minority interests  -29.3  10.5 -0.2   -19.0
  PROFIT (LOSS) - GROUP 192.1 9.1 0.0 0.0 201.2
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Description of the Main Adjustments to 
the Balance Sheet as at 30 June 2005 
 
1. Intangible assets 
 

  
Adj under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of multiyear costs  -3.1
Capital increase costs  -2.7
Goodwill 133.5
Total 127.7

 
Multiyear costs that can no longer be capitalised 
amounting to €3.1m were eliminated. 
The costs of increasing the share capital 
reduced the shareholders’ equity. 
 
The impairment test confirmed the book value 
of goodwill as at 31 December 2003, therefore 
depreciation applied in the consolidated 
accounts under Italian accounting standards 
was written off. 
 
Deferred acquisition commissions amounting 
to €73.4m were reclassified and transferred to 
Other assets. 
 
2. Investment property 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of provision for depreciation of land 12.3
 
In the case of wholly-owned property (where 
both the land and the buildings are owned) 
written down, the value of the land (not subject 
to depreciation) was recorded separately from 
that of the building and the amount of the 
provision for depreciation of land built up 
during the years in which it was held was 
recouped. 
The separate valuation of the land was carried 
out with the help of expert valuations entrusted 
to an outside company. 
 
Property used for corporate business (€318.3m) 
was also transferred to Tangible assets. 
 
 
 

3. Investments in financial instruments 
 

  
Adj under 

IAS valuation 
Valuation differences on investments in 
financial instruments 8.1
Securitisation effects 1,419.8
Receivables -  valuation effects  -20.6
Total 1,407.3

 
The item ‘Investments in financial instruments’ 
includes shareholdings in affiliated undertakings 
and other financial investments, including 
derivatives, corporate financing, receivables 
from banking clients, receivables from banks, 
mortgage loans and credit facilities, reverse 
repurchase agreements and deposits with 
ceding undertakings. 

Total net valuation differences amount to 
€8.1m. 

The item ‘Securitisation effects’ relates to the 
cancellation of the effects of the securitization 
schemes carried out by Unipol Banca after 
31 December 2003 on receivables assigned (i.e. 
loans securitised under SIC 12 were reinserted 
into the accounts), correlated with the 
corresponding liability item, amounting to 
€1,468m. 
 
The principal differences arising from 
reclassification are due to receivables for 
recoupments from agents of €97.7m 
transferred from Receivables, accrued interest 
income of €140.2m transferred from Other 
assets, and goodwill relating to the Unipol 
Banca banking Group of €24.6m transferred to 
Intangible assets – Differences arising from 
consolidation.  
 
4. Technical provisions – reinsurers’ share 
 

  
Adj .under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of catastrophe provisions and 
equalisation provisions -30.7

 
Catastrophe provisions and equalisation 
provisions, no longer allowed under the IAS, 
were written off. 
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5. Receivables 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of receivables  -8.3
 
The item ‘Receivables’ includes commercial 
receivables and all short-term receivables in 
general. 
The derecognition of €8.3m relates to the 
valuation of two credit items on derivatives, the 
total value of which was recorded under 
Investments in financial instruments. 
Receivables for recoupments from agents of 
€97.7m were reclassified as Financial 
instruments. 
 
6. Tangible assets 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Property used for corporate business -3.3
 
The adjustment is due mainly to the effect of 
the derecognition of depreciation on land in the 
case of property where both the land and the 
buildings are owned. 
 
Property amounting to €317.4m, for own use as 
well as for Group use, was eliminated from 
Investment property and reclassified under this 
item. In addition, €70m of property under 
construction was transferred from Other assets  
 
8. Other assets 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Deferred tax assets on IAS/IFRS adjustments 128.0
Deferred acquisition commissions on 
investment contracts 8.7
Reversal of other assets -21.9
Total 114.8
 
Deferred tax assets on all the negative 
IAS/IFRS adjustments of €128m were 
calculated, since the conditions for them to be 
recorded were deemed to exist. 
€21.9m relating to valuations of derivatives 
included amongst Other assets in the accounts 
drawn up under national accounting standards 
was written off. 

 
Deferred acquisition commissions on investment 
contracts of €8.7m relate to acquisition 
commissions on contracts reclassified from 
insurance to financial, recorded in the accounts 
drawn up under the national accounting 
standards, for the asset management service to 
be provided throughout the duration of the 
policy. 
 
In addition, deferred acquisition commissions 
on Non-Life and Life insurance contracts 
amounting to €73.4m were reclassified as 
‘Other assets’, whilst accrued interest income 
amounting to €140.2m was transferred to 
‘Investments in financial instruments’ and 
property under construction amounting to 
€70m was transferred to ‘Tangible assets’. 
 
9. Subordinate liabilities 
 
Accrued liabilities amounting to €18.3m relating 
to additional costs incurred when issuing loans 
were eliminated from ‘Other liabilities’ and 
reclassified under this item. 
 
10. Technical provisions 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of catastrophe provisions and 
equalisation provisions -106.4
Provision for expenses -43.4
Total -149.9
 
Catastrophe provisions and equalisation 
provisions, no longer allowed under the IAS, 
were written off. 
 
Provision for expenses fell by €43.4m as a 
result of the differential resulting from the 
application of IAS 18 and the consequent 
different way of recognising the margins on the 
duration of the policy. The adjustment is 
mainly attributable to BNL Vita. 
 
Mathematical provisions on investment 
contracts with no discretionary profit-sharing 
and with no insurance risks, to be valued in 
accordance with the provisions of IAS 39 (at 
fair value or at cost less depreciation), were 
reclassified as ‘Financial liabilities’ in 
accordance with IFRS 4 – Insurance contracts.  
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These are mainly the mathematical provisions 
on products matched by specific assets with no 
mortality risk and almost all of the provisions in 
Class III. The amount of Life provisions 
transferred was €6,898.1m. 
 
11. Provisions for risks and charges 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of the provision for exchange 
fluctuations and of other provisions  -4.2
 
12. Financial liabilities 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
IFRS 4 application effects -20.6
Securitisation effects 1,468.0
Other liabilities  12.3
Total 1,459.7

 
The adjustment under IFRS 4 largely refers to 
the effect of the valuation at cost less 
depreciation of the liabilities relating to 
products matched by specific assets with no 
insurance risks, i.r.o. the corresponding value 
written off from the technical provisions. 
 
The effects of the securitisation operations 
written off amount to €1,468m, €1,419.8m of 
which, in the case of value readjustments on 
liabilities, related to the corresponding asset 
item. 
 
Technical Life provisions of €6,898.1m relating 
to investment contracts were transferred from 
Technical provisions and valued at fair value 
(provisions in Class III, already recorded at 
current value in accordance with the Italian 
standards) or at cost less depreciation 
(provisions on products matched by specific 
assets with no insurance risks). 
 
13. Payables 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Adjustment to the provision for staff-
leaving indemnity  -1.7
Derivatives valuation -3.0
Total -4.7
 

Reclassifications includes the transfer to ‘Other 
liabilities’ of the amount of -€9.6m due for 
corporation tax. 
 
14. Other liabilities 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Deferred tax liabilities on adjustments under 
the IAS/IFRS  208.9
IFRS 4 application effects on acquisition 
costs to be deferred  29.8
Liabilities from securitisation schemes 3.5
Total 242.2
 
The main adjustment arising from valuation 
relates to the recording of deferred tax liabilities 
on all the positive adjustments carried out 
under the IAS. 
 
The effects of IFRS 4 relate to the acquisition 
costs to be deferred on contracts reclassified 
from insurance to financial, recorded in the 
profit and loss account in previous years in 
accordance with national accounting standards 
and deferred in accordance with the IAS/IFRS. 
 
The principal adjustments for reclassifications 
relate to -€18.3 m of accrued liabilities on 
subordinated debenture loans and to €9.6m as a 
result of the transfer of amounts due for 
corporation tax from the item ‘Payables’. 
 
VARIATION IN THE SHAREHOLDERS’ 
EQUITY 
 
Owing to all the adjustments carried out 
mentioned above, the Group shareholders’ 
equity rose from €2,755.1m to €2,894.1m, an 
increase of €139m, i.e. +5%. 
 
Description of the Main Adjustments to 
the Profit and Loss Account as at 
30 June 2005 
 
1. Earned premiums, net of reinsurance  
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of catastrophe provisions, net of 
reinsurance 10.4
IFRS 4 application effects -441.6
Total -431.2
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The derecognition of the catastrophe 
provisions, not allowed under the IAS, relates 
to the variation for the year net of the 
equivalent amounts of reinsurance cessions, 
amounting to €10.4m. 
The effects of IFRS 4 relate to the 
derecognition of pure premiums on investment 
contracts amounting to -€426.3m and to the 
derecognition of the relative costs amounting 
to -€15.3m. 
 
2. Investment income, net of charges 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
IAS effect on financial instruments -37.9
Adj. for capital gain on sale of property and 
reversal of depreciation on land  -11.8
Net interest income on securitisation schemes 7.7
Other income 0.2
Total -41.8
 
The IAS effects on financial instruments 
include the financial valuations relating to 
shareholdings in affiliated undertakings and 
other financial investments, including 
derivatives, corporate financing, receivables 
from banking clients, receivables from banks, 
mortgage loans and credit facilities, reverse 
repurchase agreements and deposits with 
ceding undertakings totalling -€37.9m. 
 
The item ‘Adjustment for capital gain on sale of 
property’ relates to property where both the 
land and the buildings are owned and where the 
depreciation carried out on the land had been 
readjusted, which when it was sold resulted in a 
lower capital gain of -€11.8 m. 
 
Interest on securitisation schemes relates to the 
balance between Unipol Banca interest 
receivable and payable amounting to €7.7m. 
 
Principal reclassifications relate to extraordinary 
income and charges, not provided for by the 
IAS, amounting to €124.1m, whilst 
reclassifications resulting from the application 
of IFRS 4 amount to -€54.8m. Other 
reclassifications relate to transfers from ‘Other 
technical income and charges’ amounting to 
€3.1m and to ‘Other income and charges’ 
amounting to -€13.9m.  

3. Other technical income/charges, net of 
reinsurance  
 
The principal reclassifications relate to transfers 
to ‘Operating expenses, net of reinsurance’ 
amounting to €3.3m, and to ‘Investment 
income’ amounting to -€3.1 m. 
 
4. Charges relating to claims, net of 
reinsurance  
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
IAS application effects on the provision for 
staff-leaving indemnity 4.8
Reversal of claims on investment contracts 526.3
Change in provisions under IFRS 4  -106.0
Total 425.1
 
The financial effect on the amounts set aside 
for the provision for staff-leaving indemnity 
relates to the application of IAS 19 broken 
down according to cost centre. 
 
The derecognition of claims on investment 
contracts and the change in provisions, totalling 
€420.3m, relate to the application of IFRS 4 
and to the consequent reclassification of 
contracts  with insurance risk below 10%. 
 
The principal reclassifications relate to the 
transfer to Investment income of charges on 
investment contracts amounting to €60.6m. 
 
5. Change in other provisions 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of equalisation provisions 0.4
 
This adjustment relates to the derecognition of 
the financial effect relating to the change in 
equalisation provisions amounting to €0.4m. 
 
6. Operating expenses, net of reinsurance  
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of acquisition commissions to be 
deferred 2.2
Multiyear costs  -0.4
Total 1.8 
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The derecognition of commissions relates to 
the capitalisation under IFRS 4 of the 
commissions on investment contracts 
amounting to €2.2m, whilst the financial effect 
of the multiyear costs to be recorded net of the 
relative depreciation based on the consolidated 
accounts drawn up in accordance with the 
national accounting standards amounts to         
-€0.4m. 
 
7. Other income and charges 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Reversal of depreciation on goodwill, net of 
depreciations under the  IAS  34.7
Net depreciation on acquisition costs and 
commissions  17.1
Net charges and income on securitisation 
schemes -19.0
Reversal of depreciation on multiyear costs 1.8
Other  -1.1
Total 33.5
 
The amount of depreciation on goodwill relating 
to shareholdings in subsidiary companies as a 
result of the impairment test was written off. 
 
Net depreciation on acquisition costs and 
commissions is a result of the capitalisation 
carried out under IFRS 4. 
 
Net charges and income on securitisation 
schemes relate to the operations carried out by 
Unipol Banca. 
 

The amount of depreciation on multiyear costs 
to be recorded, amounting to €1.8m, was 
written off. 
 
The principal reclassifications relate to the net 
transfer to Investment income of €13.9m. 
 
8. Extraordinary income and charges 
 
There is no provision for extraordinary financial 
elements in the IAS, which require the values to 
be reclassified under the various different 
elements. The principal reclassifications are to 
Income and charges on investments amounting 
to -€124.1 m. 
 
9. Corporation tax for the year 
 

  
Adj. under 

IAS valuation
Deferred tax assets and liabilities under the IAS 17.1
 
This relates to the net balance of the fiscal 
effects on the financial variations carried out 
under the IAS. 
 

 
VARIATION IN THE PROFIT AS AT 
30 JUNE 2005 
 
Under the IAS/IFRS, the profit for the period 
rose from €192.1m to €201.2m. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bologna, 12 September 2005 
 
 
 

The Board of Directors 
 
 
The Board of Statutory Auditors, having carried out the 
relevant checks, has no observations to make on the 
Report. 
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Annex I

These data refer to the first six months of 2005 (€ million)

As at 1 January  ………………………………… + 1 1,395.9 21 57.0 41

Increases in the period:  ………………………… + 2 781.3 22 67.0 42

through: purchase, subscription or financing ……  3 779.7 23 60.0 43

       value re-adjustments  ………………………… 4 24 44

       write-ups  …………………………………  5 25 45

       other changes  ………………………………  6 1.5 26 7.0 46

Decreases in the period:  …………………………– 7 75.6 27 29.6 47

through: sale or redemption  ……………………… 8 53.0 28 29.6 48

      write-downs  …………………………………  9 5.7 29 0.0 49

      other changes ………………………………… 10 17.0 30 50

Total   ……………………………………………  11 2,101.6 31 94.4 51

Changes in investments in Group undertakings and participating interests:
stocks and shares (item C.II.1), debt securities (item C.II.2) and corporate financing (item C.II.3)

Stocks and shares            
C.II.1

Debt securities               
C.II.2

Corporate financing          
C.II.3

1.0

1.0

1.0
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Annex II

These data refer to the first six months of 2005
Life and Non-Life business (€ million)

1. Stocks and shares in undertakings 1 135 13 191 25 1,810 37 1,829 49 61

    a) listed stocks 2 135 14 191 26 1,808 38 1,827 50 62

    b) unlisted stocks 3 15 27 1 39 1 51 63

    c) shares 4 16 28 40 52 64

2. Units in investment funds 5 20 17 17 29 81 41 85 53 65

3. Bonds and other fixed-income securities 6 3,756 18 3,980 30 14,441 42 14,476 54 66

    a1) listed Government bonds 7 1,498 19 1,628 31 10,888 43 10,906 55 67

    a2) other listed securities 8 2,219 20 2,310 32 3,503 44 3,520 56 68

    b1) unlisted Government bonds 9 6 21 7 33 45 57 69

    b2) other unlisted securities 10 33 22 35 34 34 46 35 58 70

      c) convertible bonds 11 23 35 15 47 15 59 71

5. Other investments (2) 12 8 24 4 36 1,944 48 1,937 60 72

(1) Value indicated in the half-yearly accounts
(2) Including premiums for options purchased which, as they are valued based on underlying assets/liabilities, may not be aligned to market value 
(*) Deposits with credit institutions are not included in item C.III.5

1,952 1,941

67 70
15 15

5,722 5,830
6 7

18,197 18,456
12,387 12,534

101 103

1,943 2,018
1 1

1,944 2,020

Value (1) Market valueValue (1) Market value Value (1) Market value

Breakdown of other financial investments into: stocks and shares in undertakings, units and shares in investment 
funds, bonds and other fixed-income securities, sundry financial investments (items C.III.1, 2, 3, 5)  (*)

Long-term portfolio Short-term portfolio Total
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RECONCILIATION BETWEEN

THE PARENT COMPANY'S CAPITAL, RESERVES AND PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD
AND CONSOLIDATED CAPITAL, RESERVES AND PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD

(€ million)
Capital   

and 
reserves

Profit for 
the period

Total 
shareholders' 
equity as at 
30/06/2005

Total 
shareholders' 
equity as at 
31/12/2004

Balances on half-yearly accounts of Unipol Assicurazioni 2,562.7 260.6 2,823.3 2,602.9
Difference between net book value and capital, reserves and 
profit for the period of consolidated undertakings (1,236.2) 131.2 (1,105.1) (1,069.8)
Differences arising from consolidation 1,011.3 (29.0) 982.3 1,007.5
Difference posted to other asset items (buildings) 49.5 (16.8) 32.7 47.3
Valuation of undertakings included by the equity method 10.6 14.5 25.2 25.2
Elimination of infra-group dividends 175.3 (175.3) 0.0 0.0
Infra-group transactions (9.5) 0.9 (8.6) (9.5)
Application of group accounting criteria (0.7) 6.1 5.4 (0.7)
Balances on consolidated half-yearly accounts - Group 2,563.0 192.1 2,755.1 2,602.9
Minority interests 255.1 29.3 284.4 298.5
Total for the Group, minority interests included 2,818.1 221.5 3,039.5 2,901.4  
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Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account of  
the Parent Company, Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. 
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BALANCE

A. Subscribed share capital unpaid 1 0 75 149

B. Intangible assets
   1. Deferred acquisition costs 2 31,054 76 150

   2. Other assets 3 8,255 77 151

       Total 4 39,309 78 152

C. Investments
I    - Land and buildings 5 502,817 79 153

II   - Investments in Group undertakings and other participating interests
        1. Stocks and shares 6 3,589,958 80 154

        2. Debt securities 7 71,336 81 155

        3. Corporate financing 8 0 82 156

       Total 9 3,661,295 83 157

III  - Other financial investments
        1. Stocks and shares 10 667,699 84 158

        2. Units and shares in investment funds 11 67,380 85 159

        3. Bonds and other fixed-income securities 12 4,315,807 86 160

        4. Loans 13 52,441 87 161

        5. Other financial investments 14 646,759 88 162

       Total 15 5,750,086 89 163

IV  - Deposits with ceding undertakings 16 22,989 90 164

       Total 17 9,937,186 91 165

D. Investments for the benefit of Life assurance policyholders who bear 
the risk thereof and arising out of pension fund management
I    - Investments relating to benefits linked to 
        investment funds and market indices   18 619,412 92 166

II   - Investments arising out of pension fund management 19 314,588 93 167

       Total 20 934,000 94 168

D. bis   Technical provisions - reinsurers' share
I    - Technical provisions - Non-Life business 21 101,763 95 169

II   - Technical provisions - Life business (except those at item III) 22 2,907 96 170

III  - Technical provisions of Life business where investment risk is  
         borne by policyholders, and pension fund management provisions 23 0 97 171

       Total 24 104,670 98 172

E. Debtors
I    - Debtors arising out of direct insurance operations 25 282,391 99 173

II   - Debtors arising out of reinsurance operations 26 23,755 100 174

III  - Other debtors 27 73,010 101 175

       Total 28 379,156 102 176

F. Other assets
I    - Tangible assets and stocks 29 13,983 103 177

II   - Cash at bank and in hand 30 329,665 104 178

III  - Own shares 31 0 105 179

IV  - Other assets 32 92,390 106 180

       Total 33 436,037 107 181

G. Prepayments and accrued income 34 60,234 108 182

TOTAL ASSETS 35 11,890,593 109 183

353,409

65,497

10,332,846

14,818

301,015

4,900,639

24,088
8,684,135

105,883
2,275

176,333

46,561

10,599,041

0

31,873
9,709

41,582

15,331
118,013

0
42,990

100,498

463,344

579,860

3,146,604
32,944

0
3,179,548

471,848

103,771

31,419
331,427

2,210

0

105,980

31,168
8,302

9,075,001

39,470

613,568

3,177,945
54,972

ASSETS As at 30 June 2005 As at 31 December 2004

0

As at 30 June 2004

0

108,158

96,577

26,185
109,123

436,323

242,014
0

573,168
70,574

643,742

84,521
4,170,700

55,524
118,047

0
3,232,917

409,743
91,656

4,278,098
54,233

371,970
5,205,700

22,815

581,082
111,270

692,352
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SHEET
(Amounts in €K)

A. Capital and reserves
I      - Subscribed share capital or equivalent funds 36 965,514 110 184

II     - Share premium reserve 37 1,228,795 111 185

III   - Legal reserve 38 84,654 112 186

IV    - Other reserves 39 283,771 113 187

V    - Profit (loss) brought forward 40 0 114 188

VI   - Profit (loss) for the period 41 260,576 115 189

       Total 42 2,823,310 116 190

B. Subordinated liabilities 43 600,000 117 191

C. Technical provisions
I    - Non-Life business 
       1. Provision for unearned premiums 44 519,983 118 192

       2. Provision for claims outstanding 45 1,724,536 119 193

       3. Sundry technical provisions 46 1,184 120 194

       4. Equalization provisions 47 1,026 121 195

       Total - Non-Life business 48 2,246,728 122 196

II   - Life business
       1. Mathematical provisions 49 4,820,407 123 197

       2. Provision for amounts payable 50 18,499 124 198

       3. Sundry technical provisions 51 36,714 125 199

       Total - Life business 52 4,875,620 126 200

       Grand total 53 7,122,347 127 201

D. Technical provisions where investment risk is borne by  
 policyholders and pension fund management provisions
I    - Technical provisions for policies whose benefits are linked to 
        investment funds and market indices 54 619,412 128 202

II   - Pension fund management provisions 55 314,588 129 203

       Total 56 934,000 130 204

E. Provisions for other risks and charges 57 18,393 131 205

F. Deposits received from reinsurers 58 39,829 132 206

G. Creditors and other liabilities
I      - Creditors arising out of direct insurance operations 59 32,983 133 207

II     - Creditors arising out of reinsurance operations 60 10,713 134 208

III    - Debenture loans 61 0 135 209

IV    - Amounts owed to credit institutions 62 0 136 210

V     - Sundry borrowings and creditors 63 101,935 137 211

VI    - Staff leaving indemnity 64 26,053 138 212

VII   - Other liabilities 65 156,620 139 213

       Total 66 328,303 140 214

H. Accruals and deferred income 67 24,410 141 215

TOTAL LIABILITIES 68 11,890,593 142 216

I  -  Guarantees issued by the Company 69 456 143 217

II  - Guarantees received/issued by third parties in favour of consolidated undertakings 70 55,083 144 218

III - Commitments 71 2,630,142 145 219

IV - Pension fund assets managed on behalf of third parties 72 226,409 146 220

V -  Other memorandum accounts 73 9,811,450 147 221

TOTAL MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTS 74 12,723,539 148 222

96,549
24,366
86,385

2,349,783

8,563
55,028

1,934,816

28,779

233,042

101,474

9,227

9,296
55,305

25,873

0

293,133

25,913
130,376

271

38,172

4,056,212

15,670

6,177,631

4,000,750

643,742

916,459

573,168
70,574

23,049
32,412

116,951

600,000

2,538,417

As at 31 December 2004

911,636
1,158,492

67,095
1,161,871

67,095

LIABILITIES As at 30 June 2005 As at 30 June 2004

284,243
0

281,932
0

175,586

600,000

1,639
881

2,602,943

519,447
1,649,473

4,156,459
24,279
32,679

6,384,858
4,213,417

2,121,419 2,171,441

497,748
1,621,637

1,115
919

8,932,991

581,082
111,270

692,352

17,923

39,143

12,336

0

13,406

0

11,098,79211,595,196

26,081

10,332,846 10,599,041

GUARANTEES, COMMITMENTS AND OTHER MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTS

282,805
8,898,008

167,394
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PROFIT AND 

I.  TECHNICAL ACCOUNT - NON-LIFE INSURANCE BUSINESS

1. Earned premiums, net of reinsurance 1 669,356 57 113

2. (+) Allocated investment return transferred from the 
      non-technical account (item III.6) 2 81,870 58 114

3. Other technical income, net of reinsurance 3 746 59 115

4. Claims incurred, net of sums recoverable and 
reinsurance 4 504,079 60 116

5. Changes in other technical provisions, 
net of reinsurance 5 -32 61 117

6. Bonuses and rebates,
net of reinsurance 6 447 62 118

7. Operating expenses:
a)   Acquisition costs, net of reinsurance commissions
      and profit sharing 7 99,708 63 119

b)   Administrative expenses 8 43,718 64 120

Total 9 143,426 65 121

8. Other technical charges, net of reinsurance 10 428 66 122

9. Change in the equalization provisions 11 144 67 123

10. Balance on the technical account for Non-Life insurance business 12 103,480 68 124

II.  TECHNICAL ACCOUNT - LIFE ASSURANCE BUSINESS

1. Written premiums, net of reinsurance 13 1,027,190 69 125

2. Investment income
a)   Income from investments 14 148,894 70 126

b)   Value re-adjustments on investments 15 3,412 71 127

c)   Realized gains on investments 16 36,292 72 128

Total 17 188,597 73 129

3. Investment income and unrealized gains on investments for Life
assurance policies where investment risk is borne by policyholders 
and arising out of pension fund management 18 30,932 74 130

4. Other technical income, net of reinsurance 19 3,199 75 131

5. Claims incurred, net of reinsurance 20 257,450 76 132

6. Change in the mathematical provisions and other technical provisions,
net of reinsurance
a)   Mathematical provisions, supplementary risks-provision for unearned
      premiums and other technical provisions 21 610,752 77 133

b)   Technical provisions where investment risk is borne by  
       policyholders and pension fund management provisions 22 241,903 78 134

Total 23 852,655 79 135

7. Bonuses and rebates,
net of reinsurance 24 424 80 136

8. Operating expenses:
a)   Acquisition costs, net of reinsurance commissions
      and profit sharing 25 14,335 81 137

b)   Administrative expenses 26 10,575 82 138

Total 27 24,909 83 139

1,197,751

194,126
11,487
40,058

245,671

277,640

1,707

94

111,292

191,172
86,468

129,215

135,209

393

132

63,867

10,188

46,466

628,492

14,842

As at 30 June 2005 As at 31 December 2004

1,321,139

28,135

2,234

959,643

-27

1,159

49,618

6,184

95,663

740,345

512,617

836,008

544

-37

-7

42,666

27,195
21,514
48,709

As at 30 June 2004

656,337

34,517

386

491,685

15,923

3,136

240,412

582,026

423

92,542

109,441
6,118

13,656

806,352

25,029
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LOSS ACCOUNT
(Amounts in €K)

9. Investment charges:
a)   Investment management charges, including interest payable 28 10,018 84 140

b)   Value adjustments on investments 29 24,283 85 141

c)   Realized losses on investments 30 7,280 86 142

Total 31 41,581 87 143

10. Investment charges and unrealized losses on investments for Life
assurance policies where investment risk is borne by policyholders 
and arising out of pension fund management 32 5,837 88 144

11. Other technical charges, net of reinsurance 33 790 89 145

12. (-) Allocated investment return transferred to the non-technical
     account (item III. 4) 34 28,038 90 146

13. Balance on the technical account for Life assurance business 35 38,234 91 147

III.  NON-TECHNICAL ACCOUNT

1. Balance on the technical account for Non-Life business (item I.10) 36 103,480 92 148

2. Balance on the technical account for Life  business (item II.13) 37 38,234 93 149

3. Investment income - Non-Life insurance business
a)   Income from investments 38 161,016 94 150

b)   Value re-adjustments on investments 39 8,516 95 151

c)   Realized gains on investments 40 31,660 96 152

Total 41 201,192 97 153

4. (-) Allocated investment return transferred from
     Life assurance technical account (item II. 12) 42 28,038 98 154

5. Investment charges - Non-Life insurance business
a)   Investment management charges, including interest payable 43 6,981 99 155

b)   Value adjustments on investments 44 8,594 100 156

c)   Realized losses on investments 45 16,572 101 157

Total 46 32,146 102 158

6. (-) Allocated investment return transferred to Non-Life insurance
     technical account (item I. 2) 47 81,870 103 159

7. Other income 48 64,706 104 160

8. Other charges 49 76,888 105 161

9. Balance on ordinary activities 50 244,745 106 162

10. Extraordinary income 51 50,650 107 163

11. Extraordinary charges 52 330 108 164

12. Balance on extraordinary activities 53 50,320 109 165

13. Profit before taxation 54 295,065 110 166

14. Tax on profit 55 34,489 111 167

15. Profit (loss) for the period 56 260,576 112 168

6,169
57,037

39,209

47,974

34,517

21,270

28,135

71,960

39,772

3,543

63,867

3,543

13,520
37,347

281
14,511

115,430

44,592

100,638

44,592

15,809

757

111,292

15,809

6,654

33,534

As at 30 June 2005 As at 30 June 2004

3,445

As at 31 December 2004

6,332
25,695

2,031
12,619

5,242
34,058

15,672

5,710
7,484
1,135

10,379
86,285

406

18,817

135,711

18,760

459

75,701
205

14,329

18,817

4,717

97,758

175,586

20,811

176,153

35,054

211,207

35,621

114,900

116,951
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T otal %
D ir. Ind. T hrough H old ing (*)

M id i S .r.l. B ologna 100.00% 100.00%
Sm allpart S .p .A . B ologna 100.00% 100.00%
U nifim m  S.r.l. B ologna 100.00% 100.00%
U nipol SG R  S .p .A . B ologna 100.00% U nipo l B anca S .p .A . 100.00%
G recale  S .r .l. B ologna 60.00% U nipo l B anca S .p .A .

40.00% U nipo l M erchan t S .p .A . 100.00%
Im m obiliare C om ense S .r.l. B ologna 100.00% M M I D anni S .p .A . 100.00%
M M I A ssicurazioni S .p .A . R om e 80.00% N avale A ssicu razion i S .p .A .

20.00% M M I D anni S .p .A . 100.00%
M M I D anni S .p .A . B ologna 100.00% N avale A ssicu razion i S .p .A . 100.00%
M M I V ita  S .p .A . B ologna 59.19% M M I D anni S .p .A .

40.81% N avale A ssicu razion i S .p .A . 100.00%
N ettuno  F iduciaria  S .r .l. B ologna 100.00% U nipo l B anca S .p .A . 100.00%
SR S S .p .A . B ologna 75.21% 24.79% A urora  A ssicurazioni S .p .A . 100.00%
U nipol Fond i L T D Ire land 100.00% U nipo l B anca S .p .A . 100.00%
U nisa lute  Serv iz i S .r.l. B ologna 100.00% U nisa lu te  S .p .A . 100.00%
N avale  A ssicurazioni S .p .A . Ferrara 99.80% 99.80%
U nieu ropa S .r.l. B ologna 98.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 98.00%
U nipol B anca  S .p .A . B ologna 82.86% 10.00% A urora  A ssicurazioni S .p .A . 92.86%
U nisalu te  S .p .A . B ologna 92.44% 92.44%
A uro ra  A ssicu raz ioni S .p .A . M ilan 86.64% 86.64%
D im ensione  e  Sv iluppo Im m obiliare  S .p .A . B ologna 39.00% U nipo l M erchan t S .p .A .

46.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 85.00%
C om pagn ia  A ssicuratrice  L inear S .p .A . B ologna 80.00% 80.00%
U nipol M erchant  S .p .A . B ologna 72.75% U nipo l B anca S .p .A . 72.75%
B N L  V ita  S .p .A . M ilan 50.00% 50.00%
Q uadrifoglio  V ita  S .p .A . B ologna 50.00% 50.00%
H otel V illaggio  C dm  S.p .A . Terrasin i (PA ) 49.00% 49.00%
A ssicoop  G enova S .p .A . in  liq . G enoa 49.00% 49.00%
A ssicoop  R avenna S .p .A . R avenna 49.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 49.00%
A ssicoop  Siena  S .p .A . Siena 49.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 49.00%
N uov i Investim en ti S .p .A . B ologna 39.00% Sm allpart S .p .A .

10.00% U nipo l M erchan t S .p .A . 49.00%
A ssicoop  R om agna S .p .A . Fo rlì 48 .00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 48.00%
A ssicoop  Ferrara S .p .A . Ferrara 47.40% Sm allpart S .p .A . 47.40%
A ssicoop  Im o la  S .p .A . Im o la  (B O ) 47.34% Sm allpart S .p .A . 47.34%
A .P .A . S .p .A . Parm a 46.50% Sm allpart S .p .A . 46.50%
Pegaso  F inanziaria S .p .A . B ologna 45.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 45.00%
A ssicoop  Firenze  S .p .A . Firenze 44.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 44.00%
A ssicoop  M odena S .p .A . M odena 43.32% Sm allpart S .p .A . 43.32%
A ssicoop  Sicura  S .p .A . B ologna 40.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 40.00%
A ssicura  S .p .A . R egg io  E m ilia 35.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 35.00%
U niaudit S .p .A . B ologna 34.05% U nipo l M erchan t  S .p .A . 34.05%
SC S A zioninnova S.p .A . B ologna 25.49% U nipo l M erchan t  S .p .A . 25.49%
Euresa H o ld ing s.a. Luxem bourg 24.05% 24.05%
A gefin   S .p .A . B ologna 19.90% U nipo l B anca S .p .A . 19.90%
FI.B O . F inanziaria  B olognese  S .p .A . B ologna 18.95% Sm allpart S .p .A . 18.95%
A rcobaleno  S .p .A . B ologna 18.18% D im ensione e  Sviluppo  Im m .re  S .p .A 18.18%
Sy neteristik i In surance  s.a . G reece 16.39% 16.39%
O M B  B rescia  S .p .A . B ologna 14.80% U nipo l M erchan t  S .p .A . 14.80%
C estar S .r.l. Pero  (M I) 3 .68% 9.35% A urora  A ssicuraz ioni S .p .A .

0 .49% M M I D anni S .p .A .
0 .91% M M I A ssicu razioni S .p .A .
0 .02% N avale A ssicu razion i S .p .A . 14.45%

Earch im ede S .p .A . B resc ia 7 .91% A urora  A ssicuraz ioni S .p .A .
6 .17% U nipo l M erchan t S .p .A . 14.08%

U ci S .c .a .r.l. M ilan 4.25% 8.21% A urora  A ssicurazioni S .p .A .
0 .69% M M I A ssicu razioni S .p .A .
0 .65% M M I D anni S .p .A .
0 .02% N avale A ssicu razion i S .p .A . 13.82%

Prom orest S .r.l. B ologna 12.50% U nipo l M erchan t  S .p .A . 12.50%
A tlantis V ida  s.a . Spain 12.50% 12.50%
Inarcheck S .p .A . M ilan 12.00% Sm allpart S .p .A . 12.00%
Sofinco S .p .A . M odena 11.47% Sm allpart S .p .A . 11.47%
R ita  S .r.l. M ilan 5.76% A urora  A ssicuraz ioni S .p .A .

4 .54% Sm allpart S .p .A .
0 .74% M M I A ssicu razioni S .p .A .
0 .24% N avale A ssicu razion i S .p .A . 11.28%

Protos SO A  S.p .A . 10.59% Sm allpart S .p .A . 10.59%

(*) A ll shareholdings are  ow ned  w ith  fu ll rights. 

%  H old ing

ST A T E M E N T  O F  SH A R E H O L D IN G S O F  O V E R  10%  A S A T  30 JU N E  2005
  A C C O R D IN G  T O  C O N SO B  C IR C . 11971  O F  14 M A Y  1999, A R T IC L E  126

N am e R eg istered  office
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APPENDIX - Transition to IAS/IFRS international accounting standards 
(Article 81 bis of Issuer Regulation 11971/1999) 
 
The Unipol Group has decided to continue to apply the national accounting standards for compiling 
the consolidated half-yearly report as at 30 June 2005, and to take advantage of the optional transitional 
scheme provided for in Article 81 bis of Issuer Regulation 11971/1999 as amended by ruling 14990 of 
14 April 2005.  Below we present the reconciliations provided for by paragraphs 39 and 40 of the 
international accounting standard IFRS 1 – First-time adoption of the International Financial Reporting 
Standard, accompanied by the notes explaining the criteria for drawing them up and the items in it. 
 
This appendix contains: 
• Tables reconciling Unipol Group's consolidated balance sheet drawn up in accordance with 

national accounting standards and the balance sheet recorded in accordance with the IAS/IFRS as 
at 1 January 2004 (date of transition to IFRS) and as at 31 December 2004; 

• The table reconciling the consolidated profit and loss account for the financial year ended 
31 December 2004 drawn up in accordance with the national accounting standards and the profit 
and loss account drawn up in accordance with the IAS/IFRS; 

• The notes explaining the criteria for drawing them up, the accounting standards applied and a 
description of the principal effects of adopting the IAS/IFRS accounting standards on the 
shareholders’ equity as at 1 January 2004 compared with the Group's consolidated shareholders’ 
equity as at 31 December 2003, and comparing the consolidated profit and the consolidated 
shareholders’ equity as at 31 December 2004 with the same items drawn up again by applying the 
IAS/IFRS. 

• A description of the options provided for by IFRS 1 adopted by the Unipol Group under the 
transition to IAS/IFRS. 

 
The figures ascertained by applying the IAS/IFRS for recompiling the consolidated accounts for 2004 
may subsequently be subject to some variations if any international accounting standard is revised or 
amended before the date the consolidated accounts are published. It is in fact possible that new 
versions or interpretations of the IFRS will be issued before publication of the Group's consolidated 
accounts as at 31 December 2005, possibly with retroactive effect.  
 
In addition, these reconciliation tables were prepared in accordance with the provisions of IFRS 1 and 
referred to in CONSOB ruling 14990 of 14 April 2005. These tables, having been drawn up for the 
purposes of the transition to the international accounting standards, do not contain the comparative 
figures nor the explanatory notes that would be required to give a reliable representation of the Unipol 
Group's consolidated financial standing and profits in accordance with the IFRS standards. 
Consequently they are not intended to replace the fuller information that will be provided when the 
first full accounts are drawn up in accordance with the IAS/IFRS, which will be the Consolidated 
accounts for the financial year ended 31 December 2005. 
 
Reconciliations required by IFRS 1 – First-time adoption of the International Financial 
Reporting Standard  
 
The financial statements for 2004 were prepared in accordance with the procedures indicated by IFRS 
1 – First-time adoption of the International Financial Reporting Standard. In particular, all the 
standards validated by European Regulations before 31 December 2004 were used, including IAS 32, 
39 (financial instruments) and IFRS 4 (insurance contracts). The Group prepared the reconciliation 
tables on the basis of paragraph IG 63 of the IFRS 1 Implementation Guidance. As regards the cash 
flow statement it must be pointed out that the transition to IAS/IFRS does not involve substantial 
amendments to the concepts of cash flow and cash equivalent for the companies in the Group. 
However, the change in the basis of consolidation means that the cash flows relating to the Unipol 
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Banca Group must be included and the flows relating to the two joint holding companies must be 
reduced by 50%. The impact of this change on the Group's available cash is negative mainly because of 
the elimination of the infragroup current accounts. 
 
The opening balance sheet as at 1 January 2004 reflects the following differences compared with the 
consolidated accounts as at 31 December 2003, prepared in accordance with the national accounting 
standards: 
 

• all the assets and liabilities that the IAS/IFRS do not allow to be recorded were eliminated, 
• all the assets and liabilities that the IAS/IFRS require to be recorded were entered and valued in 

accordance with the provisions of each relevant accounting standard, 
• some items were reclassified in accordance with the provisions of the IAS/IFRS, 
• all the majority shareholdings were consolidated on a line-by-line basis irrespective of the 

business activity carried out, 
• the jointly-controlled shareholdings were consolidated using the proportional method. 
 

Options offered by IFRS 1 
 
Business combinations 
As regards the exemptions granted by IFRS 1, the Group took advantage of not being compelled to 
apply IFRS 3 – Business combinations retroactively to the acquisitions/mergers that took place before 
transition to IAS/IFRS.   The book value of the goodwill in the opening balance sheet drawn up in 
accordance with the IFRS is the same as the book value of the Difference arising from consolidation 
ascertained on the basis of the national accounting standards as at 31 December 2003. 
 
Recalculation of the value to be used instead of the cost  
On the date of transition to the IFRS, the book value in the accounts as at 31 December 2003 was used 
for recording property (used for corporate business and as investments), including any write-ups carried 
out, since they were considered comparable to the cost. 
For all property, whether used for corporate business or as investments, the Group decided to use the 
cost model, as laid down by the relevant standards (IAS 16 and 40).  
 
The effects of all the adjustments made were shown directly in the opening shareholders’ equity on the 
date of first-time application (1 January 2004). 
 
Accounting standards 
 
Consolidation criteria and standards 
The Unipol Group's consolidated accounts were drawn up by combining the accounts of the Parent 
Company Unipol Assicurazioni with those of the companies it controls both directly and indirectly 
(IAS 27). 
The jointly-controlled entities are consolidated using the proportional method (IAS 31) whilst the 
affiliated companies are valued by the equity method (IAS 28). 
In particular, the subsidiaries belonging to the Unipol Banca Banking Group were previously valued by 
the equity method, in accordance with the national accounting standards, because their activities were 
different from those carried out by the Parent Company. 
In addition, the jointly-controlled companies BNL Vita (50%) and Quadrifoglio Vita (50%) were 
consolidated on a line-by-line basis because of the specific nature of the activity carried out and by 
virtue of agreements between the shareholders. 
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Intangible assets – IAS 38 
In accordance with the provisions of IAS 38 only those intangible assets that can be identified and 
controlled by the undertaking, from which the undertaking will derive future financial benefits, can be 
capitalised.  
 
Therefore the following intangible assets were recorded in the accounts drawn up again by applying the 
IAS: goodwill paid for the acquisition of Life portfolios, costs incurred for the acquisition of software, 
expenses relating to building work on property belonging to third parties and differences arising from 
consolidation.  All the other multiyear costs, which had been recorded in accordance with the Italian 
accounting standards, were eliminated since the international accounting standards do not allow them 
to be capitalised. 
 
Intangible assets with a specific useful life continue to be depreciated in the IAS accounts, whilst a 
major difference relates to the valuation of intangible assets with an indefinite useful life such as 
goodwill, that can no longer be depreciated but must be subjected at least once a year to a test to 
ascertain any permanent loss of value (impairment test), in which case the permanent loss of value must 
be allocated to the profit and loss account and may not be readjusted in subsequent years. 
Differences arising from consolidation and goodwill paid when acquiring bank branches in the 
accounts on 31 December 2003 (the date of transition to IAS) were maintained at the book value, after 
they had been valued using methods provided for in the IAS.  Following the positive outcome of the 
impairment test this goodwill was also confirmed as at 31 December 2004.  In the accounts drawn up 
in accordance with national accounting standards this goodwill had been depreciated over a specific 
period of useful life (10 or 20 years).  
 
Goodwill paid for the acquisition of Life portfolios continues to be written down using the accounting 
criteria provided for in the national accounting standards. 
 
Other types of intangible assets, such as costs relating to increases in capital, were deducted direct from 
capital and reserves, whilst deferred acquisitions commissions on Non-Life and Life insurance 
contracts, depreciated using the accounting criteria provided for in the national accounting standards, 
were reclassified as Other assets.  
 
Investment property – IAS 40 
Investments in land and buildings were recorded by applying the criterion of the cost less depreciation, 
as allowed by IAS 40 (an alternative method to that of fair value). This criterion is substantially in line 
with the national accounting standards. 
 
Property, the recoverable value of which was estimated to be less than the book value (or zero), was 
depreciated in each financial year on a straight-line basis, based on the recoverable value and the 
presumed useful life. It consists mainly of tourist and hotel complexes, supermarkets and industrial 
units, in view of their particular nature and purpose. 
If the recoverable value of the property was estimated to exceed the book value, no depreciation was 
carried out. In the case of the Group it is residential property. 
 
In the case of property that is wholly-owned (i.e. both land and buildings) and depreciated, in the 
accounts drawn up again by applying the IAS the value of the land, which can no longer be depreciated, 
was recorded separately from that of the buildings, and therefore the provision for depreciation of the 
land was written off. The value of the land was determined with the help of expert valuations carried 
out by an outside company. 
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Investment in financial instruments – IAS 32 and 39 
Changes relating to financial instruments are of particular significance.  IAS 39 provides that debt 
instruments, equity instruments, receivables, payables and derivatives must be classified on the basis of 
the purposes for which these instruments are held.  The following categories are provided for: 
- Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, 
- Financial assets available for sale, 
- Financial assets held to maturity, 
- Loans and receivables. 
Each of these categories has its own specific recording and valuation criterion and these are 
significantly different from the classification and valuation criteria for financial instruments provided 
for by the national accounting standards. 
 
In addition, unlike the provisions of the national standards which allow any investment in shares to be 
classified under shareholdings (long-term investments), the international standards allow only 
investments in subsidiary, affiliated and jointly-controlled companies to be classified in this way. All 
other share securities must be classified either as Assets assessed at fair value through profit or loss or 
as Assets available for sale. 
 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
This category includes both financial instruments held for trading and securities designated by the 
undertaking as being assessed at fair value through profit or loss. 
The fair value is calculated, in descending order of priority, on prices recorded in active markets, on 
prices provided by operators or on the internal valuation models generally used in the financial world. 
The differences (positive or negative) between fair value and book value are recorded as profit or loss. 
The fair value of listed securities is represented by the current market value.  
 
The Group classified in this category share securities other than strategic shareholdings, variable-yield 
bonds, securities structured in such a way that the derivative elements may need to be separated, 
investment funds and derivatives, as well as financial instruments linked to financial liabilities assessed 
at fair value. 
 
In addition, all the securities in the portfolio on the date of transition to IAS (1/1/2004) and paid for 
by 31 December 2004 were classified as financial assets held for trading. 
 
Financial assets available for sale  
Investments classified as securities available for sale are assessed at fair value. The differences 
compared with the book value must be recorded in the shareholders’ equity in a special provision for 
unrealised profits/losses (net of tax).  
The fair value of securities available for sale is calculated, in descending order of priority, on prices 
recorded in active markets, on prices provided by operators or on the internal valuation models 
generally used in the financial world. 
If a security available for sale incurs a permanent loss of value, the unrealised accumulated loss 
previously recorded in the shareholders’ equity is recorded in the profit and loss account. 
 
The Group classified as Assets available for sale fixed-yield bonds (with the exception of those 
matching special Life tariffs), securities structured in such a way that the derivative part is not separable, 
strategic shareholdings (less than 20% of the share capital, of commercial or company strategic 
importance) and securities arising out of the securitisation schemes carried out by Unipol Banca. 
 
Investments in equity instruments not listed on active markets for which it is not possible to make a 
reliable assessment of the fair value were valued at cost (net of any write-downs) and not at fair value. 
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Financial assets held to maturity 
Investments in securities held to maturity are recorded at cost less depreciation if necessary written 
down to take account of permanent losses of value.  Financial instruments that have no maturity may 
not be classified in this category. 
 
The Group classified as Financial assets held to maturity most fixed-yield bonds matching special Life 
tariffs. 
 
Loans and receivables 
Receivables in this category consist of contracts for which the Group holds a right to the cash flows 
arising out of the loan agreement, are characterised by fixed or ascertainable payments and are not 
listed on an active market. 
 
This item consists mainly of receivables from clients and banks of the entities in the banking Group.  
This category also includes mortgage loans and credit facilities, reinsurers' deposits, reverse repurchase 
agreements and receivables for agents' recoupments. 
 
In accordance with the provisions of IAS 39, loans and receivables must be recorded initially at their 
fair value, which corresponds to the amount granted including the transaction costs and the fees 
chargeable direct.  Nevertheless, on first-time application of the IAS/IFRS, no account is taken of 
these elements in view of the objective difficulties in obtaining the necessary information on the 
existing portfolio and of the scant significance of these elements. 
Subsequently, receivables classified in the 'Loans and receivables' portfolio are recorded at ‘cost less 
depreciation', using the 'actual interest method'. 
 
Securitisation schemes 
In the case of securitisation operations finalised before 31 December 2003, Unipol Banca decided to 
apply the provisions of paragraph 27 of IFRS 1, which establishes that when the bank uses the 
IAS/IFRS for the first time it must apply the derecognition requirements provided for in IAS 39 for all 
transactions occurring after 1 January 2004.  In other words, the same paragraph emphasises that, if the 
previous standards allowed derecognition of the assets when a specific transaction took place, the assets 
previously written off as at 1 January 2004 will not have to be recorded. 
 
As Unipol Banca considers the derecognition carried out in the years prior to 2004 to be valid for all 
purposes, it classified the Junior Notes, subscribed on execution of the operation, as securities 
Available for sale and defined as trading derivatives the derivatives connected with the operation itself 
(Asset swap and clean-up call).  In order to fulfil the precepts of the IAS Unipol Banca therefore valued 
both the securities and the derivatives. 
 
In the case of securitisation operations executed after 31 December 2003, as indicated in IAS 27 and in 
SIC 12, the vehicle companies set up for the purpose were considered to be controlled by the Group 
and therefore included in the basis of consolidation.  The vehicles' balance sheets and profit and loss 
accounts, including the figures relating to the portfolios under management, which were excluded from 
the financial statements under the previous accounting standards, were used for the purposes of 
consolidation. 
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Derivatives  
Derivatives must initially be recorded at the purchase cost representing the fair value, and subsequently 
assessed at fair value. The fair value of derivatives is based on prices gathered from regulated markets 
or provided by operators, on models used for valuing options (basing hypotheses on market and 
economic conditions), or on models for assessing the present value of future cash flows.  
 
All derivatives in the portfolio as at 31 December 2004 were classified as non-hedging derivatives, as it 
was too cumbersome to show retrospectively the hedging in existence and active in previous periods. 
Most of the securities hedged by derivatives were classified as Financial assets at the fair value through 
profit or loss. 
 
Finally the guidelines for classifying securities issued by the Parent Company Unipol Assicurazioni were 
followed by all the companies in the Group, with the sole exception of BNL Vita, which is 50% 
controlled by BNL SpA. 
 
In fact, BNL Vita carried out the following classification: 
- in the category of Financial assets at the fair value through profit or loss:  securities on the books as 

at 1 January 2004 and paid for by 31 December 2004, and all the investments underlying unit- and 
index-linked products (Class D) 

- in the category of Assets available for sale: shares, units in investment funds, fixed-yield bonds 
(excluding one bond classified under Loans and receivables) and variable-yield bonds. 

No securities were classified by BNL Vita as Financial assets held to maturity. 
 
Shareholdings – IAS 28 
For consolidation purposes shareholdings in affiliated undertakings are valued by the equity method. 
 
Tangible assets – IAS 16 
This item includes property for own use, plant and machinery and fixtures and fittings. 
The criterion used by the Group for recording and valuing this category of property is the cost less 
depreciation, in line with the national accounting standards. 
 
In the accounts drawn up again by applying the IAS, in the case of property where both the land and 
the buildings are owned the value of the land was recorded separately from that of the buildings and 
therefore the provision for depreciation of land was written off.  The value of the land was determined 
with the help of expert valuations carried out by an outside company. 
All the property for own use is depreciated using the national accounting criteria, i.e. depreciation is 
carried out each financial year on a straight-line basis on the estimated residual useful life.  
 
Tax assets and liabilities – IAS 12 
The corresponding tax effect on all the adjustments carried out under the IAS/IFRS standards was 
calculated where necessary, these being temporary differences, based on the tax rates provided for by 
current legislation. Recording the fiscal effects generated deferred tax liabilities or assets. 
 
Non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations – IFRS 5 
As at 31 December 2004 non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations include property 
subject to a preliminary agreement to sell carried out before 31 December 2004 which, on the basis of 
the provisions of IFRS 5, must be transferred to this category even though it comes under investments 
in property since it is valued at the cost less depreciation. This property is valued at cost or the 
presumed realisation value, whichever is the lower. 
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Technical provisions on insurance contracts – IFRS 4 
As regards Non-Life business, all the products in the portfolio as at 31 December 2004 were classified 
as insurance contracts, therefore the corresponding technical provisions as at 1 January 2004 and all the 
other core insurance items as at 31 December 2004 (balance sheet and profit and loss account) were 
valued in accordance with the national standards also laid down by the Supervisory Body (ISVAP).  
Therefore no differences emerged between the national accounts and the corresponding accounts 
drawn up again by applying the IAS. The only exception relates to additional catastrophe provisions 
and equalisation provisions, which are not allowed under the IAS and were therefore eliminated. 
 
As regards Life business, analysis of the products in the portfolio as at 31 December 2004, based on a 
threshold of significant insurance risk of 10%, produced the following classification:  
− all the products in Class III (unit- and index-linked) were classified as financial contracts, under 

financial liabilities at fair value, and therefore valued in accordance with the rules of IAS 39. As far 
as the profit and loss account is concerned,  this valuation was nevertheless substantially in line with 
that adopted in accordance with the Italian accounting standards. The insurance element was also 
separated from the financial element; 

− products specifically matched by assets with no mortality risk were classified as financial contracts 
under financial liabilities and valued at cost less depreciation in accordance with the rules of IAS 39; 

− investment contracts with discretionary profit-sharing were classified as insurance contracts and 
therefore valued in accordance with the national standards; 

− all other products, with an insurance risk exceeding 10%, were classified as insurance contracts and 
therefore valued in accordance with the national standards. 

 
As regards products in Class III, in particular unit-linked products, the acquisition costs and 
commissions relating to the asset management service were recorded and deferred separately 
throughout the duration of the policy.  In the case of index-linked policies, since the assets are not 
under management (the policy being merely administered), it is not necessary to carry out these 
deferments. 
 
The adequacy test on Non-Life and Life technical provisions confirmed the adequacy of the Group's 
technical provisions. 
 
Employee benefits – IAS 19 
Staff-leaving indemnity comes under the category of employment-related benefits to be classified as a 
guaranteed benefits scheme. 
The amount due for staff-leaving indemnity was therefore calculated using actuarial techniques and 
discounted back as at the accounting date. 
The effect of the healthcare policy for senior executives, which also comes under the category of 
employment-related benefits and is a guaranteed benefit, was also ascertained. 
 

********* 
 
FIRST-TIME APPLICATION OF THE IAS/IFRS INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING 
STANDARDS 
 
The table below shows the reconciliation of the consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December 2003 
with the IAS statement of assets and liabilities as at 1 January 2004 (values given in €m): 
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RECONCILIATION TABLE OF THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS AT 1 JANUARY 2004 

  
ASSETS 

31/12/2003 
Italian 

accounting 
standards  

Adjustments  
for valuation 

Adjustments 
for changes in 
consolidation 

method 

Differences for 
reclassifications  

 

1/1/2004 
International 

standards 
(IAS/IFRS)  

1 Intangible assets 1,213.2 -21.7 377.8 -76.2 1,493,1
  of which: Differences arising from consolidation 1,069.7    25.9  1,095.6
2 Investment property 647.6 9.3   -242.8 414.1
3 Investments in financial instruments 25,059.6 168.6 -2,534.6 287.5 22,981.1
4 Technical provisions – reinsurers’ share 888.8 -35.9 -91.2   761.7
5 Receivables 1,344.9 -2.2 -55.5 -97.9 1,189.2
6 Tangible assets 28.6 13.2 28.6 242.8 313.3
7 Cash and cash equivalents 678.0   -267.5   410.5
8 Other assets 306.0 50.6 98.4 -121.4 333.6

  TOTAL ASSETS 30,166.6 182.0 -2,444.0 -8.1 27,896.5
  LIABILITIES           
  Group shareholders’ equity 2,493.8 -44.9 0.0 0.0 2,448.9
  Share capital 906.2       906.2
  Free reserves and other reserves 1,587.6 -44.9     1,542.6

  Profit (loss) for the financial year           
  Shareholders’ equity – minority interests 229.9 14.4 -39.2   205.1
  TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 2,723.7 -30.6 -39.2 0.0 2,653.9
9 Subordinate liabilities 666.0   -0.3 20.8 686.6
10 Technical provisions 25,669.0 -136.3 -2,534.3 -6,139.5 16,858.9
11 Provisions for risks and charges 46.8 -6.0 2.3 -1.0 42.1
12 Financial liabilities 416.5 229.0 37.4 6,139.5 6,822.5
13 Payables 408.5 2.3 -0.9 -61.8 348.1
14 Other liabilities 236.2 123.5 90.9 33.9 484.5
  TOTAL LIABILITIES 27,443.0 212.5 -2,404.8 -8.1 25,242.6

  
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 30,166.6 182.0 -2,444.0 -8.1 27,896.5

 
The principal adjustments and the most significant reclassifications are discussed below. The 
adjustments made because of the change in the method of consolidation relate to the elimination of 
50% of the entries of the jointly-controlled companies and to the insertion of entries for the Unipol 
Banca Group, which is consolidated on a line-by-line basis. 
 
Description of the principal adjustments 
 
1. Intangible assets  
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of multiyear costs -16.5
Capital increase costs -5.2
Total -21.7
 
Multiyear costs that can no longer be capitalised were offset against Provisions for first-time 
application. 
The costs of increasing the share capital reduced the shareholders’ equity. 
Deferred acquisition commissions amounting to €76.2m were also reclassified and transferred to Other 
assets. 
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Goodwill paid when subsidiaries and bank branches were acquired, which under the new accounting 
standards (IAS 38) must not now be depreciated since they are intangible assets with an indefinite 
useful life, were subjected to an impairment test, which confirmed the book value as at 
31 December 2003. 
 
2. Investment property 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of the provision for depreciation of land 9.3
 
In the case of wholly-owned property (where both the land and the buildings are owned) written down, 
the value of the land (not subject to depreciation) was recorded separately from that of the building and 
the amount of the provision for depreciation of land built up during the years in which it was held was 
recouped. 
The separate valuation of the land was carried out with the help of expert valuations entrusted an 
outside company. 
Property used for corporate business (€242.8m) was also transferred to Tangible assets. 
 
3. Investments in financial instruments  
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Valuation differences on investments in financial instruments -54.5
Securitisation effects 240.3
Receivables – valuation effects -14.8
Others -2.4

Total 168.6
 
Investments in financial instruments includes shareholdings in affiliated undertakings and other 
financial investments, including derivatives, corporate financing, receivables from banking clients, 
receivables from banks, mortgage loans and credit facilities, reverse repurchase agreements and deposits 
with ceding undertakings. 
The item Securitisation effects relates to value readjustments carried out by Unipol Banca after 
31 December 2003 on receivables assigned, matched by the corresponding liability item of €258m. 
 
The principal differences arising from reclassification are due to: receivables for recoupments from 
agents of €97.3m transferred from Receivables, accrued interest income of €198.4m transferred from 
Other assets, and goodwill relating to the Unipol Banca Banking Group of €25.9m transferred to 
Intangible assets – Differences arising from consolidation. 
 
4. Technical provisions – reinsurers’ share 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of catastrophe provisions and equalisation provisions -35.9
 
Catastrophe provisions and equalisation provisions, no longer allowed under the IAS, were written off 
and recorded in the Provision for first-time application. 
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5. Receivables  
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of receivables -2,2
 
This item includes commercial receivables and, in general, all short-term receivables. 
 
Receivables for recoupments from agents of €97.3m were reclassified as Financial instruments. 
 
6. Tangible assets 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Property used for corporate business 13.2
 
Adjustments of €13.2m were due inter alia to the effect of the derecognition of depreciation on land in 
the case of property where both the land and the buildings are owned. 
 
Property for own use of €242.8m was transferred from Property investments and reclassified under this 
item. 
 
8. Other assets 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Deferred tax assets on adjustments under the IAS/IFRS 45.6
Deferred acquisition commissions on investment contracts 10.1
Other assets -5.1
Total 50.6

 
 
Deferred tax assets on all the negative IAS/IFRS adjustments of €45.6m were calculated since the 
conditions for them to be recorded were deemed to exist. 
 
Deferred acquisition commissions on investment contracts of €10.1m relate to acquisition commissions 
on contracts reclassified from insurance to financial, recorded in previous years, in accordance with 
national accounting standards, and depreciated in accordance with the IAS/IFRS, for the asset 
management service to be provided throughout the duration of the contract. 
 
Deferred acquisition commissions on Non-Life and Life insurance contracts of €76.2m were 
reclassified under Other assets, whilst accrued interest income of €198.4m was transferred to Financial 
instruments. 
 
9. Subordinate liabilities  
 
Accrued liabilities relating to additional costs incurred when issuing loans were transferred from Other 
liabilities and reclassified under this item. 
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10. Technical provisions 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of catastrophe provisions and equalisation provisions -89.5
Provision for expenses -46.7
Total -136.2
 
Catastrophe provisions and equalisation provisions, no longer allowed under the IAS, were written off 
and recorded in the Provision for first-time application. 
 
Provision for expenses fell by €46.7m as a result of the differential resulting from the application of 
IAS 18 and the consequent different way of recognising the margins on the duration of the contract.  
The adjustment is mainly attributable to BNL Vita. 
 
Mathematical provisions on investment contracts without discretionary profit-sharing and with no 
insurance risks, to be valued in accordance with the provisions of IAS 39 (at fair value or at cost less 
depreciation), were reclassified as Financial liabilities in accordance with IFRS 4 – Insurance  contracts. 
 
These are mainly mathematical provisions on products matched by specific assets, with no mortality 
risk and almost all of the provisions in Class III.  The amount of Life provisions transferred is 
€6,139.5m. 
 
11. Provisions for risks and charges 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of the provision for exchange fluctuations and of other 
provisions  -6.0
 
12.  Financial liabilities 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
IFRS 4 application effects -25.9
Securitisation effects 258.0
Other  financial liabilities  -3.0
Total 229.1
 
The adjustment under IFRS 4 largely relates to the effect of the valuation at cost less depreciation of 
the liabilities relating to products matched by specific assets with no significant insurance risks, on the 
corresponding value written off from the technical provisions. The effects of the securitisation 
operations written off amount to €258m, €240.3m of which related to the corresponding asset item. 
 
Technical Life provisions amounting to €6,139.5m relating to investment contracts were transferred to 
Financial liabilities and valued at fair value (provisions in Class III, already at current value in the 
accounts in accordance with the Italian standards) or at cost less depreciation (provisions on products 
matched by specific assets, with no insurance risks). 
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13. Payables 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Adjustment to the provision for staff-leaving indemnity   3.4
Other payables -1.1
Total 2.3
 
Adjustments for reclassifications relate to the transfer to Other liabilities of the amount of  €61.8m due 
for corporation tax. 
 
14. Other liabilities 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Deferred tax liabilities on adjustments under the  IAS/IFRS 93.3
IFRS 4  application effects on acquisition costs to be deferred 34.1
Other liabilities -3.9
Total 123.5
 
The main adjustment relates to the recording of the deferred tax liabilities on all the positive 
adjustments carried out under the IAS. 
 
The effects of IFRS 4 relate to the acquisition costs to be deferred on contracts reclassified from 
insurance to financial, recorded in the profit and loss account in previous years in accordance with 
national accounting standards and deferred in accordance with the IAS/IFRS. 
 
The principal reclassifications relate to -€20.8 m of accrued liabilities on subordinated debenture loans 
and to €61.9m as a result of the transfer of amounts due for corporation tax from Payables. 
 
VARIATION IN THE SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 
 
Owing to all the adjustments carried out mentioned above, the Group shareholders’ equity fell from 
€2,493.8m to €2,448.9m, a decrease of €44.9m,  i.e. less than 1.8%. 
 

************ 
 
The following tables reconcile the consolidated balance sheet and profit and loss account as at 
31 December 2004 with the statements of assets and liabilities and profit and loss account drawn up in 
accordance with IAS as at 31 December 2004 (values given in €m): 
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RECONCILIATION TABLE OF THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2004 

  
ASSETS 

31/12/2004
Italian 

accounting 
standards  

Adjustments  
for valuation 

Adjustments for 
changes  in 

consolidation 
method 

Differences for 
reclassifications  

 

31/12/2004
International 

standards 
(IAS/IFRS)  

1 Intangible assets 1,153.7 91.0 436.0 -71.4 1,609.2
  of which: Differences arising from consolidation 1,007.5 57.7 24.6   1,089.8
2 Investment property 894.7 24.3   -501.6 417.5
3 Investments in financial instruments 27,419.4 996.0 -1,397.9 343.3 27,360.8
4 Technical provisions – reinsurers’ share 738.7 -36.5 -8.3   693.9
5 Receivables 1,349.3 -5.7 -56.6 -81.3 1,205.7
6 Tangible assets 29.9 -1.5 35.1 323.3 386.9
7 Cash and cash equivalents 1,088.1   -871.9 10.6 226.7
8 Other assets 265.5 83.8 112.0 89.4 550.7

  TOTAL ASSETS 32,939.3 1,151.5 -1,751.6 112.3 32,451.5
  LIABILITIES           
  Group shareholders’ equity 2,602.9 32.6 0.0 0.0 2,635.5
  Share capital 916.5       916.5
  Free reserves and other reserves 1,475.1 -0.4     1,474.7

  Profit (loss) for the financial year 211.3 33.0     244.3
  Shareholders’ equity – minorities 298.5 -54.1     244.4
  TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 2,901.4 -21.5 0.0 0.0 2,879.9
9 Subordinate liabilities 674.0   45.8 20.6 740.4
10 Technical provisions 28,387.9 -145.7 -2,812.6 -6,755.3 18,674.4
11 Provisions for risks and charges 63.8 -2.8 -1.2 0.4 60.2
12 Financial liabilities 270.6 1,139.0 899.5 6,757.5 9,066.6
13 Payables 392.5 1.5 -1.1 -27.6 365.3
14 Other liabilities 249.1 181.0 118.0 116.6 664.7
  TOTAL LIABILITIES 30,037.9 1,173.1 -1,751.5 112.3 29,571.7

  
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 32,939.3 1,151.5 -1,751.6 112.3 32,451.5

 
RECONCILIATION TABLE OF THE CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2004 

    
31/12/2004

Italian 
accounting 
standards  

Adjustments  
for valuation 

Adjustments for 
changes  in 

consolidation 
method 

Differences for 
reclassifications  

 

31/12/2004
International 

standards 
(IAS/IFRS)  

1 Earned premiums, net of reinsurance 9,110.9 -1,887.0 -892.2   6,331.7
2 Investment income net of charges 1,084.7 -6.6 -166.6 -5.0 906.6
3 Other technical income/charges, net of reinsurance 19.0     -19.0 0.0
  TOTAL INCOME 10,214.6 -1,893.6 -1,058.8 -23.9 7,238.2
4 Charges relating to claims, net of reinsurance  -8,818.3 1,830.1 1,068.1 94.2 -5,825.8
5 Change in other provisions -6.7 2.8   3.9 0.0
6 Operating expenses, net of reinsurance -945.2 0.8 -85.9 -20.4 -1,050.8
7 Other income and charges -91.5 72.2 39.8 55.2 75.7
  TOTAL CHARGES -9,861.8 1,905.9 1,022.0 133.0 -6,800.9
  BALANCE ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES 352.8 12.3 -36.8 109.1 437..3
8 Balance on extraordinary income/charges 109.1     -109.1 0.0
  PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION 461.9 12.3 -36.8 0.0 437.3
9 Tax on profit -188.9 16.6 3.4   -169.0
  CONSOLIDATED PROFIT (LOSS) 272.9 28.8 -33.4 0.0 268.3
  Profit (loss) – minority interests -61.6 4.2 33.4   -24.0
  PROFIT (LOSS) - GROUP 211.3 33.0 0.0 0.0 244.3
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Description of the principal adjustments made to the balance sheet 
 
1. Intangible assets  
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of multiyear costs -13.6
Capital increase costs -3.2
Goodwill 107.8
Total 91.0
 
Multiyear costs that can no longer be capitalised as at 31 December 2003 were offset against Provisions 
for first-time application, whilst net increases for the year were recorded in the profit and loss account. 
The costs of increasing the share capital reduced the shareholders’ equity. The impairment test 
confirmed the book value as at 31 December 2003 of the goodwill recorded for the acquisition of 
shareholdings in subsidiaries and bank branches.  Depreciation carried out in the consolidated accounts 
under Italian accounting standards was therefore written off. 
 
Acquisition commissions to be deferred amounting to €71.4m were reclassified and transferred to 
Other assets. 
 
2. Investment property 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of the provision for depreciation of land 24.3
 
In the case of wholly-owned property (where both the land and the buildings are owned) which used to 
be depreciated, the value of the land (not subject to depreciation) was recorded separately from that of 
the building and the amount of the provision for depreciation of land built up during the years in which 
it was held was recouped. The separate valuation of the land was carried out with the help of expert 
valuations entrusted to an outside company. 
 
In addition, property used for corporate business (€242.8m) was transferred to Tangible assets and 
property available for sale (€161.8m) to Other assets. 
 
3. Investments in financial instruments  
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Valuation differences on financial instruments -135.7
Securitisation effects 1,145.9
Receivables – valuation effects -14.8
Others 0.6

Total 996.0
 
Investments in financial instruments included shareholdings in affiliated undertakings and other 
financial investments, including derivatives, corporate financing, receivables from banking clients, 
receivables from banks, mortgage loans and credit facilities, reverse repurchase agreements and deposits 
with ceding undertakings. Total net valuation differences amounted to -€135.7m. 
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The item Securitisation effects relates to the cancellation of securitisation effects carried out by Unipol 
Banca after 31 December 2003 on receivables assigned, relating to the corresponding liability item of 
€1,163m. 
 
The principal differences arising from reclassification are due to: receivables for recoupments from 
agents of €81.3m transferred from Receivables, accrued interest income of €165.8m transferred from 
Other assets, and goodwill relating to the Unipol Banca Banking Group of €24.6m transferred to 
Intangible assets – Differences arising from consolidation. 
 
4. Technical provisions – reinsurers’ share 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Reversal of catastrophe provisions and equalisation provisions -36.5
 
Catastrophe provisions and equalisation provisions, no longer allowed under the IAS, were written off. 
 
5. Receivables  
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Reversal of receivables -5.7
 
This item includes commercial receivables and, in general, all short-term receivables. The derecognition 
of €5.7m relates to the valuation of two credit items on derivatives, the total value of which was 
recorded under Investments in financial instruments. 
 
Receivables for recoupments from agents amounting to €81.3m were reclassified as Financial 
instruments. 
 
6. Tangible assets 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Property used for corporate business -1.5
 
The adjustment was due in particular to the effect of the derecognition of depreciation on land in the 
case of property where both the land and the buildings are owned. 
 
Property for own use as well as for Group use, amounting to €256.9m, was transferred from 
Investment property and reclassified under this item. Property under construction, amounting to 
€82.8m,  was also transferred from Other assets and reclassified under this item. 
 
8. Other assets 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Deferred tax assets on adjustments under the IAS/IFRS 90.7
Deferred acquisition commissions on investment contracts 9.2
Deferred tax assets on adjustments under the IAS/IFRS -16.1
Total 83.8
 
Deferred tax assets on all the negative IAS/IFRS adjustments of €90.7m were calculated, since the 
conditions for them to be recorded were deemed to exist. 
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Acquisition commissions to be deferred on investment contracts amounting to €9.2m relate to 
acquisition commissions on contracts reclassified from insurance to financial, recorded in the accounts 
under the national accounting standards, and depreciated in accordance with the IAS/IFRS, for the 
asset management service to be provided throughout the duration of the policy. 
€16.1m relating to valuations of derivatives included amongst Other assets in the national accounting 
standards (IFRS 5) was written off. 
 
Acquisition commissions to be deferred on Non-Life and Life insurance contracts amounting to 
€71.4m were also reclassified as Other assets, as was, from Investment property and Tangible assets, 
property available for sale amounting to €178.3. Accrued interest income amounting to €165.8m was 
also transferred to Financial instruments. 
 
9. Subordinate liabilities  
 
Accrued liabilities amounting to €20.6m relating to additional costs incurred when issuing loans were 
transferred from Other liabilities and reclassified under this item. 
 
10. Technical provisions 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of catastrophe provisions and equalisation provisions -100.2
Provision for expenses -45.5
Total -145.7
 
Catastrophe provisions and equalisation provisions, no longer allowed under the IAS, were written off. 
 
Provision for expenses fell by €45.5m as a result of the differential resulting from the application of 
IAS 18 and the consequent different way of recognising the margins on the duration of the contract. 
Most of the adjustment is attributable to BNL Vita. 
 
Mathematical provisions on investment contracts with no discretionary profit-sharing and with no 
insurance risks, to be valued in accordance with the provisions of IAS 39 (at fair value or at cost less 
depreciation), were reclassified as Financial liabilities in accordance with IFRS 4 – Insurance  contracts. 
These are mainly mathematical provisions on products matched by specific assets with no mortality risk 
and almost all of the provisions in Class III. The amount of Life provisions transferred amounts to 
€6,753.1m. 
 
11. Provisions for risks and charges 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
Reversal of the provision for exchange fluctuations and of other 
provisions  -2.8
 
12. Financial liabilities 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation
IFRS 4 application effects -23.6
Securitisation effects 1,163.0
Other financial liabilities  -0.4
Total 1,139.0
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The adjustment under IFRS 4 largely relates to the effect of the valuation at cost less depreciation of 
the liabilities relating to products matched by specific assets with no significant insurance risks i.r.o. the 
corresponding value written off from the technical provisions. 

 
The effects of the securitisation operations written off amount to €1,163m, €1,145.9m of which, in the 
case of value readjustments on liabilities, relates to the corresponding asset item. 
 
Technical Life provisions of €6,753.1m relating to investment contracts were transferred from 
Technical provisions and valued at fair value (provisions in Class III, already at current value in the 
accounts in accordance with the Italian standards) or at cost less depreciation (provisions on products 
matched by specific assets with no insurance risks). 

 
13. Payables 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Adjustment to the provision for staff-leaving indemnity   2.8
Valuation of derivatives -1.3
Total 1.5
 
Reclassifications mainly relate to the transfer to Other liabilities of the amount of €27.0m due for 
corporation tax. 

 
14. Other liabilities 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Deferred tax liabilities on adjustments under the IAS/IFRS 149.5
IFRS 4  application effects on acquisition costs to be deferred 32.4
Other liabilities -0.9
Total 181.0
 
The most significant adjustment relates to the recording of deferred tax liabilities on all the positive 
adjustments carried out under the IAS.  
 
The effects of IFRS 4 application relate to the acquisition costs to be deferred on contracts reclassified 
from insurance to financial, recorded in the profit and loss account in previous years in accordance 
with national accounting standards and deferred in accordance with the IAS/IFRS. 
 
The principal reclassifications relate to -€20.6 m of accrued liabilities on subordinated debenture loans 
and to €27.0m for transferring amounts due for corporation tax from Payables and €106m to Financial 
investments. 

 
VARIATION IN THE SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 
 
Owing to all the adjustments carried out mentioned above, the Group shareholders’ equity rose from 
€2,602.9m to €2,635.5m, an increase of €32.6m, i.e. 1.3%. 
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Description of the principal adjustments to the Profit and Loss Account 
 
1. Earned premiums, net of reinsurance 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Reversal of catastrophe provisions, net of reinsurance 8.8
IFRS 4  application effects -1,895.9
Total 1,887.1
 
The derecognition of the catastrophe provisions amounting to €8.8m, not allowed under the IAS, 
relates to the change for the financial year, net of the equivalent amounts of reinsurance cessions. 
 
The effects of IFRS 4 application relate to the derecognition of pure premiums on investment contracts 
amounting to €1,831.9m, and to the derecognition of the relative acquisition costs amounting to 
€63.9m. 
 
2. Investment income, net of charges  
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
IAS application effects on investments in financial instruments -14.1
Net interest on securitisation schemes 7.0
Other income 0.5
Total -6.6
 
The IAS application effects on investments in financial instruments include the financial valuation of  
shareholdings in affiliated undertakings and of other financial investments, including derivatives, 
corporate financing, receivables from banking clients, receivables from banks, mortgage loans and 
credit facilities, reverse repurchase agreements and deposits with ceding undertakings totalling -€14.1m. 
 
Interest on securitisation schemes relates to the positive balance between Unipol Banca interest 
receivable and payable amounting to €7m. 
 
The principal reclassifications relate to extraordinary income and charges, mainly linked to sales of 
securities and property, not provided for by the IAS, amounting to €115.3m, whilst reclassifications 
resulting from the application of IFRS 4 amount to -€131.1m. Other reclassifications relate to transfers 
from Other technical income and charges amounting to €35.7m and from Other income and charges 
amounting to -€33.2m. 
 
3. Other technical income/charges, net of reinsurance 
 
The principal reclassification relates to the transfer to Other income and charges amounting to €16.7m. 
 
4. Charges relating to claims, net of reinsurance  
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
IAS application effects on the provision for staff-leaving indemnity 0.8
Reversal of claims on investment contracts 1,290.9
Change in provisions under IFRS 4 538.4
Total 1,830.1
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The financial effect on the amounts set aside for the staff-leaving indemnity provision relates to the 
application of IAS 19 and is broken down according to cost centre. 
The derecognition of claims on investment contracts and the change in provisions, totalling €1,829.3m, 
relate to the application of IFRS 4 and to the consequent reclassification of contracts with insurance 
risk below 10%. 
The principal reclassification relates to the transfer to Investment income of charges on investment 
contracts amounting to  €131.1m (always linked to contracts with insurance risk below 10%). 
 
5. Change in other provisions 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Reversal of equalisation provisions 2.8
 
This adjustment relates to the derecognition of the financial effects relating to the change in 
equalisation provisions amounting to €2.8m. 
 
The principal reclassification, amounting to €4.0m, relates to the transfer to Charges relating to claims. 
 
6. Operating expenses,  net of reinsurance  

 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Effects on property depreciation 0.1
IAS application effects on the provision for staff-leaving indemnity  -0.3
Reversal of acquisition commissions to be deferred 5.3
Multiyear costs -4.3
Total 0.8
 
The financial effect on the amounts set aside for the staff-leaving indemnity provision relates to the 
application of IAS 19 and is broken down according to cost centre. 
 
The derecognition of commissions relates to the capitalisation under IFRS 4 of the commissions on 
investment contracts amounting to €5.3m, whilst the financial effect of the multiyear costs to be 
recorded net of the relative depreciation based on the consolidated accounts drawn up in accordance 
with the national accounting standards amounts to -€4.3m. 
 
The principal reclassification relates to the net value of transfers from/to Investment income 
amounting to -€17.5 m. 
 
7. Other income and charges 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Reversal of depreciation on goodwill, net of depreciations under the IAS 66.3 
Net depreciation on acquisition costs and commissions 58.7 
Net charges and income on securitisation schemes -56.3 
Reversal of outflows from the provision for exchange fluctuations and from other provisions  -5.2 
Reversal of depreciation on multiyear costs 8.7 
Total 72.2 
 
Depreciation on goodwill relating to shareholdings in subsidiaries as a result of the impairment test was 
written off.  Net depreciation on acquisition costs and commissions is a result of capitalisation carried 
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out under IFRS 4.  Net charges and income on securitisation schemes relate to the operations carried 
out by Unipol Banca.  Utilisation of funds in the consolidated accounts drawn up under the national 
accounting standards, not provided for by the IAS, amounting to -€5.2m, and the depreciation on 
multiyear costs to be recorded amounting to €8.7m, were written off. 
 
The principal reclassifications relate to the transfer from Other technical income and charges of 
€16.7m, to the contra account from Extraordinary income and charges of -€15.1m and to Investment 
income of €51.2m. 
 
8. Extraordinary income and charges 
 
There is no provision for extraordinary financial elements in the IAS, which require the values to be 
reclassified under the various different elements. The principal reclassifications are to Income and 
charges on investments amounting to -€115.3m and to Other income and charges amounting to €9.3m. 
 
9. Corporation tax for the year 
 

  
Adj. under  

IAS valuation 
Deferred tax assets and liabilities under the IAS 16.6
 
This relates to the net balance of the fiscal effects on the financial changes carried out under the IAS. 
 
VARIATION IN THE PROFIT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 
 
Under the IAS/IFRS, the Group profit for the financial year rose from €211.3m to €244.3m, an 
increase of €33m or 15.6%. 
 
 
 
Bologna, 12 September 2005 
 
 
 The Board of Directors 
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External Auditors’ Report  
on the IFRS Reconciliation Tables 
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Translated from the original Italian by SEL, the translation company owned by the University of Salford, Manchester, UK 
 
 


